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2Abstract
This thesis describes a new framework for 3D surface landmarking and evaluates its per-
formance for feature localisation on human faces. This framework has two main parts that
can be designed and optimised independently. The first one is a keypoint detection system
that returns positions of interest for a given mesh surface by using a learnt dictionary of
local shapes. The second one is a labelling system, using model fitting approaches that es-
tablish a one-to-one correspondence between the set of unlabelled input points and a learnt
representation of the class of object to detect.
Our keypoint detection system returns local maxima over score maps that are generated
from an arbitrarily large set of local shape descriptors. The distributions of these descriptors
(scalars or histograms) are learnt for known landmark positions on a training dataset in
order to generate a model. The similarity between the input descriptor value for a given
vertex and a model shape is used as a descriptor-related score.
Our labelling system can make use of both hypergraph matching techniques and rigid
registration techniques to reduce the ambiguity attached to unlabelled input keypoints for
which a list of model landmark candidates have been seeded. The soft matching techniques
use multi-attributed hyperedges to reduce ambiguity, while the registration techniques use
scale-adapted rigid transformation computed from 3 or more points in order to obtain one-
to-one correspondences.
Our final system achieves better or comparable (depending on the metric) results than
the state-of-the-art while being more generic. It does not require pre-processing such as
cropping, spike removal and hole filling and is more robust to occlusion of salient local
regions, such as those near the nose tip and inner eye corners. It is also fully pose invariant
and can be used with kinds of objects other than faces, provided that labelled training data
is available.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Where it all starts: Genesis of a human face between the second and third
month of pregnancy.
BBC 1 Documentary Inside the Human Body: Creation - 5 May 2011.
Computer-Generated Imaging (CGI) based on live ultrasound scans.
1.1 Motivation
Sensing the world is one of the most useful abilities developed in the natural world. All
the senses can be used to acquire information from the world and observations can in turn
be used to act upon the world. Through our senses the outside world is acting upon us,
modifying our state, and triggering reactions. When trying to reproduce these interactions
in the relationships between machines and the rest of the world (including us) it appears
that the most difficult part is not so much to make machines produce actions but to make
them observe and understand the environment.
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Some senses are more easy than others to interpret. The senses of taste and smell are
relatively complex to reproduce in terms of chemistry but the interpretation of results is easy:
the same proportion of basic chemical compounds corresponds to the same taste/smell. There
is no computational burden here and the complexity is mainly engineering. Other senses are
simple to reproduce because of their very low dimensional input, for example the sense of
balance and movement (the vestibular system in the inner ear) provides information about
orientation relative to the gravitational field and information about movement using inertia.
These can easily be reproduced in machines using gyroscopes, and here again, interpreting
the input is relatively straightforward.
Sight, hearing and touch are usually the most difficult senses from a computational
point of view. Hearing stands a little aside from the other two as it is sequential in time.
Sight and touch are both similar in the way that they allow description of the geometry
of the world. The difference between the two is smaller than believed. Indeed, blind and
non-blind people can “see” through touch (using the hands [Kilgour and Lederman, 2002]
or even the tongue [Callaghan and Mahony, 2010]), and vision systems can “touch” objects
through light (3D reconstruction using passive or active vision). Finding ways that machines
can use these senses is a real challenge. Nature, however inspirational it might be, cannot
always be copied as it is. We have no evidence that animal vision is reproducible with current
computer architectures and available technologies. To allow a wide range of applications,
solutions have to be found to enable machines to perform specific vision tasks with existing
hardware.
In this thesis, we focus on one vision task in particular: face processing, for which humans
have evolved a specific region of the brain (namely the fusiform gyrus [McKone et al., 2006]).
This specialisation of the human brain to see faces is remarkable, allowing us humans to
facialise almost anything, from shapes in clouds to Mr Potato Head or simple smileys. Our
aim in this thesis is relatively modest as we simply want to be able to “see” realistic human
faces, i.e. to make sense of a sensorial input as being a face, composed of facial features in
a particular layout.
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1.2 The Shape Matching Board Analogy
A very well-known pre-school toy is the shape matching board puzzle in which objects have
to be placed in holes of corresponding shape (see Figure 1.1). In a thought experiment, we
can easily imagine three different participants for this game:
• Level 1: a child too young to match the shapes visually: his strategy would be to take
one object and try to force it into different holes until he succeeds.
• Level 2: a child old enough to master shapes but not old enough to speak: his strat-
egy would be to match the shape of the hole and object mentally to determine the
correspondences.
• Level 3: an older individual mastering language (e.g. an adult): his strategy would be
to analyse the shape of the hole, associate it with a semantic category (e.g. “it’s a star
shape”) and look for objects having the same semantic association.
In the last case, the user is no longer matching the shape but the semantic labels of those
shapes. Of course, if several star-shaped objects are present, the user of level 3 will fall
back to the mental geometric comparison of level 2 and, if the differences are not easily
identifiable, he will fall back to the trial-and-error approach of level 1.
These three strategies correspond to different styles of algorithm.
• The level 1 approach corresponds to an exhaustive or random search.
• The level 2 approach corresponds to a matching problem in a geometric space.
• The level 3 approach corresponds to a matching problem in a semantic space.
In order to reproduce level 2 and 3, a machine has to be able to extract symbolic repre-
sentation from the input data. This implies the ability to discard all unhelpful information
while retaining enough information to solve the higher level problem of matching.
In this thesis we focus on problems at level 2. The main contribution of this thesis is
to enable a symbolic geometric representation of a face to be extracted from an input mesh
(see Figure 1.2). The representation takes the form of a set of landmarks associated with
known facial features.
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Figure 1.1: Matching shape board puzzle as an analogy for symbolic geometric representation
extraction.
a b
Figure 1.2: (a) Input from the real world. (b) Extracted symbolic representation of the face
(as a set of facial landmarks).
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1.3 Applications
Faces play a crucial role in our everyday life. They are our primary modality for recognising
people and they also provide information about attention and emotional states. Enabling
machines to see faces has a huge range of possible applications in industry.
The face as a biometric data The main application for automatic face processing re-
mains surveillance and access control. The face is a very accessible biometric modality that
can be used either for identity checking or identity recognition. Unlike fingerprints, it can
be captured at a distance, and unlike ears and irises, the face is not usually occluded invol-
untarily. The voluntary hiding of one’s face usually raises suspicions. Airport border control
police agents can be asked to watch CCTV in order to search for people on a watch-list.
This is a very repetitive task at which human are not really reliable.
The main applications of face processing, the final objective of which is to replace human
agents, are:
• Face verification: This is usually used to check whether you are who you claim to be,
or whether you have the credentials to access a given area.
• Face recognition: This is used to retrieve the identities of people present from databases
(watch-list, passenger list, police records, and so on).
Enabling new Human-machine interactions An increasingly interesting set of ap-
plications for face processing is emerging because of recent advances in computer vision,
robotics and mobile device technology. Machines are no longer confined to factory plant and
are more and more present in our lives. Here is a shortlist of interactions with machines
requiring face understanding:
• Face recognition for interactions: If you ask a robot to fetch you something, the robot
should be able to come back to you. If you have moved or if several people are present
in the room the robot should identify where you are and, for that, it needs to recognise
you. Face recognition is therefore a natural part of robotic systems that interact with
humans.
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• Emotional adaptation: Robots that will interact with humans will need some social
skills. To be able to adapt to the interlocutor’s emotional state is essential to make
the exchanges as natural as possible. This can be done through a combination of facial
expression recognition and voice recognition.
• Avatar control: Facial gesture is something one wants to reproduce in virtual worlds.
Whether it is to animate a 3D character in a movie, a player’s avatar in a game, or
a remote tele-presence impersonation of you, emotions and lip movements have to be
captured and understood by the machine.
• Driver drowsiness monitoring: Anybody is able to monitor a car driver’s face for signs
of drowsiness but realistically nobody would pay someone to do that. A computer
vision-based understanding of the face is the only current cost-effective way of allowing
such applications to occur.
1.4 Context
This thesis is concerned with different 3D face analysis techniques for facial feature locali-
sation. At the beginning of this project we noticed that, unlike 2D vision techniques that
take advantage of machine learning methods, 3D vision uses more heuristic approaches that
strongly limit the number of cases in which they can be used. In a preliminary literature
review we observed that, while 3D face recognition claims to be more robust (by design)
to pose variation, it is in fact as bad as 2D in dealing with those changes. This was not
due to data representation issues or recognition technique problems, but simply due to the
pre-processing: the initial correspondences between faces could not be retrieved when large
pose variations or large occlusions are present. For example, such systems will try to detect
the tip of the nose as the most concave or the most protruding point in the input, which of
course is not true in the general case. Both continuous (registration) and discrete (feature
localisation) classes of current correspondence techniques cannot cope with these changes.
Therefore, we decided to investigate feature localisation on 3D faces and came up with ma-
chine learning approaches to replace the existing expert-system-based “recipe-like” methods.
As a machine learning approach is used, all dependencies linked to the application domain
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vanished, leaving us with a generic framework for the landmarking of 3D surfaces. Evalua-
tion on 3D face databases showed that our framework outperforms the state-of-the-art 3D
face landmarking system in terms of robustness and, in some cases, in terms of precision,
while making far fewer assumptions about the input data.
1.5 Thesis Rationale
The research area that we are interested in is 3D face processing. In particular, we focus on
machine-learning-based 3D face keypoint detection and landmarking.
Starting Point Our project started with the idea that 3D face recognition can be greatly
improved if the landmarking of facial features was more robust in dealing with the variations
often observed with non-cooperative subjects: mainly changes in pose and occlusions. We
argue that the existing techniques for landmarking, while becoming more and more complex
over the years, will never succeed in reaching the given level of generality required when
the system cannot predict what the input will contain. Our main criticism of these tech-
niques is that the detection rules are always enforced by the researcher instead of being
learnt by the system. This “expert system” characteristic of the existing approaches makes
them vulnerable when new inputs are presented to the system. Indeed, the rules extracted
by the researchers are usually naive and unrealistic as they relate to simple correlations ob-
served between the targeted landmarks and extremal field values of a limited number of 3D
descriptors.
To alleviate these limitations, we focused our efforts on finding practical ways to re-
place those expert-system approaches with machine learning techniques while keeping our
framework as versatile as possible.
Ideal Goal Our objective was to improve the current state-of-the-art in terms of feature
localisation and registration on non-cooperative 3D faces containing large variation in pose
and occlusions. Ideally, a perfect system would be able to extract faces from any input,
as long as some features are visible. This should be robust whatever action is performed
by the non-cooperative subject: talking, talking into a cell phone, eating while walking,
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coughing, blowing his nose, laughing, and so on. Moreover, in order to be usable in real
world applications, the system should be fast so that near real-time response is achievable.
Strategy overview Our approach throughout the project has been to break down prob-
lems into smaller pieces. The landmarking problem, the problem of finding positions associ-
ated with known labels, is cut down into smaller sub-problems (as seen in Figure 1.3):
• Detect possible landmark candidate positions (keypoints) on the mesh.
• Select one candidate position for each targeted label resulting in a set of labels.
• (Optional) Refine the results by moving the obtained landmarks around to optimal
local positions.
In turn, detecting the initial point of interest position can be split into two sub-problems
(see Figure 1.4):
• Compute score maps over the input mesh representing the likelihood of a vertex being
a shape of interest.
• Select maxima on these maps as keypoints.
Constructing a set of landmark from the keypoints can be split in three sub-problems:
• Associate each position with a list of candidate labels using local descriptors (seeding
of the label correspondences).
• Eliminate candidates by running correspondence filtering methods such as graph match-
ing and registration techniques.
• Select a doubly semi-stochastic (i.e. one-to-one) matching from the set of correspon-
dences.
In our framework, machine learning techniques are used to detect points of interest
on the mesh. To reduce the set of correspondences and to select one-to-one associations
between the detected points and the learnt model, different matching techniques have been
investigated, including hypergraph and tensor matching techniques as well as clustering and
global registration approaches.
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Figure 1.3: Problem Breakdown: the landmarking problem is split into two sub-problems
that are solved independently: keypoint detection and point labelling.
Centres of the
targeted local shapes Input Mesh Keypoint Score Map Detected Keypoints
Figure 1.4: Example of keypoint detection using our method on a 3D scan from the FRGC
database.
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Result overview For landmarking applications, our system outperforms the state-of-the-
art methods on the two databases tested (the FRGC and the Bosphorus). Our technique
is, by design, more robust in dealing with imperfect input data and does not expect every
single targeted landmark to be present in the input. It does not require pre-processing such
as cropping, spike removal and hole filling and is also more robust in dealing with occlusion
of salient regions, such as the nose and eyes.
Our keypoint detector can learn any shape of interest from a labelled training database
and look at patterns using any number of scalar and histogram descriptors. The cues from
the different descriptors are merged in final score maps in a generic way, easily transferable
to other kinds of application, as long as training is available.
1.6 Contributions
The main contributions of our project, as discussed in this thesis, can be grouped in several
categories.
1. Contributions in the approach and the way that we looked at the problem.
2. Practical contributions to the field in terms of novel methods, evaluations of hypotheses
and results.
3. Contributions to the community in providing tools and data to quicken advances of
other research in this particular domain.
4. Minor contributions to the community by disclosing our unsuccessful experimentations
and abandoned paths, which can possibly save the time of new research students in
this area.
Contributions in the approach
1. To replace existing expert systems for 3D face feature localisation with machine learn-
ing techniques, such that the rules used for detection are learnt and not enforced by
the designer of the system. This also allows the detection of less salient features for
which humans struggle to create rules.
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2. To relax some of the assumptions about the input data to enable non-cooperative face
recognition. Most detectors use a global approach, trying to find extremal points in
the input. These expert-designed patterns might be true for the face region but do not
apply to all the unknown non-face parts of the input data.
3. To increase the number of landmarks to be searched in order to minimise the risk of
task failure due to occlusions and spurious data in non-cooperative cases.
4. To increase the number of descriptors to be used conjointly to detect or label points.
5. To move away from the assumption that the best descriptors for detection are also the
best descriptors for labelling.
6. To investigate the use of hypergraph matchers for the correspondence finding on 3D
objects.
Practical contributions
1. A new method for keypoint detection on meshes using a dictionary of learnt local
shapes.
2. An evaluation of its performance in different conditions.
3. An extension of this method to a non-linear boosting classifier.
4. A study of the behaviour of 10 widely used 3D descriptors over a range of scales at 14
landmark positions.
5. A new method for labelling, using a hypergraph matching technique of relaxation by
elimination.
6. A evaluation of its performance for landmark label retrieval with unit-quaternion clus-
tering disambiguation.
7. A comparison of different correspondence techniques (RANSAC vs. tensor matching)
in cases presenting missing data.
8. A new framework for landmarking by labelling automatically detected keypoints.
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9. An evaluation of its performance on the FRGC and Bosphorus datasets on which our
method shows better results than state-of-the-art methods.
Contributions through data and tools Building tools is a necessary part of any research
project. To facilitate results reproducibility and save other researchers’ time, tools and
database related data have been published on the author’s webpage1 throughout this PhD.
Example of tools are:
• Converters between different 3D data structures and file formats: .abs(structured
point cloud, FRGC), .bnt (structured point cloud, Bosphorus), .obj (mesh), .ply
(mesh), .off (mesh), .stl(mesh), .pcd (structured point cloud), .png (2D depth
map)
• Readers and writers for our landmark data files.
• Local 3D descriptors computation: principal curvature, functions of the principal cur-
vature (H,K,SI, and so on), volume descriptor, histograms descriptor (Spin Images,
spherical images), and so on.
• a 3D viewer for all data files used in the project (meshes, landmarks, curves, score
maps, texture, hypergraphs and so on).
Examples of data provided are:
• Global registration transformation matrices (computed using ICP) for the FRGC
database (with a video for visual checking).
• Landmarks obtained using our system on the FRGC and Bosphorus database.
• Ground-truth landmarks used for results computation.
• Mean models of the face computed using mean 2D depth map of registered faces (mean
white male, mean white female, mean Asian male, mean Asian female, all).
1http://www.cs.york.ac.uk/~creusot
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Minor contributions through failures and discarded ideas If research is seen as a
landscape, warning researchers about the dead-ends and the treacherous paths is as crucial
as charting the walkable roads. As a rule, there are always more ideas that don’t work than
ideas that work. In Appendix D of the thesis, abandoned ideas are presented. At no point
did we formally prove that those techniques are not worth studying longer than we did, but
hints were found that they might be time-consuming, full of pitfalls and too uncertain to be
considered in the allotted time for this project.
1.7 Vocabulary Disambiguation
An essential part of the thesis is to make sure the author and the reader share the same
vocabulary and notions. In addition to the definitions provided in each chapters, notions
used throughout the thesis are briefly described in this section.
1.7.1 Points Related Vocabulary
This thesis mainly focuses on the detection of point (zero-dimensional) features over 3D
surface meshes, the position of which is represented as a tuple (x, y, z). Depending on what
is attached to it, the point will change in nature. Figure 1.5 shows example of keypoints,
landmarks and landmark candidates.
Keypoint A keypoint is synonymous with point of interest. It is an unlabelled point that
is “special/uncommon” with regards to criteria that vary depending on the context in which
the keypoints are used. A recurring pattern of keypoints will be that they are relatively
sparse compared to the input data and that they are repeatable between different instances
(captures) of the same object. A keypoint doesn’t have any label or semantic category
attached to it.
Landmark A landmark is a point associated with a label and can be represented as a
tuple (point, label). Different landmarks on different objects sharing the same label will
be corresponding landmarks. Only one-to-one correspondences are allowed between objects.
Therefore, a landmark will be unique within an instance of an object. Two different land-
marks on the same capture cannot have the same label.
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Keypoints Landmark Candidates Landmarks
(Position) (Position + Label List) (Position + unique label)
Figure 1.5: Example of visual representation of keypoints, landmark candidates and land-
marks.
Landmark candidate A landmark candidate is a point for which no label has yet been
determined. It can be represented as a tuple (point, list of possible labels). In our framework,
a keypoint is seeded with possible landmark labels and becomes a landmark candidate. When
one-to-one correspondences have been found between the query object and a model, the
landmark candidates that have been selected are upgraded to landmarks.
1.7.2 Biometric Related Vocabulary
Face verification A face verification system is a process taking two faces in input and
returning a true value if the two faces are considered to be from the same individual.
Face recognition A face recognition system is a process taking a unknown face and a
database in input and returning (if available) the identity from the database that best cor-
responds to the query face.
Equal Error Rate When evaluating face verification systems, the percentage of false
negatives and false positives are inversely related. The fewer false negatives you obtain,
the more likely a false positive will be. The weights given to these two cost functions
depend on the application. A border control face verification systems will prefer to limit
false positives and allow a larger number of false negatives where a human operator can
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intervene. Less sensitive applications where the risk associated with false positives is lower
and where having a human operator involved is not cost-effective will prefer the opposite (e.g.
biometric pocket money for a primary school restaurant). In order to evaluate verification
systems independently from the business domain, a standard metric is used. It is the Equal
Error Rate (EER) that corresponds to the rate at which the False Acceptance Rate (false
positives) and the False Rejection Rate (false negatives) are equal.
Rank 1 recognition rate When evaluating face recognition systems, an obvious measure
of the overall performance is to look at the percentage of cases in which the identity returned
by the system is correct. This is called the rank-1 recognition rate. Systems that can output
a ordered list of possible matches can also be evaluated using the rank-N recognition rate,
representing the percentage of cases in which the correct identity is among the N first matches
returned by the system.
1.7.3 Matching Related Vocabulary
Graph A graph is composed of a set of nodes and a set of edges connecting pairs of nodes.
Only non-oriented graphs are discussed in this thesis, where the edge connections are not
ordered.
Hypergraph An hypergraph is an extension of the concept of a graph in which the con-
nectivity is no longer bounded by two. Hyperedges can connect any number of nodes. The
hypergraph is said to be uniform if all the hyperedges have the same degree of connectivity.
For example, a graph can be represented by a 2-uniform hypergraph and vice versa. Both
oriented and non-oriented hypergraphs are used in this thesis.
Feature The word feature can mean a variety of different things depending on the context.
In this thesis it usually refers to local artifacts that have been detected (points, curves or
other). When dealing with faces, we will used the term “facial features” to describe the parts
of the face that have a name (e.g. nose , eye, mouth). When dealing with on-manifold space
reduction and classification techniques, the term features will refer to the basis axis of the
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manifold in which the data points are represented. The number of features will refer to the
number of dimensions used to describe a particular pattern in that space.
Featural information When matching two data structures, we will use the term featural
information to describe any value attached to a local neighbourhood around the local feature
(points, curves). The notion of locality can vary depending on the application and is usually
a parameter of the system.
Configural information The configural information relates to any value describing the
relationship between two or more ordered or non-ordered local features of the data structure
to be matched. It can be, for example, the Euclidean or geodesic distance between two
points (degree 2), the minimal distance between two curves (degree 2), the area of the
triangle defined by three points (degree 3), the ratio between the length of two segments
(degree 4) and so on.
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1-Introduction
(z)
2-Literature
Review
(a)
3-Strategy
(a→z)
4-Localisation
5-Labelling
6-Landmarking 7-Conclusion
Appendices
Figure 1.6: Block diagram of the thesis structure.
1.8 Thesis Structure
In this section, the global organisation of the thesis is presented. Each chapter is summarised
in a few paragraphs to help the reader construct a clear image of the whole project. Figure 1.6
shows the structure of the thesis. Most of the work presented here is also featured in the
following papers:
• 3D Face Landmark Labelling
Clement Creusot, Nick Pears, and Jim Austin
In Proceedings of the ACM workshop on 3D object retrieval, 3DOR 10,
pages 27 - 32, Firenze, Italy. doi:10.1145/1877808.1877815.
• Automatic Keypoint Detection on 3D Faces Using a Dictionary of Local
Shapes
Clement Creusot, Nick Pears, and Jim Austin
International Conference on 3D Imaging, Modeling, Processing, Visualization and
Transmission (3DIMPVT), 2011
pages 204 - 211, Hangzhou, China. doi:10.1109/3DIMPVT.2011.33.3DIMPVT
• A Machine-learning Approach to Keypoint Detection and Landmarking on
3D Meshes
Clement Creusot, Nick Pears, and Jim Austin
Under Review - Submitted 2011-10-15 - IJCV Special Issue on 3D Imaging, Processing
and Modeling Techniques
To help the reader glance through this thesis in the future, small bullet-point summaries
are dispatched in each chapter. They appear in small blue-highlighted framed boxes.
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Chapter 2 - Literature Review
In Chapter 2, we describe the state-of-the-art of research in different areas related to the
analysis of human faces. This allows us to outline the gap in research that we aimed to fill.
The first part is dedicated to the broad field of face analysis, with a description of the early
history of the field, a deep review and taxonomy of face recognition methods and an overview
of other face analysis techniques. As the brain is always a good source of inspiration, we
review some of the work performed on human vision as studied in psychology and discuss
the implication of this work for computer vision systems.
The third part of this chapter is dedicated to the problem of feature detection on faces.
Examples of 3D techniques are reviewed and the main limitations of the current methods
are outlined.
To conclude, we summarise the remaining unsolved problems in the field and describe
different ideas to fill those gaps.
Chapter 3 - Detailed Strategy
While the literature review has allowed us to outline the gap in research, it is still necessary to
plan how to approach the problem, how to break it down into manageable parts and how to
evaluate our success in solving the problem. This chapter is about our high level strategy and
how we aim to get closer to our ideal objective. As a first step, we formally describe the main
problems that we want to solve. Then, we explain the choices and reasonable assumptions
that need to be made in order for the problem to be solvable. Priorities between competing
objectives are given and explained. The third part explains how success will be measured for
each of the different problems. The fourth part describes the databases that have been used
to run our experiments. Details about the content of the database and the way we managed
them are given. In the final part, the expected limitations of our work are detailed.
Chapter 4 - Automatic Keypoint Detection
In our approach to the feature correspondence problem we assume that some points are
repeatable over most captures of human faces. In order to find those keypoints (unlabelled
candidates) classic techniques consist of selecting local extrema over the map of one descriptor
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(e.g. the maximum or minimum of Gaussian curvature). Here, a new technique is described
which is able to deal with several descriptor maps and several kind of distributions over
those maps. The aim of this detector is to be able to manage points that are potentially
repeatable but whose distributions over given descriptors are not extremal.
In the first part, a description of the framework is given. In the second part, the way
descriptors are computed in our experiments is explained. We then describe how the sta-
tistical distributions of those scores are learnt over a input dictionary of shapes of interest.
For each learnt shape, the different descriptors are merged using linear (LDA) or non-linear
(Adaboost) techniques. The next part explains how the matching maps computed for each
shape are merged together to form one unique final map. Details about the local extrema
detector over this map is given, before the experiments are described. After giving the results
obtained with this technique, we discuss some of the remaining issues and detail some other
paths of research that we have tried concerning keypoint detection.
Chapter 5 - Point Labelling Using Structural Matching
In this chapter, we consider the problem of labelling a set of points using a learnt graphical
model. In the first part, we recall some basic concepts about graphs and hypergraphs and
describe how we compute the multi-attributed hypergraphs used for the experiments. In the
second part, we focus on matching the structure with a learnt model, using different steps of
seeding and relaxation. In the third part, we discuss post-processing techniques that can be
used after the graph matching process to guarantee the stochasticity of the correspondence.
We then describe the experiments and the results obtained with our technique. In the last
part, conclusions and limitations are drawn from the experiments.
Chapter 6 - Automatic Landmarking
This chapter is really about applying the theoretical framework to the real problem of face
landmarking in difficult cases (pose variation and occlusions). In the first part, we discuss
the problem of optimising both the keypoint detection and the labelling for this particular
problem. In the second part, the experiment framework is described. The next section deals
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with the results obtained and the comparison with other techniques. In the last section,
conclusions are made about the whole technique and its possible extension.
This chapter mainly concerns the results of feature detection using a combination of
automatic point detection and labelling. The results are analysed under several variations
and compared to results found in the literature.
Chapter 7 - Conclusion
In the last chapter, we come back to the work achieved and the results obtained during the
research project presented in the thesis. We summarise our contributions and evaluate how
these discoveries might impact the research field and help automate particular 3D vision
tasks. Paths for future research and improvement of the current methods are also proposed.
Appendices
In the appendices, tables of full results are given when space was limited in the chapters of
the thesis. One appendix explains in more details an idea that we proposed near the end
of the project. Its aim is to discover the model set of landmarks that should be used by
automatically detecting saliency on registered 3D surfaces. The last appendix presents the
ideas that have been researched and not finished or later abandoned during this project. We
think this can help save time to new research students in 3D landmarking.
Chapter 2
Literature Review/Background
Faces are like snowflakes: every one is different. And like snowflakes, the
face’s structure is based upon a few simple rules. However, unlike snowflakes,
faces are not made of ice, and therefore they don’t melt, although what I am
trying to do is make a computer what can spot faces that HAVE “melted” -
so to speak - by spotting variations from the normal rules. To achieve this, I
have spent the past three years scanning the faces of snowmen. I am
beginning to suspect this was a mistake.
Rick Tongs impersonating Tim J. Hutton, In Tim J. Hutton’s PhD thesis
Dense Surface Models of the Human Face – University College London (2004)
The scope of this thesis is fairly large and encompasses a lot of different specific fields
in different areas of research, from 3D differential geometry to graph theory, via machine
learning techniques. The main objective of this chapter is not to detail every technical field
used in this thesis but rather to focus on the fields of application, where limitations are
more easily observable. Our approach has been data-centred rather than method-centred.
Our first and foremost goal is the analysis of the human face, from the understanding of
the shape of its parts, to the recognition of their attached identity and expression. Here,
different theoretical areas are linked together to solve a particular problem: the processing
of 3D surfaces for face recognition.
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This chapter follows the journey made throughout the PhD, from the very general to the
very specific:
Face Analysis
Computer-Based Face Analysis
Face Recognition
3D Face Recognition
Feature Localisation for
3D Face Recognition
⊃
⊃
⊃
⊃
Learning the history of these contributions and finding the state-of-the-art results for
each particular problem have been essential steps to determine the gaps in research that we
aimed to fill: 3D face landmarking towards automatic non-cooperative recognition.
Background information related to some of the tools or techniques used in this work will
be presented separately throughout the thesis when appropriate.
First, a very coarse history of face analysis is given. Then, a few pioneering papers about
face recognition are presented. These papers give enough examples to allow the presentation
of a classification in the following section. A literature review on recognition systems is given
afterwards. The last sections are used to evoke some related topics like feature detection,
the psychological aspects of vision that can be useful and to evoke some of the remaining
problems in face processing.
What: To review the literature in the field of face analysis and face recognition.
Why: To discover interesting problematics and gaps in research to be filled.
How: By understanding the history of field and analysing recent advances and their
limitations.
Priorities: The background literature was reviewed with a bias toward 3D face tech-
niques and non-cooperative face recognition.
Rationale
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Figure 2.1: Proportion of the face and eyes. Sketches by L. Da Vinci.
2.1 Face Analysis
2.1.1 Brief History of Face Analysis
Face analysis is a very old topic that has almost always existed in art and science. It is
hard to know who was the first person to put a measurement instrument onto someone’s
face, but chances are that it was an artist or philosopher looking for perfect proportions and
the definition of beauty. Plato with his “beauty, proportion and truth” (Philebus 65a-66a)
started to theorise about a knowledge that dates back to the ancient Egypt and possibly
before: proportions in the body and face contain information that act upon our judgement
of beauty. The analysis of face proportion in art continued for a very long period and still
exists today.
The ancient Greeks gave birth to another study of faces: the physiognomy which claims
that “It is possible to infer character from features” (Prior Analytics(2.27), Aristotle). This
pseudo science is now discredited but had a lot of followers during the Renaissance and has
introduced new ways of classifying faces according to their shape and related features.
The understanding of the face made a great leap forward with the emergence of modern
anatomy in 15th century Italy. The knowledge of the pure mechanical interaction of the
muscles and bones behind the skin is still fundamental for a lot of face related studies,
especially those dealing with shapes and expressions.
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Most of the other fields in face analysis emerged during the 20th century. The improve-
ment of medical techniques allowed the first face skin graft in 1917 (by Harold Gillies) which
in turn led to the development of facial plastics and cosmetic surgery. The importance of
aesthetics in facial surgery (medical or not) is quite obvious. Therefore, there was a great
need for knowledge concerning faces, psychology and ethics in order to know what a face
should be.
The study of neurology, psychology and sociology that also flourished in the 20th century
started to ask fundamental questions about how humans can see and identify faces. What
are the limits of these capabilities and how important is the face in human social interac-
tions? Many properties of human face-image processing have been discovered. Many biases
in face recognition linked to a too specific specialisation have been documented, like the
Thatcher effect, the own-race effect, the own-age effect, the hollow face illusion and many
others [Thompson, 1980]. The ability to recognise faces from birth to adulthood has been
studied [Campbell et al., 1995], [Slater and Quinn, 2001], in normal individuals as well as in
people with disabilities like prosopagnosia (face blindness) and schizophrenia. Furthermore,
psychological experiments have been done to determine our ability to judge age, sex and
attractiveness [Schaefer et al., 2006], as well as emotions.
The 20th century has also seen the rise of face recognition as a science. In 1955-56 the first
facial composite was designed (case Janet Marshall) using photo samples instead of simple
drawings. At this time, the police artist had to be both an artist and a photographer in
order to produce realistic portraits. But, with time, the system improved and sets of ready-
made normalised features were produced to allow rapid facial composite creation. Nowadays
software has taken over, but research still continues to improve the systems. The use of
face and skulls in forensics also developed with applications in justice and occasionally in
archaeology (e.g. mummy face reconstruction [Gill-Robinson et al., 2006]).
The democratisation of computers has allowed for new applications in face analysis. Some
applications aim to detect expressions [Whitehill et al., 2008], [Zafeiriou and Pitas, 2008],
[Zhan et al., 2008], spontaneity of expressions [Valstar et al., 2006], driver drowsiness, at-
tractiveness [Whitehill and Movellan, 2008], and so on. Automatic face recognition started
to appear in the 1970s, with the main purpose of allowing the development of identity check-
ing, surveillance systems and improving human machine interaction, especially in robotics.
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Figure 2.2: Extract of the questionnaire for feature characterisation filled by a juror. From
[Goldstein et al., 1971].
2.1.2 Face Recognition
2.1.2.1 The Emergence of Computer-Based Face Recognition
The arrival of the computer age has allowed real experimentation on image processing of the
face for recognition. The first major written trace of face recognition using a computer is a
technical report published in 1966 by Bledsoe ([Bledsoe, 1966] cited in [Goldstein et al., 1971]).
Not long after, [Goldstein et al., 1971] started to look at face recognition using coarse
characterisations of features made by a set of jurors. At this time, the computer’s only
purpose was to mimic the human decision-making process by finding a best correspondence,
using a simple description of the face. The description gives 34 features including the shapes,
sizes (small, medium, large), aspects of the nose, mouth, hair, chin, as well as some distance
between features (short, medium, long), and other visual characteristics (see Figure 2.2). The
measure was made by several people and correlated using simple statistics. The principal
idea of computer vision was already there: the huge quantity of information contained by
the face should be reduced to a discriminative subset in order to be matched by a computer.
At the same period in 1973, Kanade in his PhD thesis [Kanade, 1973], showed that it is
possible to automate the whole process. His method was to find landmarks (distinguishable
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Figure 2.3: The 16 measures used for the matching process in [Kanade, 1973].
points) on a 2D picture using an edge map. The corresponding picture in the database was
selected using a simple distance in the feature space.
One of the more interesting breakthroughs in face recognition occurred in 1991 when
Turk and Pentland [Turk and Pentland, 1991a] designed a face recognition system based
on a representation of the face introduced a few years before by [Sirovich and Kirby, 1987]
called “Eigenpictures”. The idea is that the whole picture of the face is approximated by the
combination of a relatively small number of “eigenpictures” (renamed “eigenfaces” in face
recognition). These “eigenfaces” form the generative basis of a low-dimensional subspace of
the space defined by all the pictures of a big dataset. They are computed from the whole
high-dimensional space using a Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The dimension of this
face space is the number of pixels in the image and each face image is represented by the
sum of the vectors corresponding to the intensity value of its pixels. The PCA determines
the directions in which the inter-model variations are greater and thus gives a smaller basis
that describes most of the major variations in the database. These variations are closely
linked to identities if pose, illumination and expression are controlled..
These first attempts at face recognition systems show two general approaches. The first
one is the feature-based approach that is used by [Goldstein et al., 1971] and [Kanade, 1973].
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Figure 2.4: Workflow of face recognition systems on-line part.
The second one is the holistic approach as used by Turk and Pentland [Turk and Pentland, 1991a].
These two are the ancestors of almost all the face recognition techniques that are used today.
2.1.2.2 Taxonomy of Approaches
Before detailing the evolution that has occurred since the first face recognition systems were
developed, some comments about how to classify those methods will be presented. Every
paper on face recognition has used different methods on different kinds of data. It is quite
difficult to classify them without giving more importance to one criterion of classification
over another. Here is a short explanation of how the papers will be classified in the rest of
the literature review.
Common workflow A common workflow exists for the on-line part of all face recognition
systems. The different steps shown in figure 2.4 are:
• Acquisition: The capture of the person’s face to identify. In this project, data acqui-
sition is not discussed. In our systems the input is always a digital representation of
faces (2D picture, 3D mesh, structured point cloud).
• Extraction: A critical part of all facial recognition systems is to reduce the amount of
data used for matching. The extracted information should be discriminative. Some of
the techniques can use previously learnt material to help this process (represented by
the dashed database). For example, in [Turk and Pentland, 1991a], the extracted infor-
mation is the vector combination of eigenfaces which best approximates the 2D image
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(the learnt material is the eigenfaces). In [Kanade, 1973], the extracted information is
a set of 16 landmark-related measures that can be seen in figure 2.3.
• Matching: In the matching process, the identity of the face should be found. The
problem is to find the face that is the most similar. A basic technique is to compare the
probe with the whole database and get the closest corresponding face given a certain
metric (or more generally an evaluation function, as the subadditivity [or triangle
inequality] and symmetry are not needed). For example, this could be the computation
of a “distance” between the points cloud of the probe and each point cloud in the
database. This kind of method can be fast when the object to match is small (for
example a vector of low dimensionality) but can become time-expensive when the
database gets bigger and when the size of the descriptor to match is big (for example
point clouds, 3D meshes). Another technique is to search only a local area of the space,
testing only the closest faces using a rejection system to eliminate the less probable
candidates. Some other kinds of matching methods iteratively eliminate bad candidates
until very few remain.
In practice, the separation between these processes can sometimes be less clear. Indeed
the extraction of the discriminative information can be split between the pre-processing part
and the matching part, meaning that the matching process is, by itself, an extractor and
a matcher. It happens, for example, when the matching algorithms are based on neural
networks. A first extraction takes place to prepare the data for the matching and the neural
network will refine the selection with previously learnt patterns.
The extraction part is probably the more tricky and can contain a lot of different processes
(face detection, hole filling, spike removal, noise reduction [smoothing], caricature, local
feature detection, registration and projection).
The extracted information can be seen as hidden variables which, imaged through a
specific evaluation function, is an approximation of the face or the structure of the face. The
problem is to find the inverse process.
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Classification criteria
Data type One obvious criterion is the input data used. In the case of face recog-
nition, it can be a 2D image, a range image, a 3D model, a video, or even a 3D video
[Sun and Yin, 2008]. Another, that can be very different, is the kind of data used just before
the matching process which is generally closely linked to the matching process.
Feature-based or holistic The differentiation between feature-based and holistic
methods is also very important. Almost all the techniques of face recognition use two kinds
of information present on the face: featural and configural information. The featural infor-
mation is contained in a “localised” part of the input data while the configural information is
linked to variation between “remote” parts. In the case of holistic techniques, both featural
and configural information are mixed. For example, eigenfaces composing a picture are by
themselves pictures which contain both featural and configural information. The comparison
of face cloud points or the ICP fitting on the whole 3D model of the face are holistic methods
too. In the case of the feature-based methods, featural and configural are distinguishable.
For example, the shape of the nose will be featural information while the distance between
eyes will be configural information.
Notice that some holistic methods can detect local features as a side effect. This is the case
with the Non-negative Matrix Factorisation (NMF) used on 2D faces (see [Lee and Seung, 1999]).
View-based (anisotropic) vs pose-invariant (isotropic) Another criterion is the
isotropy of the data before matching. For example, in the case of a system using a holistic
method on 2D pictures one or several implicit projection directions are necessarily chosen
(usually front and/or profile view). Such systems will be bound to deal explicitly with either
registration and/or orientation change tolerance. Isotropic methods use direction indepen-
dent data and then do not have to deal with registration before the matching: registration
is included in the matching process. This is the case for feature-based methods like graph
matching or for holistic methods as in point cloud distance.
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Types of algorithm used Most of the algorithms used for matching in the literature are
very different, but they can be grouped in different coarse categories. The techniques cited
here are explained in the following sections.
Simple distances The more common and simple methods define similarity between
models as a distance in a simple space. It can be an Euclidean distance in the unmodi-
fied feature space, a Hausdorff distance between two point clouds or other kinds of simple
comparison.
Distance in a reduced space Both holistic and feature-based methods may consider
high dimensional data before matching. Therefore, some of them use space reduction tech-
niques to work on an approximation of the input data. The Principal Component analysis
(PCA), the Independent Component Analysis (ICA) or the Non-negative Matrix Factorisa-
tion (NMF) are good examples of such space reduction.
Tessellation of a reduced space Other techniques try to reduce the space dimen-
sionality by considering the classes that compose the space. They do not try to find the
best approximation of the whole space, but rather try to find the subspace that best scat-
ters the class corresponding to identities, or alternatively, try to find sets of class-separating
hyperplanes. For example, this is the case with Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Kernel
Discriminant Analysis (KDA), or multiclass Support Vector Machine (SVM) techniques.
Black-box statistical learning Some techniques rely on automatic learning tech-
niques to reduce the quantity of information. These systems are usually opaque: the in-
formation can not be read or interpreted directly. Mainly, two kinds of methods are used
for this purpose: the ones based on Neural Networks (NN), and the ones based on Hidden
Markov Models (HMM).
3D transformation methods When dealing with 3D points sets, two methods appear
quite often to determine the similarity between two models. The first is the Iterative Closest
Point (ICP) which registers the two models. The distance between the two models after
registration is a similarity measure. The second (less used) is the Thin Plates Spline (TPS)
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technique which deforms one model to the other. The binding energy is then used as a
similarity measure.
Graph matching methods A last class of techniques are those using graph match-
ing. In this case, the global similarity is obtained progressively using local similarities and
relational similarities.
Retained classification In this thesis, the first level of classification corresponds to the
holistic, feature-based and hybrid techniques. In the second level, the dimensionality of the
data before matching is taken into account. The last level can be used to group papers that
use similar matching techniques. We do not make fundamental differences between 2D and
3D methods because the line between the two is very thin. Indeed, some 2D methods use
multiple view and some 3D methods use 2D information after projection. Figure 2.5 shows
the classification of most of the matching techniques presented in the literature review.
2.1.2.3 Holistic Methods
Holistic methods are probably the most used for face recognition especially when 2D images
are used.
2D image matching Most of the 2D image matching techniques are descended from the
PCA technique of Turk and Pentland (see section 2.1.2.1) and represent the image as a big
vector. Such techniques try to best reduce and organise the face space generated by these
vectors.
In [Belhumeur et al., 1997], it was noticed that the main drawback of the PCA methods
was their sensitivity to light change in intensity and direction which often required them
to discard the first two or three principal components. Their idea is that the faces of the
same individual lie into the convex subspace of the whole face space and are then linearly
separable. While a classic PCA only reduces the dimensionality of the face space, the Fisher
Linear Discriminant method (FLD) takes into account the included classes (identities). This
method tries to find directions that maximise the separation between classes, defined as the
ratio of the variance between the classes to the variance within the classes. Figure 2.6 gives
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Figure 2.5: Taxonomy retained to present most of the matching techniques used in face
recognition. The techniques will be detailed in the sections 2.1.2.3, 2.1.2.4 and 2.1.2.5.
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Figure 2.6: Difference of principles between a PCA and a FLD component. Extract from
[Belhumeur et al., 1997].
a good idea of the principle with two classes in 2D: the aim is to find directions that best
scatter classes, not directions that best approximate the whole space.
In both [Lee and Seung, 1999] and [Zhang et al., 2008], Non-negative Matrix Factorisa-
tion (NMF) is used to reduce the dimensionality of the 2D face space. This technique is very
similar to a PCA but varies on one point. If we denote V as the matrix n×m where n is the
number of pixels of one image and m the number of images, then the aim of a classic PCA
method is to find W and H such that V ≈ WH where W is a basis and H the encoding
of each image of the database in this basis. In the case of the PCA, the vector in the basis
W are all orthogonal and can be positive or negative as well as the coefficient in H. The
NMF method is different in the sense that all the coefficients computed in the factorisation
V ≈ WH are positive. It means that only additive linear combinations of the basis are
allowed (see figure 2.7). Consequently the vector in the database looks more like features or
localised parts of the face and the encoding of one image is more like the selection of this
feature. This method gives quite good results, especially in [Gokberk et al., 2008], where it
reaches between 71.55% (1 picture per person during the training) and 99.67% (4 pictures
per person during the training).
Another approach to enhance space reduction is to use Genetic Algorithms to construct
a better basis on the face space. It is used in [Liu and Wechsler, 2000], where Evolution-
ary Pursuit is implemented to improve the basis found by a basic PCA. The chromosomes
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Figure 2.7: Difference between a NMF and PCA method. The red corresponds to negative
values. Extract from [Lee and Seung, 1999]
correspond to the rotation of vectors of the basis and the evolution is driven by a fitness
function link to the overall accuracy achieved so far. This method reaches 92.14% rank-one
recognition with 26 vectors on the FERET database.
The limitation with all the previously discussed face space reduction systems is that all
consider that identities are separable in a linear subspace. But what if this subspace cannot
be approximated linearly? Methods have been designed to deal with the non-linearity class
separation and some of them have been used in face recognition. In [Zhou and Tang, 2008],
the Kernel Trick is used (see figure 2.8) with a classic Linear Discriminant (LDA) and an
Improved Linear Discriminant Analysis (ILDA [Zhou et al., 2006]. The two corresponding
methods, KDA and KIDA, have been tested on the Yale database using 5 training samples
per person and give 95.1% and 97.5% accuracy respectively. However, no comparison is done
between these non-linear methods and their linear counterpart in this paper. Some compar-
isons can be found in [Li et al., 2003b], where the PCA and LDA methods are compared to
their kernel version KPCA and KDA (see figure 2.9).
In [Feng and Yuen, 2000], the 2D image is registered using a 3D model and symmetry
information is used to complete the missing part. Then, the Spectroface technique is used to
extract invariant information from the image. The Spectroface method consists of decompos-
ing the image by a wavelet transform until a given compression is reached. Next, a Fourier
transform is computed. This technique is known to be robust in dealing with in-plan rota-
tions, translations and scale changes. However, in this paper the rank one recognition rate
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INPUT SPACE
KDA
FEATURE SPACE
LDA
MAP
KERNEL
Figure 2.8: Example of a non-linear problem. The space is assumed to be transformable
into a space in which Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) can be applied to the data. The
kernel of the separator can be computed in the input space and the method is then called
Kernel Discriminant Analysis (KDA). Graphic inspired by [Li et al., 2003a].
Figure 2.9: Different distributions obtained with the PCA, LDA, KPCA and KDA methods.
The complete experiment included 540 pictures of 12 people. Here, the first four subjects
are shown. The KDA seems to be more efficient at scattering the classes. Extracted from
[Li et al., 2003b].
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Figure 2.10: P2D-HMM 3-6-6-6-3 extract from [Bevilacqua et al., 2008].
Each superstate corresponds to a horizontal strip in the picture(5 strips)
and each inner state corresponds to a vertical part of the strip:
3 parts for the first and last strips (forehead and chin).
6 parts for the other strips (eyes, nose and mouth strips).
is below 85% in the semi-automatic mode (landmark adjusted by hand for the registration)
and decreases to 75% in the fully automatic mode.
In [Bevilacqua et al., 2008], a Pseudo 2D Hidden Markov Model is used (Pseudo 2D-
HMM also called Embedded HMM) in which every state corresponds to a zone of the image
(see figure 2.10). The Pseudo 2D-HMM is basically a classic 1D HMM which corresponds
to a 2D journey on the picture (Right to Left and Top to Bottom). The value attributed
to each state is a compression of the corresponding part of the picture. The compression
is obtained using an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) with a bottleneck architecture (230
neurons for the input and output and only 50 for the hidden level). This technique seems to
give quite good results but the number of probes used in the experiment is too small to give
a real impression of the capability of this technique. Indeed, they reach 100% recognition
rate on 51 people from the ORL database but, out of the ten pictures available per person,
nine were used in the training part and only one was used as a probe. A similar technique
is also used in [Castellano et al., 2008], on 3D data converted into the Canonical form.
3D matching To compare two 3D models without using 2D methods can be done but
requires new techniques. Most of them are based on the difference remaining between two
surfaces or point clouds after registration. Very often, the Iterative Closest Point technique
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Figure 2.11: Different expressions of the same face with their corresponding Canonical form.
Extract from [Bronstein et al., 2004b].
(ICP) introduced by Besl and McKay in 1992 [Besl and McKay, 1992] is used for the regis-
tration. In this iterative method each iteration consists of associating the closest points from
the two models together (σ correspondence) and then trying to find a rigid transformation
(translation ~t and rotation R) that minimises the mean square distance between the sets of
points. The function to minimise is:
f(R,~t) =
N1∑
i=1
N2∑
j=1
δiσ(j)‖ ~p1i − (R( ~p2j ) + ~t)‖2 (2.1)
where N1 and N2 are the number of points in the two models and ~pxk the k-th point of
the x-th model.
In [Bronstein et al., 2004a], [Bronstein et al., 2007] and [Bronstein et al., 2004b], the idea
that expression can be considered as non elastic deformation (transformation where the sur-
face is bent but not stretched) of the face is used, which means that the distances on the
surface of the model (geodesics) should be invariant. To verify this hypothesis, they first
transformed the face to make it invariant to expression and then used a classical 3D rigid
matching method. Firstly, the geodesic distance between each point of the source model is
computed to form a new surface called the Canonical form of the face (see figure 2.11). Then,
to match the two surfaces, their moment signatures are computed (see [Elad et al., 2001] and
compared with a simple Euclidean distance. Only a small database has been used to test
the accuracy of this method. It appears to be a good way to deal with expressions but it
is possible that some discriminative information is lost while using this transformation. In
[Castellano et al., 2008], this data representation is used and is matched with a 3-6-6-6-3
Pseudo 2D HMM and gives 98% of Rank one recognition on a small database of 51 faces.
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In [Lu et al., 2004], the model is coarsely registered using landmarks detected with the
Shape Index of the curvature. Then a hybrid ICP technique was used to align finely the
probe with the model. Both the Root-Mean-Square (RMS) distance given by the ICP and
the cross-correlation between the Shape Indexes of a set of corresponding points were used
to determine the matching scores. The matching error rate obtained was 3.5% on a database
of 18 people with 113 test scans.
In [Ben Amor et al., 2005], the ICP method is used on both a complete face and smaller
parts (detected with a watershed segmentation). The residual distance between the 3D sur-
faces after registration is used to identify the degree of similarity between a probe and a
model from the database. The same kind of technique is used in [Nair and Cavallaro, 2008],
where landmarks are detected to segment the face (e.g. forehead, eyes, nose). The best rank
one recognition rate achieved is 93.7% on the GavabDB database using only the nose region.
In [Lu and Jain, 2005], rigid matching using ICP is coupled with a non-rigid method to im-
prove the results. The Thin Plates Spline deformation (TPS [Bookstein, 1989] is performed
between the two registered surfaces and the wrapping energy is used to determine the sim-
ilarity between them. On a database of 196 people, the rank one recognition rate increases
from 85% for the ICP alone to 89% with a TPS-based classifier. However, the ICP-based
method has a serious drawback: one comparison is costly because the process is iterative
and all the models on the database have to be tested to recognise one probe.
In [Lu and Jain, 2005], the displacement vector field created by the non-rigid TPS regis-
tration between two faces is used to discriminate (using a SVM) between faces corresponding
to different identities. More classic techniques using rigid registration distances are also used
in this paper. Tests show that combining the techniques improves the rank-one matching
accuracy. The best rank-one matching result achieved in this paper is 91%, with 18 errors
in 196 scans (98 neutral, 98 smiling).
In [Russ et al., 2006], PCA is used directly on the 3D model. In order to do this they
must construct a dense correspondence between all the faces in the database and a model
in order to be sure that each dimension in the face space is represented on the probe and
corresponds to the same point of the face. First, five features of the face are used to scale
and coarsely register the face. Then, the ICP method is used to align more precisely the
face on the model. The dense correspondence is made between the two using the Normal
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Figure 2.12: Difference between the Nearest Neighbour Search and the Normal Search.
Extract from [Russ et al., 2006].
Search method (see figure 2.12). This 3D PCA technique gives a rank one identification rate
of between 91% and 97% on the FRGC database (Spring and Fall 2003).
2.1.2.4 Feature-Based Methods
After Goldstein [Goldstein et al., 1971] and Kanade [Kanade, 1973] (introduced in section
2.1.2.1) many people have looked at feature-based face recognition. Usually, the detected
features are attached either to points, curves or surfaces.
The way the features are detected will be discussed both here and later in section 2.2.1.
Here we focus on the matching techniques used and on the results obtained when they are
applied to face recognition.
Point-based features In 1991, Gordon in her PhD thesis [Gordon, 1991] tested two 3D
face recognition techniques. One is holistic and consists of computing the volume between
two registered 3D representations of the face. The other is feature-based and consists of using
the local curvature and the distance between landmarks. The features are localised using
ridge and valley lines, umbilical points, symmetry matching and so on. A simple Euclidean
distance in the scaled feature space has been used to compute the similarity between faces.
Results of 90% and above have been reached on a 24 model database of 8 people using a
subset of features. Similarly, in [Brunelli and Poggio, 1993], one of the two 2D intensity
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techniques presented uses geometrical measures involving 35 detected features. A weighted
Euclidean distance is used and reaches 90% on a 188 face database of 47 people.
A very different kind of landmark detection and matching is used in [Wiskott et al., 1999]
where the Elastic Bunch Graph Matching technique (EBGM) is detailed. This method is
based on two assumptions:
• First, that landmarks can be consistently represented by a set of local Gabor wavelet
transforms of different frequencies and orientations called “jet” (See figure 2.13);
• Second, that a graph over those landmarks and the corresponding jets are discrimina-
tive enough to allow face recognition.
A model of the graph containing bunches of possible jets for each vertex is constructed from a
hand-landmarked database and is used to help the registration of the graph onto new probe
faces. Once the graph is in place, a similarity function is computed using the difference
between the jets of corresponding vertices. On the Feret database 98% rank one recognition
was achieved on frontal to frontal recognition and 84% for profile to profile recognition.
This approach is quite robust in dealing with pose variation (compared to other techniques)
but remains rather limited by the fact that the local measures attached to the landmarks
are intrinsically two-dimensional. Consequently the rank one recognition rate for frontal to
profile and profile to frontal matching are both under 20%. An eye seen from a frontal view
or a profile view will not generate the same jets, so this technique is probably not the best
candidate for profile to frontal recognition.
In [Chua et al., 2000] a new point descriptor called point signature [Chua and Jarvis, 1997]
was used. The point signature of a point p consists of a set of n pairs (α, d) computed from
the curve defined by the intersection of the object surface with a sphere of fixed radius r
and centre p. The plane that best fits this curve is determined and translated to the point
p. Every α = k ∗ 360/n degree, the distance d between the point on the curve and the
computed plane is measured. The point with maximal distance to the plane is used to
construct the reference vector. The reference vector used to compute the angle point to
the projection of the point which distance to the plan is maximum. The evaluation of this
descriptor is not very detailed in that paper and concerns a database of only six people.
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Figure 2.13: Different elements playing a part in the EBGM technique. Extracted from
[Wiskott et al., 1999].
Figure 2.14: Example of point signature. Extracted from [Chua and Jarvis, 1997].
However, [Irfanoglu et al., 2004] have used it for comparison and achieved quite good results
(over 90% rank-one recognition) on the 3D-RMA database.
In [Wang et al., 2002], both the Gabor wavelet transform (on the 2D grey level picture)
and the point signature (on the 3D image) are used to extract information from the face.
However, this time the feature space is not searched by classic distance but by looking at
one-to-one class separation using a Support Vector Machine technique (SVM) and a decision
Direct Acyclic Graph. They reach around 90% recognition rate on a small database of 50
people.
When dealing with feature-based recognition it is sometimes hard to know if the data
extracted is discriminative enough. In 2007, [Gupta et al., 2007b] used a hand-landmarked
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Table 2.1: Rank-one recognition rate obtained in [Gupta et al., 2007b].
Algorithm Neutral/Neutral Neutral/Non-Neutral Neutral/All
2D range PCA 70.21 68.31 69.68
2D range LDA 91.25 95.10 92.31
EUC LDA 97.92 96.72 97.59
GEO CURV LDA 98.75 98.36 98.64
set of 25 landmarks and tried to see what recognition performances could be reached using
only the geodesic distance (GEO) and the ratio between the geodesic and the Euclidean
distance (CURV). First, the most discriminative GEO and CURV features are selected with
a Stepwise LDA. The first 117 GEO and 131 CURV features are then mixed and a final
selection is performed keeping only 146 features. The space generated by these features is
then approximated by 11 dimensions. The similarity between two faces is simply based on
the Euclidean distance in this 11-dimension space. The results obtained on a 1128 3D model
database of 105 subjects are given in table 2.1. The EUC LDA method is similar to the
GEO CURV LDA method that we have just explained but it uses only Euclidean distance.
This paper shows that very simple geometric information can be very discriminative. The
main problem remaining is that the landmarks are very difficult to find automatically. The
same team has tried to see the variation performance when the picked landmarks were not
anthropological [Gupta et al., 2007a], but this study is not very meaningful. It just shows
that the non-anthropological landmarks selected for the experiment were not good, not that
the anthropological ones are the best.
In [Berretti et al., 2008], a segmentation of the 3D face into Iso-Geodesic surfaces is used
to construct a graph (see figure 2.15). The vertices of this graph correspond to the computed
areas and the edges correspond to the relationship between those surfaces in terms of 3D
Weighted Walkthroughs(3DWW). The Walkthroughs between two sets of points, A and B,
is a triple (i, j, k) where
i =

−1 if xb < xa
0 if xb < xa
+1 if xb < xa
, j =

−1 if yb < ya
0 if yb < ya
+1 if yb < ya
, k =

−1 if zb < za
0 if zb < za
+1 if zb < za
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Figure 2.15: Example of Iso-Geodesic surfaces and the corresponding graph. Extracted from
[Berretti et al., 2008].
and where a ∈ A and b ∈ B. The weights are linked to the number of couples (a, b) that
correspond to each Walktrough between A and B. The created graph is matched to the
database using a similarity function based on distances between 3DWW. This very small
representation of the face gives a rank one recognition rate of above 90% on the Gavab 3D
database (61 people).
In [Mian et al., 2007a] and [Mian et al., 2008] a local 3D descriptor of the surface called
Keypoint was introduced. For any point p of the surface a large neighbourhood is constructed
with all the n points in the sphere of radius r centred in p and their coordinates are stored as
columns in a matrix L. The covariance matrix C of these point coordinates is then computed:
C =
1
n
n∑
k=1
LkL
T
k −mmT (2.2)
where m is the centroid of the neighbourhood. A PCA is performed on C to get a matrix
of eigenvectors V which is used to compute a normalised version of L and a “gradient-like”
variable δ:
L′ = V (L−m) (2.3)
xδ = max(L′x)−min(L′x)− (max(L′y)−min(L′y)) (2.4)
If δ is greater than a certain threshold the keypoint is selected. These keypoints are quite re-
peatable for the same individual but vary between people (see figure 2.16). In the experiment
200 features are selected and a vector of 11 values describing the local surface is attached
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Figure 2.16: Repeatability of the Keypoint for the same individual (row) and variability
between people. Extracted from [Mian et al., 2008].
to each one. The similarity between those vectors and the number of point matches with
the gallery face are two of the similarity measures used. The graph between those points
is constructed by a Delaunay triangulation and used to measure the two other metrics (the
sum of the difference of in the length of corresponding edges, and the sum of the distance
between corresponding vertices after registration). This method gives a rank one recognition
rate of 93.5% on the FRGC v2 database and should probably be more robust than other
methods on databases with more significant pose variation.
Curve-based features It is quite hard to separate curve-based methods from the others
because most of them do use surfaces or landmarks in addition to curves. Here, we present
some rare examples where only information along curves is used.
In [Pan and Wu, 2005], the symmetry plane of the face is computed to extract vertical
and horizontal profiles of the face. One-to-one profile matching is then performed using
the Hausdorff distance. This landmark-free technique gives fair results on the 3D RMA
database (6.67% EER in semi-automatic mode) and seems to give even better results when
merged with the Statistical Discriminative Model (SDM) method described in the same
paper (reaching 4.44% EER).
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Figure 2.17: a - Input images and corresponding sketching result;
b - Similarity measurement (size, angle, distance) between
corresponding segments.
Extracted from [Xu et al., 2008], and [Xu and Luo, 2006].
In 2006, [Xu and Luo, 2006] first experimented with sketch-driven face recognition from
2D images. The idea is to construct a facial composite of a face using an edge map (see
figure 2.17a). The graph of the segment obtained is matched with the database using a sim-
ilarity function, taking into account for each couple of corresponding vertices the difference
in length of the segment, the difference in orientation, and the distance between their middle
points (see figure 2.17b). They obtained up to 90% Rank one recognition on Neutral/Angry
faces from the AR database. The results fall to 84% when the people are smiling.
Surface-based features The surface-based features methods are usually quite simple.
Most of the time it consists of matching cropped parts of the image/mesh by using the same
technique as most holistic systems.
A 2D example is given in [Brunelli and Poggio, 1993] where part of the face (eyes, nose
and mouth region) are matched with a 2D grey-level correlation method. A 3D case is given
in which an ICP technique is used on a small part of the 3D face. In [Chang et al., 2006] the
ICP methods was tested on multiple crops around the nose (see figure 2.18) for recognition
and compared to the use of an ICP on the whole face. They showed that matching a small
region around the nose gives better results than matching the whole face with ICP. The
average Rank-one recognition rate using nose matching is around 95% and 80% for the
neutral and non-neutral face against 91% and 61% for the whole face (the database contains
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Figure 2.18: Different crops around the nose region. Extracted from [Chang et al., 2006].
a little more than 4000 scans of 449 people). When combining several nose matchings they
reach 97.1% and 86.1%. However, no information about the computation time is given.
In [Koudelka et al., 2005] the 3D model is first registered using 5 landmarks detected via
radial symmetry, directional derivative zero crossings maps and profile curves. The matching
is performed with a fast Hausdorff distance between the probe and gallery model. The idea
that close points on the range image correspond to close points in 3D space is used to
constrain the search for the Hausdorff distance for each point and help reduce computation
complexity. The rank one recognition rate obtained with this method is 94% on the FRGC
v1 database.
In 2008, [Faltemier et al., 2008a] published a very interesting study about 3D face recog-
nition using ICP region matching. On the probe face 38 regions are cropped and each one
is matched using the ICP method with the corresponding region of the gallery faces (see
figure 2.19). The distance after registration gives a score for each region and a count is
used to combine the scores into a matching decision. The rank-one recognition rate achieved
is 97.2% on the FRGC v2 database. If this technique gives quite good results in terms of
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a b
Figure 2.19: a - Centres of the 38 regions used for local ICP matching
b - Individual region matching performance
Extracted from [Faltemier et al., 2008a].
Figure 2.20: Region used to extract features. Extracted from [Moreno et al., 2003].
recognition, the computational cost is very significant: when used as a verification system
(one probe against one model) it takes almost 10 seconds to get a decision (7.5 seconds for
the data pre-processing and 2.3 seconds for the ICP matching).
Some other techniques are very similar to the point-based feature recognition methods
with the exception that the extracted features are not points. For example, [Moreno et al., 2003]
used 3D feature detection using curvature to extract 9 specific regions (surfaces on the mesh)
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and curves (see figure 2.20). Then, 85 measures on these features were evaluated and ranked.
In the experiment, the first 35 measures were used and the recognition was based on a simple
Euclidean distance in the feature space. A rank one recognition rate of 78% was reached on
a database of 420 3D models of 60 people.
2.1.2.5 Hybrid Methods
Some methods cannot really be classed as holistic nor feature-based because they combine
techniques from both sides.
In [Mian et al., 2006a], weight is given to the conjecture that states that 3D shape is
better than 2D texture for recognition. However, combining techniques still improves the
recognition rates. In this paper they combine four recognition systems, using :
• a PCA on the textures;
• a PCA on the depth maps;
• an ICP registration of the upper part of the face (eyes and forehead);
• an ICP registration of the nose;
They reach 100% verification rate at 0.0006 FAR on the FRGC v1 database. Using only
the two ICP systems gives 98%. They also show that the upper part of the face is shown to
be more discriminative than the nose alone. The same team in [Mian et al., 2006b], reaches
98.03% and 89.25% identification rates on the FRGC v2 at 0.001 FAR. In this paper, they
simply used an ICP matching with a mask in which only the nose, the eyes and the forehead
are present.
In [Mian et al., 2007b], a multimodal 2D-3D hybrid technique is used for recognition.
Four different matchings are combined to determine the identity of the subject. A 2D
matching using Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [Lowe, 2004], is combined with
a 3D matching using Spherical Face Representation (SFR) (explained in section 2.2.1) to
reject all improbable identities. The remaining models in the gallery are compared to the
probe using two ICP matchings on the eye-forehead and nose parts of the 3D model. The
recognition rate for this system achieved 99.7% for neutral expressions and 98.3% for non-
neutral. The measures were performed at 0.001% FAR on the FRGC v2 database. The
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Table 2.2: Comparison of methods and data representation performed by the same team on
the 3D-RMA database. From [Dutagaci et al., 2006].
Representation Method Dimensionality Performance
3D Point Cloud
2D DFT 799 95.86
ICA 50 99.79
NMF 50 99.79
2D Depth Image
Global DFT 127 98.24
Global DCT 121 96.58
ICA 50 96.79
NMF 50 94.43
3D Voxel 3D DFT 127 98.34
main errors observed with these techniques were linked to bad detection of the nose (and
then a bad segmentation of the 3D model). Orientation of the model, hair, and exaggerated
expression were the principal cause of failure for the nose detection. Hair and exaggerated
expression also led to false recognition during the ICP matching process.
2.1.2.6 Comparisons
In [Dutagaci et al., 2006], a comparison between several data representations and several face
recognition methods is performed. This paper is very interesting because the same methods
are applied in the same conditions to the same database. So the differences in performance
have a real sense here. While all methods are fairly good, the ICA and NMF seem to give
better results with the 3D point cloud than with the 2D depth image (see table 2.2).
In 2008, the same kind of study was performed in [Gokberk et al., 2008]. The results
show that the best methods in the tested set are the ICA and NMF on point clouds, and the
Discrete Cosine Transform on the 2D depth map (see table 2.3 and 2.4). Once again, the
ICA and NMF on the 2D depth map give worse results than on the point clouds, but we see
that the difference gets smaller when the number of faces used in the training part increases.
Two hypotheses can be made to explain this difference. The first is that this difference is
linked to an imperfect registration before projection in the case of the 2D depth map. The
second is that the fact of projecting the data along one direction introduces a bias which is
prejudicial to the recognition. The 2D method may have more difficulties in using the x,y
changes and the depth changes in the same way, even if the data contains the same amount
of information.
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Another interesting point to this study is that the best techniques at recognising the
face when only one scan per person has been used during the training are all based on the
curvature and normals. The Shape Index, Principal Direction and Surface Normal seem to
be the more discriminative when very little training is allowed. But these techniques are
very simple (a basic sum of L1 distances between corresponding points) and do not compete
with the ICA and NMF when the training set gets bigger.
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Table 2.3: Details of the tests E1, E2, E3 and E4.
Training samples per subject Number of subjects Training scans Test scans
E1 1 195 195 659
E2 2 164 328 464
E3 3 118 354 300
E4 4 85 340 182
Table 2.4: Comparison of methods and data representation performed by the same team on
the FRGC v1.0 database. The three best results are highlighted for each of the tests. The
test E1 to E4 are detailed in table 2.3. Extract from [Gokberk et al., 2008].
Representation Method Dimensionality
Performance
E1 E2 E3 E4
3D Point Cloud
Coordinates(x,y,z) 49.680 87.71 94.68 97.92 98.90
ICA 90 85.66 98.71 99.67 99.89
NMF 90 85.13 97.77 99.25 100.00
Surface Normals 49.680 89.07 96.84 98.92 99.45
Depth Image
Pixel 90.201 55.99 70.19 79.75 87.69
DCT 49 78.53 97.63 99.58 99.78
DFT 49 75.95 97.13 99.08 99.56
ICA 80 72.46 96.55 98.92 99.01
NMF 70 71.55 95.83 98.67 99.67
Curvature
Shape Index 16.560 90.06 96.55 98.67 99.34
Principal Direction 99.360 91.88 97.13 99.08 99.45
Mean 16.560 87.41 95.69 98.50 98.90
Gaussian 16.560 84.37 93.89 97.25 98.46
3D Voxel DFT 53 64.26 91.16 97.92 99.34
Texture
Pixel 90.201 64.04 77.16 84.33 92.53
Gabor 35.480 74.73 87.36 91.92 96.26
2.1.3 Insights from Human Psychology Research
Face recognition by humans has its advantages and drawbacks. But even if the human senses
should not always be mimicked when designing their computer counterparts, some studies
of them can give us interesting clues on what is possible and what is not.
One thing that is almost always true in nature is that a simple solution is selected unless
a good reason prevents it.
The use of the internal features A good example can be seen in [Ellis et al., 1979]
where they have shown that humans use a combination of internal (the inner part of the
face) and external features (the shape of the face, the hair) to recognise unfamiliar faces, but
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Figure 2.21: Example of internal and external features. From [Ellis et al., 1979].
that internal features are far more important to help recognise familiar faces (see figure 2.21).
This difference shows that when more expertise on faces is needed, inner features are the
best candidates. It justifies why the inner part of the face is used in our face processing
systems. Another good reason (probably correlated to the first) is that outer features are
often subject to variation (hair cut, hair colour, beard).
Featural and configural clues in human vision Another interesting finding is that
featural and configural information are not necessarily both needed to recognise a face.
[Schwaninger et al., 2002] have shown that humans are able to recognise people using either
featural or configural information of the face. Their experiments consisted of a modified
image recognition task (see Fig. 2.22). The first set of images contained scrambled features
of 2D faces. Participants that tried to recognise these faces got good results while only
using featural information. In order to eliminate the information that allowed recognition
of these faces the experimenters applied a blur on the scrambled faces such that the recog-
nition rate became almost null. They then unscrambled the faces while keeping the blur.
Again, participants reached high recognition rates, now using mainly configural information.
This experiment justifies the idea that both featural and configural information contains
discriminative cues about people’s identities.
Haptic processing of the face One may argue that looking at 3D face recognition with-
out visual texture is problematic because 3D models may not contain enough information.
However, studies of the haptic abilities of humans show that geometry of the face can be
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Figure 2.22: Example of stimuli used for the experiments.
(a) Original picture
(b) Scrambled face - High recognition rate
(c) Scrambled and blurred face - Very low recognition rate
(d) Blurred face - High recognition rate
Extracted from [Schwaninger et al., 2002].
sufficient. Both [Kilgour and Lederman, 2002], and [Lederman et al., 2007], show that un-
trained people can recognise unfamiliar faces using only casted masks of the faces. The
recognition rate obtained in these experiments are a little lower than ones using live faces
(where texture and temperature can help) but remains well above chance. We can expect
trained people, like blind people for example, to get an even better score in that kind of
experiment.
Caricature Studies have shown that humans do not necessarily remember faces as they
are. Indeed people have a greater ability to recognise caricatures of famous people than
to recognise original pictures of the same people [Lee et al., 2002], [Lewis, 1999]. Other
studies have shown that if caricatures are used in the learning part instead of the veridical
faces, then participants will better succeed in recognising new pictures of those faces. It
is called the Reverse-Caricature effect [Rodr´ıguez et al., 2008]. The same idea can be used
with computers and can help detect what the features are on one face that differ most from
the mean face (see figure 2.23).
2.2 Feature Localisation
The face can either be considered as a whole or as a set of features. Feature localisation
consists of finding specific locations on the face which can be repeatably localised on all
faces or on all captures of the same person. The information that can be extracted from the
features can be used to register, to recognise faces, or to select areas of interest for further
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Figure 2.23: Original face (left) and caricatures using landmark displacement from an average
face with texture remapping. Extracted from [Craw et al., 1999].
processing. The vast majority of face recognition techniques use feature localisation at some
point for one of these tasks. There exists plenty of 2D techniques for feature detection but
we will focus here mainly on 3D methods not previously explained in 2.1.2.4. The reader
can refer to [Cristinacce, 2004], for an in-depth presentation of feature detection methods on
2D textures.
The main uses of feature detection are:
• Registration: For example, when using a 2D PCA method for matching, the two first
causes of variability between models, before light condition or identities, are the scale
and orientation [Turk and Pentland, 1991b]. Therefore, great attention should be given
to the 3D registration in the pre-processing, especially if a 2D matching technique is
used afterwards in the process.
• Feature-based Recognition: The information attached to each feature or to the relations
between features can contain discriminative information about the identity of the model
and therefore can be used for recognition purposes.
• Region-of-interest segmentation: Sometimes landmarks or curves can be detected only
to determine region on the input. For example, many methods crop the face using a
sphere centred in the tip of the nose. Other techniques try to detect only local areas
(nose, forehead, eyes) [Chang et al., 2006], [Mian et al., 2007b].
Feature localisation is a component of almost all automatic face processing system. Some
people might argue that this is not true for holistic technique working through global regis-
tration (e.g. ICP) but in practice they never work without a pre-registration or the detection
of a common point on the two objects (e.g. the nose tip). To our knowledge, the only case
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where these methods work without pre-registration is when the input data is very clean.
For 3D face data, obtaining a clean segmentation without detecting features can only be
done using skin colour segmentation. In all other cases and for all other techniques, the
localisation of common features on the query scans is obligatory.
In this section, techniques for feature localisation on 3D face data are reviewed. Examples
of unlabelled features detection on other classes of 3D objects are presented in a second part.
2.2.1 Feature Localisation on 3D Faces
2.2.1.1 Landmarks
Landmarks differ from simple points in the fact that they have a high-level definition. It
can be a name or a specific property, for example “tip of the nose” or “left corner of the
mouth”. This implies that if the same landmarks are detected on two similar objects an
implicit correspondence between that pair of points can be made. There are many types of
facial landmarks that have already been defined. The best known are the 47 anthropological
cranio-facial landmarks used by Farkas [Farkas, 1994].
For face registration, at least three landmarks are needed for alignment. Some of the
methods are designed to detect only one kind of landmark. For example, there are plenty
of methods whose only task is to detect accurately the tip of the nose [Mian et al., 2006b],
[Yang et al., 2009]. For example in [Berretti et al., 2008], the tip of the nose is the only
point detected and strips located at iso-geodesic distances from it are extracted and serve as
descriptors of the face.
In 3D, many techniques use curvature to detect or select points of interest. In chapter 8
of [Hallinan et al., 1999], curvature is used to detect candidate points. Then, a symmetry
matching process is used to determine the landmarks to keep. Bounding regions are also
determined using ridge lines.
In [D’Hose et al., 2007], Gabor wavelets are used on a projected curvature picture along
two directions (vertical and horizontal). The combined responses give good coarse indicators
of the location of several landmarks (tip of the nose, left/right upper/lower corners of the
nose). Then, the ICP method is used on local parts of the face to get more precise landmark
positioning. The entire algorithm takes an average of 16 seconds to detect 7 landmarks.
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[Nair and Cavallaro, 2009] use a 3D Point Distribution Model (PDM) which is quite sim-
ilar to what [Cootes and Taylor, 1999] used in 2D to detect the position of the landmarks.
Three landmarks (tip of the nose and inner corners of the eyes) are used to start the regis-
tration. They are detected by finding a matching triangle among a set of preselected points
found using curvature (shape index and curvedness index).
In [Segundo et al., 2007] profile and curvature are used to detect the nose (tip, corners
and base) and the inner corner of the eyes. The feature detection time is about 0.4 seconds
with a detection rate of more than 99.7% on the FRGC v2.0 database. The paper does not
precisely indicate what a “correct detection” is. However, it explains that a few misdetections
occur on faces where some depth information is missing (for parts of the nose) and/or on
some faces rotated more than 15 degrees from a frontal position.
In [Moreno et al., 2003], a combination of median and Gaussian curvature is used to
detect features such as the tip of the nose, the ridge and sides of the nose, the upper bridge
of the nose, the eye regions and the inner corner of the eyes. On the 420 image database
with various expressions and orientations, the nose elements are detected with rates above
98% while the eye regions are detected with rates going from 83 to 94%.
In [Irfanoglu et al., 2004], a base mesh is created using hand-landmarked faces which are
warped onto the mean landmarks using the Thin Plate Spline (TPS) method. The new
face is registered to this base using the ICP method, and distance to the projection plan,
symmetry plans, curvature and normal are used to detect precisely the 10 fiducial landmarks.
A TPS is then performed to densely register the new face to the model. What is surprising
with this method is that there is no pre-registration before the ICP which gives no solution
in cases in which the ICP converges toward a local minimum.
[Lu et al., 2004] select only three points (depending on the view) using local curvature.
These points are used for a coarse first registration. Then, an Hybrid ICP algorithm is used
to refine it. In a following paper [Lu and Jain, 2006], they manually define 20 landmarks
and automatically compute 74 semi-landmarks along the geodesic paths linking the manual
landmarks (see figure 2.24).
In [Mian et al., 2006a] slices of the 3D face are used. A cubic spline is used to interpolate
each profile and detect its intersection with the ridge of the nose using the mid point between
points of maximum slope (see figure 2.25). The ridge of the nose is constructed from those
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Figure 2.24: Hand placed landmarks (left). Same picture with the 74 semi-landmarks added
(right). Extracted from [Lu and Jain, 2006].
Figure 2.25: (a) Detection of the ridge of the nose point on each slice. (b) Detected ridge of
the nose. (c) Profile computed with the ridge of the nose and selected landmark. Extracted
from [Mian et al., 2006a].
points and is used to determine a vertical profile. In [Mian et al., 2006b], they use a similar
technique to detect the tip of the nose via a coarse to fine technique consisting of taking the
ridge of the nose point corresponding to the highest triangle. The separation of slices is first
coarse and is then refined to detect the landmark precisely. The detection accuracy of the
nose is 98.3% on the FRGC v2 database (only 85 failures out of 4950). The main causes for
failure were attributed to hair and exaggerated expressions.
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2.2.1.2 Histogram-Based Feature Detection
In order to detect points that have a similar local neighbourhood, histogram descriptors of
these local areas can be used. An histogram descriptor should be robust in dealing with pose
variation, i.e. the local basis in which it is produced should be determined using only local
information (normal at the point, direction of greater gradient, and so on).
One of the most used 3D histogram descriptors is the Spin Image [Johnson and Hebert, 1999].
It encodes the local shape relative to a mesh vertex and its normal. In particular, it is a
histogram of radius and height values, where the radius is the orthogonal distance to the
normal, and the height is a signed distance, relative to the vertex, in the direction of the
normal. The name “Spin Image” is used because we can visualise a gridded half-plane being
rotated around the vertex normal and neighbouring vertices being accumulated in cells (bins)
to form the shape histogram. In this sense, the cells of the histogram are analogous to the
pixels of an image. The cells (“pixels”) are not required to be square and the cell size can
vary from cell to cell, for example by following a log function. In this thesis, only fixed-sized
cells are considered. The parameters for this descriptor are the number of radial cells, the
number of vertical cells and the radial and vertical cell sizes.
In [Mian et al., 2007b], a simpler histogram descriptor is used. Instead of representing the
vertices in cylindrical coordinates like the spin image does, they are represented in spherical
coordinates and only the radius is used as a dimension for binning: the spaces between
consecutive spheres centred on the point are the bins. This Spherical Face Representation
(SFR) is a vector where the i-th value corresponds to the number of points intersecting the
i-th bins defined from the tip of the nose. This histogram descriptor is only used to describe
the nose tip. Figure 2.26 shows both SFR and Spin Image principles.
In [Pears, 2008] multiple-scale spheres are also used to construct a histogram descriptor
but the values considered for each radius are the signed distance to the surface computed
with a Radial Basis Function (RBF) over a discretisation of the inner ball. This Spherically-
Sampled RBF (SSR) method succeeds in recognising the tip of the nose of 99.6% of the
models in a database of 1736 3D images and gives better results than the Spin Image in the
same test conditions.
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Figure 2.26: Principle of SFR (left) and Spin Image (right). Extracted from
[Mian et al., 2007b].
The Point Signature by [Chua and Jarvis, 1997], and Curvature-based Keypoint by
[Mian et al., 2007a], (both already described in section 2.1.2.4) are two other examples of
how a local shape can be represented.
2.2.1.3 Line and Surface Detection
The information that is extracted from the face is either a point, a curve or a surface. Most of
the techniques end with the determination of landmarks but this is not always required. For
example, if you want to compare two noses, you may want to extract the entire convex part
of the face which represents the nose. In this case, landmark extraction is not mandatory.
The techniques that do not use landmarks fall most of the time into two categories:
segmentation and line detection techniques.
In 1991, [Gordon and Vincent, 1992] localised eye regions and the nose region by detect-
ing areas surrounded by ridge lines using dilatation of the lines, merging of adjacent regions
and other complex recipes (e.g. symmetry correspondence).
Some techniques try to localise features directly on range images. For example in
[Suganthan et al., 2008], where the angle between surfaces (the dihedral angle) is computed
to help determine the “edges” in the 2D depth map. In [Ben Amor et al., 2005], a watershed-
based segmentation is used on the face to perform comparison by region.
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Figure 2.27: Valley (blue) and ridge (red) lines detected on Michelangelo’s David. Extracted
from [Pouget, 2005].
The best known curves that can be detected on 3D surfaces are the ridge lines (sometimes
called crest lines). They correspond to extrema of curvature along principal directions (see
figure 2.27). The valley and ridge lines detected correspond to the salient part of the object.
The reader can refer to Pouget’s thesis [Pouget, 2005] for more details.
2.2.1.4 Summary
A typical multiple landmark detection approach is presented in [Colbry et al., 2005]. First,
they pre-process the face to remove spikes before cropping the upper part of the scan as
being the region of interest. Then the nose is localised as the closest vertex to the camera
or the most extreme point in a particular direction (left or right) or the one with the largest
shape index. The inner corners of the eyes are detected as the points with the smallest shape
index. This kind of approach has a lot of variants and is widely used in both academic and
commercial systems.
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Other authors have noticed that the sagittal slice of the face remains identical over
orientation changes and therefore can be used to detect the nose. In [Faltemier et al., 2008b],
contours of the mesh are extracted at varying angles until it matches a previously learnt nose
profile signature. The system achieved 98.52% accuracy for the nose tip with variations of
angle of up to 90 ◦. Some non-pose-invariant techniques have also used transverse slices to
detect the nose tip and the nose corners [Segundo et al., 2007] [Mian et al., 2006b].
To summarise, most papers on 3D face landmarking have their keypoint detection system
grouped in one of the following categories:
• Curvature/Volume Extrema: The candidates are defined as extrema over curvature
and/or volume based descriptor maps [Chang et al., 2006] [Colbry et al., 2005]
[D’Hose et al., 2007] [Pears et al., 2010] [Romero and Pears, 2009a]
[Segundo et al., 2007] [Szeptycki et al., 2009].
• Directional Extrema: The candidates are defined as the extremal points in given direc-
tions [Chang et al., 2006] [D’Hose et al., 2007]. This is only used for nose tip detection.
• 2D Curve Extrema: By using profiles and slicing of the mesh, the detection of salient
points is reduced to finding extremal points along a two-dimensional curve
[Faltemier et al., 2008b] [Mian et al., 2006b] [Segundo et al., 2007].
Several previous studies have acknowledged the limitations imposed by heuristic ap-
proaches and have employed machine learning techniques instead [Berretti et al., 2010]
[Zhao et al., 2011]. However, they usually employed 2D descriptors on depth-maps, making
their systems unusable in scenarios presenting a large rotation from the frontal view. To
the best of our knowledge, it appears that no 3D machine learning method exists for facial
landmark candidate (keypoint) detection (see Fig. 2.28). This is a gap in the literature that
we aim to fill, to enable better landmarking on face scans of non-cooperative subjects. Our
proposed system is sufficiently generic to be applied to meshes of other general classes of
objects in any application where landmarks of interest can be manually defined on a set of
training scans.
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2.2.2 Feature Localisation on 3D Meshes
Computing keypoints in order to determine correspondences is useful for all kinds of object
matching applications. In [Mian et al., 2010], keypoints are computed using a coarse curva-
ture descriptor to localise objects in scenes with occlusions. In [Zaharescu et al., 2009], an
approach called Mesh DoG is presented. This is a multi-scale approach that makes use of
Difference-of-Gaussians (DoG), and thus has similarities to the DoG approach applied to 2D
images in the SIFT descriptor [Lowe, 2004]. In this approach, any surface descriptor map can
be convolved with a set of Gaussian kernels of different scales (standard deviations). Sub-
tracting convolutions across two adjacent scales gives the DoG operator response. Keypoints
are then extracted as the local maxima across scale space, using non-maximal suppression
in a one-ring neighbourhood in the current and adjacent scales. A similar DoG-based ap-
proach is presented in [Castellani et al., 2008]. However, here the DoG operator is applied
to the actual mesh over a range of scales. The amount that a vertex moves between Gaus-
sian filtering at one scale and the next is projected along the vertex normal. Keypoints
are extracted as points of maximal normal movement over local neighbourhoods and local
scales. In [Itskovich and Tal, 2011], two kinds of curvature-related descriptor (Shape Index
and Willmore Energy) are combined to detect the keypoints on archaeological objects in
order to detect regions matching a given pattern. This last paper is one of the rare cases
in which more than one descriptor is used for the keypoint candidate selection. Another
example is [Dibeklioglu et al., 2008], in which the Shape index, the Difference Map, and the
Gradient of the image are combined for landmark localisation. Besides, when several de-
scriptors are used, combining them is usually done using fixed coefficients. In this thesis, a
framework is presented to determine automatically how descriptors should be combined for
the particular problem of 3D face landmark candidate detection.
2.3 Conclusion
While very good face recognition results can be achieved with existing techniques, some
drawbacks are still present and a lot of problems remain unsolved. The difficulty is that
often the problems are not defined: we know that the result is not good but there is no easy
way to find what the causes are.
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Figure 2.28: Related work: Facial landmark candidate detection usually appears as a single
section in face landmarking papers. Most of them are sequential recipes. Some use machine
learning techniques but, in these cases, they are always used with 2D representations (e.g.
SIFT [Lowe, 2004] on depth maps).
Here we recapitulate the known (or assumed) problems that undermine state-of-the-art
face recognition.
2.3.1 Input Data Problems
Capture problems Capturing data is not a transparent process and the quality of the 3D
Model should not be assumed to be perfect. In addition to classic noise, some artefacts can
appear like peaks due to reflection of the skin or accessories, or distortion linked to motion
of the face during the capture.
Extra data Even if the capture system were perfect the face can contain elements that
vary too much to be considered in the matching process (for example glasses, hair in front of
the face, beards, a hand and mobile phone in front of the cheek, and so on). Some techniques
try to deal with this problem (PCA methods can accept glasses and beards and still work
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reasonably well). Others try to erase such information in pre-processing using skin detection
methods for example.
Missing data The way the 3D model is captured can produce self occlusions that lead
to holes in the surface (very often around the nose region). For example, when the face is
captured in profile, half of the face is missing from the input. Therefore, the system should
be able to deal with a large amount of missing data.
2.3.2 General Problems
Automation Most of the best techniques are not fully automatic and usually the part
which is manual is the localisation of landmarks [Gupta et al., 2007b]. Making these systems
automatic is often very difficult because they have been designed to use landmarks that are
easy to locate for a human operator but not necessarily so for a machine.
Problems attached to 2D techniques Acquiring 2D images has the advantage of being
cheap and easy. However, while 2D pictures contain enough information for recognition,
dealing with this all-in-one data representation is quite difficult. The two kinds of information
that are generally considered (the texture and shape of the face) are mixed with illumination,
makeup, accessories, position and background information. Methods exist to deal with most
of these problems but issues like the position of the face are still very difficult to handle. It
requires either the use of a 3D model to register the 2D picture [Blanz and Vetter, 2003],
[An and Chung, 2008], or to have a large set of images for each individual.
Even a featural method like the Elastic Bunch Graph Matching [Wiskott et al., 1999],
suffers from these problems and gives a recognition rate of under 20% for frontal to profile
experiments.
A recent paper [Amberg and Vetter, 2011] provides a technique similar in many respects
to the work presented in this thesis but for 2D data. Their approach is to split the landmark-
ing problem in a keypoint detection and a labelling problem. The detection is performed
using a decision forest on small patches to select interesting points (1-3%). The points are
then associated with label candidates using a 2-class LDA-like method (where the two set are
different landmark classes). For the labelling disambiguation, they use a “branch and bound”
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approach with a cost function based on a learnt shape model. They achieve good results
with this machine learning approach but the choice of the “branch and bound” technique
makes the success rate drop significantly in case of missing points. A RANSAC approach is
likely to have been more robust to missing data often observed in non-cooperative cases.
Dense registration problems A dense registration is achieved when every point of a first
model has a corresponding point in a second model. If all the database is densely registered
on one defined model then every 3D point of any of the faces has a label (the index of the
corresponding point in the model). This can be very useful but some problems exist:
• The registration is a global process, which means that some parts can be better regis-
tered than others, depending on some design choices.
• The dense registration requires clean data. If hair, beards, or accessories are present,
they will affect the registration.
• A fine registration is most of the time very computationally expensive.
A technique that needs a registration will have to deal with these problems and accept the
error that they can introduce.
Same face variability A main problem with faces is that they change. Some changes are
quite subtle (e.g. ageing); some are more obvious (expressions). To deal with the problem
of expression, several approaches have been proposed:
• Expression invariant models (e.g. [Bronstein et al., 2007])
• Morphing to neutral before matching (e.g. [Hsieh et al., 2009])
• Multiple expression gallery
It is of course a problem for real life face recognition but usually facial expressions are not
kept for very long. If the system can capture the face over a reasonable period of time it
should be able to identify the individual. Testing the recognition ability discarding expression
variation can be done easily as almost all the available databases specify the expression in
the meta-data.
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Figure 2.29: Example of expression morphing to neutral. (a) neutral picture for comparison,
(b) neutralised picture, (c) picture to neutralised. From [Hsieh et al., 2009].
Non-cooperative real life conditions The main problem linked to non-cooperative
face recognition is not faced in most of the papers published in this area because no non-
cooperative real life database is available to test their methods. [Medioni et al., 2009] try
their system in real life conditions. Long distance (3,6 and 9m) non-frontal video camera
captures are used for 2D and 3D recognition. In a first step low resolution images are used
to localise the face. Then high resolution images are extracted and used to construct a 3D
model of the face. The model is then registered in a frontal position. Finally 3D and 2D-
texture face matching are performed using commercial solutions. The recognition rate seems
to be low compared to that obtained with the FRGC databases but the task is harder with
this database, which contains only non cooperative captures taken at a distance. At some
point, real non-cooperative 3D databases will be needed to allow progress on this matter.
2.3.3 Gap in the Research Literature
What we can conclude from this literature review is that one of the biggest challenge for face
recognition techniques in the years to come will be to cope with variations that are under-
represented in current research databases, where all subjects are cooperative. Dealing with
non-cooperative subjects is a crucial step in order to transfer technology from research labs
to real life situations where humans are busy and should be recognised without having to
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pay attention to the machine and the position of the sensors. Examples of non-cooperative
face processing scenarios are :
• Surveillance: For example, people walking in a public area checked against a watch-list.
• Robotics: A mobile robot which has to find someone in the room. The person should
not have to look at the robot. Recognition should be possible when people are busy
or even unconscious (e.g. robots for elderly care).
• Driver attention monitoring: The system will be looking for signs of drowsiness on the
driver’s face. This can be difficult when the face is not in a frontal position.
• Game player recognition: with new 3D sensor hardware like the Kinect camera from
Microsoft, game players need to be recognised in all sorts of positions.
In the face recognition process (see Figure 2.4), both acquisition and matching stages
are likely to remain unchanged whether the subject is cooperative or not. However, the
feature extraction process is very likely to change. The pre-processing of the data for face
recognition in non-cooperative cases is one of the bottlenecks that will have the greatest
effect on the overall robustness of the framework. Indeed, most automatic methods make
strong assumptions about the input data (mainly its orientation) that will make the initial
feature detection and registration fail in most uncooperative cases.
Acknowledging this, we focused our effort on the detection of facial features in 3D data
with the objective of being able to deal with non-cooperative cases. We constrained our
research to 3D data only because it is where the gap in research seems to be the biggest.
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Chapter 3
Detailed Strategy
Strategy without tactics is the slowest route to victory.
Tactics without strategy is the noise before defeat.
Popular quote often attributed to Sun Tzu, Chinese General and Philosopher,
b.500 BC. No written records found.
In the literature review, it has been seen that one of the major limiting factors for non-
cooperative automatic processing of the face is the localisation of its features in non standard
situations where pose variation, occlusions, and the presence of non-face objects in the scene
can occur (See Figure 3.1). Most face recognition systems are oblivious to these issues as
the databases used for testing are usually the ones designed for face verification in which the
subjects are usually cooperative.
In this chapter, the high level set of the decisions that frame our research project will
be explained and justified. The approach taken to improve feature localisation on 3D faces
is discussed and the pipeline of the whole process is presented. Our overall problem is
divided into sub-problems on which performance can be measured independently from the
whole framework’s cumulative errors. The choice of databases, the modalities in performance
measurement and the priorities between different aspects of the system are also discussed.
3.1 Preliminary Choices and Justifications
In this section, justifications for some of our major high level research choices are summarised.
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Figure 3.1: Example of landmark localisations (on models from the Bosphorus database) for
which no robust automatic method currently exists.
Why faces? Most databases of 3D objects contain objects of different classes (coffee mugs,
toys, tools, components, and so on). The number of objects per category is usually less than
a few dozen. However, 3D face databases usually reach a few thousand captures. This makes
faces (as an object class) the single category with the largest number of available samples for
researchers. Furthermore, the natural variations inside that category (identities, sex, age,
origins, expressions, and so on) are enormous, making it a challenging subject for research.
An incentive to the study of faces is also the wide range of possible applications in
both industry and academia. Whether it is for surveillance (3D CCTV), human-machine
interaction (especially for autonomous robots interacting with humans), anthropology or
psychology studies. Our modern age has been build on automating repetitive tasks once
performed by humans. To continue in that way, it is now required to mimic higher level
skills of the human brain like face processing.
Why treat faces differently from other objects? A face is just another material
object and yet it stands aside. Everything seems to indicate that faces need to be treated
by specialised systems. Our main evidence for this is the human brain. While it is still
controversial whether humans evolved a specific region of the brain (namely the fusiform
gyrus) for face recognition it is agreed that this area is a “specialised” region in vision
mainly used for face recognition. As so often in neurology, this was first observed due to
brain injuries in that region leading to a condition called “prosopagnosia” (or face blindness)
[McKone et al., 2006]. People suffering from this condition could no longer recognise faces,
while keeping an undiminished ability to recognise other objects. This suggests that faces
might be more difficult to recognise than other objects. It is why a lot of energy is spent on
designing specific and specialised systems for faces. However this justification holds only for
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Figure 3.2: Limitation of 2D face recognition systems. Two captures of the same individual
from the Multiple Biometric Grand Challenge Database (MBGC [Phillips et al., 2011]). This
case is particularly difficult for current face verification systems. There is no certainty that
the problem is solvable with these inputs as even a human might not be sure of his/her
decision.
Figure 3.3: Example of difficulties for 2D face recognition systems: variations in pose, illu-
mination and make-up/tanning/facial-hair/accessories. From [Liu et al., 2007].
face recognition and not for feature localisation on faces. It is why our framework does not
make any assumptions about the class object it deals with and can be used for objects other
than faces.
Why 3D over 2D? 3D sensors are usually expensive, noisy and low resolution compared
to 2D sensors. So why expend so much effort on 3D processing? The reason is that 2D
has inherent drawbacks. These start to appear as the datasets become bigger and less
constrained. In figure 3.2 a practical example of such limitation is shown.
Changes in orientation, illumination, make-up and tanning (see Figure 3.3) put 2D recog-
nition system in a very difficult position, up to the point where is it no longer known if the
problem is solvable. The advantage of the 3D data is its robustness to most of those changes.
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Why not use texture in addition to 3D shape? A good criticism of our approach is
to say that while uncooperative face recognition needs 3D data, feature localisation might
not need it and might always be performed better in 2D than in 3D. This is a very good
point from an engineering perspective. From a research point of view, the challenge is to
close the gap in performance between 2D and 3D landmarking systems. When this is done,
and when acceptable localisation can be done with only 3D information, combining 2D and
3D will probably be the way forward for real-world applications when feature detection on
3D models is required.
Why focus on feature localisation? As seen in the literature review, feature localisation
is a bottleneck. Every comparison of 3D structures needs a pre-registration or a set of initial
correspondences. It is a challenging problem with numerous potential applications.
What precision is targeted? Finding an approximate position and finding the precise
local position are two different problems. These two different problems are very likely to
require inputs of different resolution, and while the coarse localisation requires both local
and structural information, the precise localisation might only require local information. We
argue that refining the local position of a labelled landmark is not as problematic as finding
its global position in a scene.
What priorities should be set between the different objectives? There are intrinsic
limits to how much an existing technique can be sped up. It is why it is important to take
speed into account at an early stage in the conception of a method. As a rule, we always
try to design methods that can run at under one second per face. A non-optimised method
running in a few seconds is also acceptable if evidence shows that there is still room for
significant speed improvements. Another obvious reason to avoid computationally expensive
methods is that they are very difficult to evaluate as the smallest change of parameters on
a big database will lead to a long wait before any feedback is available.
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3.2 Problem Statement
The main problem that we address is the localisation of zero-dimensional features on 3D face
surfaces (see Figure 3.4).
To simplify the problem, an additional condition is enforced: the selected points should
be a subset of the input vertices. This can be justified in our case by the fact the resolution
of the input is good enough compared to the acceptable error in positioning. Sub-pixel
localisation of landmarks is an interesting problem for landmark refinement techniques but
is not discussed in this thesis.
Let V be the set of vertices of the input mesh and Vi the i
th vertex in this set. Let M
be the set of target labels and AMi the set of acceptable vertices for label Mi (based on a
ground truth).
The problem of complete correspondence is defined as:
∃S ⊂ V, ∃Λ : S →M bijective s.t. ∀t ∈ S t ∈ AΛ(t)
In case of incomplete matching, we search for Λ injective 1.
Problem Breakdown Presented in this form it appears that this problem can be decom-
posed in two sub-problems:
• Finding the subset S′ - point positions.
∃S′ ⊂ V, ∀t ∈ S′, ∃λ ∈M s.t. t ∈ Aλ
• Finding the mapping Λ - point labels.
∃S ⊂ S′, ∃Λ : S →M bijective s.t. ∀t ∈ S t ∈ AΛ(t)
Solving the problem requires finding S′ a set of vertices and Λ a mapping to known labels.
Of course the two are intimately linked and looping between the two might be necessary as
1 ∀a, b ∈ S Λ(a) = Λ(b) =⇒ a = b
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Landmarking
Positions + Labels
Figure 3.4: Problem: From a 3D mesh alone, detect the subset of vertices corresponding to
14 defined landmarks.
Keypoint
Detection
Positions
Labelling
Labels
Figure 3.5: Problem Breakdown: the problem is split into two sub-problems that are solved
independently. Keypoint detection and point labelling.
S′ should be big enough in order to contain S and small enough so that the labelling can be
found in a reasonable amount of time.
Our starting point is to reduce the number of input vertices using local information
before running structural matching techniques to select the final positions and labels. Our
two requirements are therefore transformed into finding:
• a small set S′ ⊃ S (wanting it small is just a matter of computational cost).
• and a mapping Λ′ from S′ to {M ∪ ∅}.
The first one consists of finding good landmark candidate positions: it is a keypoint detection
process. The second consists of finding a correspondence between a known structure and the
query: it is a labelling process.
Keypoint detection When selecting the set S′, two opposing objectives are to be con-
sidered:
• S′ should be small (to reduce the search space to a manageable size).
• S′ should be big enough so that it is likely to contain a good proportion of good
candidates (with regard to the ground-truth)
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Figure 3.6: Keypoint detection example (cross database experiment). Input mesh (Left).
Final score map (Center). Detected keypoints (Right).
The aim is therefore to detect keypoints that have a high probability of being labelled as
landmarks later in the process. To do so, our best strategy to construct S′ is to learn what
landmarks look like locally and try to detect similar patterns in the query mesh.
Our first idea was to detect keypoints using local extrema of descriptor maps and to
combine these using clustering. This approach gave interesting results but was discarded
later on because of the arbitrary nature of selecting extrema (see Appendix D). Our second
and retained idea was to compute score maps using a dictionary of local shapes and to
combine these into a final map representing, at every vertex location, the likelihood of being
a landmark (see Figure 3.6).
Labelling The labelling process consists of assigning labels to the input points. This
process can use both local and structural information to do so. The two more common
approaches are to use a bag-of-feature representation (when only local information matters)
or a graphical representation (when local and pairwise structural information matters). We
make the strategic choice of going beyond the graphical representation and using hyper-
graphs so that relations of any degree can be used to extract the correspondence. Our
first idea was to extend the heuristic of relaxation by elimination to hypergraphs. While
our idea of using hypergraph was, to our knowledge, original at the beginning of this PhD,
several other researchers have published hypergraph matching related papers since (namely
[Zass and Shashua, 2008], [Duchenne et al., 2009] and [Chertok and Keller, 2010]).
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3.3 Decomposition to Sub-problems of Varying Difficulty
Unlike a lot of pattern recognition techniques, some of our techniques (especially the hy-
pergraph matcher by relaxation) are “white boxes”: At every step, every decision made by
the algorithm for keeping or rejecting candidates can be seen and explained. This is both
a great advantage and a great drawback, as it is easy to lose oneself in the study of every
unexpected behaviour of the system. A simple protocol to solve the problem would be to run
the system, locate the errors, understand the reasons for those failures, adapt the system,
and continue. However this approach can lead to loops in the development of our algorithm
as by optimising the code for a particular problem one might reduce the performance for
another set of data.
In order to avoid these never ending cycles, our main problem is split into smaller sub-
problems of increasing complexity. By solving these problems in turn the risk of ’early
optimisation’ which is often responsible for those loops in the development cycle is limited.
This approach can also help us categorise the behaviours of different techniques according
to the imperfections observed in the input data. To do so, four kinds of input are considered
for the labelling process (see Figure 3.7):
• Synthetic data: By generating pairs of hypergraphs with known correspondences and
known imperfections (noise, number of missing point and number of additional point)
the methods can easily be compared without being problem specific.
• P1: When trying to find landmarks on faces, an interesting input is to provide only
hand-placed landmarks deprived of their labels to the system. If a method cannot
replace the labels in those conditions, it could not do it with more realistic inputs.
This also allows us to observe how face variation influences the matching (in terms
of occlusion and expression). As all visible landmarks are present in the input, the
maximum retrieval rate possible with this problem is 100%.
• P2: A more complex problem is then to look at inputs in which all detectable land-
marks are present but hidden in a forest of other points, all statistically likely to be
landmarks. This allows us to evaluate the candidate elimination capability of the
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Figure 3.7: Different kinds of problems to evaluate the labelling process.
system in tougher conditions. As all visible landmarks are present in the input, the
maximum retrieval rate possible with this problem is 100%.
• P3: To test the landmarking framework as a whole, the automatic points (as returned
by our keypoint detector) need to be labelled. The keypoint detection being imperfect
the maximum reachable retrieval rate will be lower than 100% for the labelling process.
Sub-problem independence In terms of methodology, each proposed method should be
evaluated at least once without taking into account the pipelining cumulative errors induced
by our framework. For example, if a graph matching technique is used on an input generated
by our keypoint detection it would be impossible to say whether the measured errors resulting
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Figure 3.8: The two main components of our framework are first evaluated independently
(no error accumulation due to pipelining). The whole landmarking framework is tested and
optimised in a following chapter. In addition to synthetic data the labelling process will
face three main kinds of unlabelled input data: sparse manual points (P1), a dense mixture
of manual and automatic points (P2) and automatic points as returned by the keypoint
detector (P3).
from the experiment are intrinsic to the method or induced by the spurious input data. To
evaluate the methods on their own the inputs should always be good enough so that a success
rate of 100% is reachable. When this is not possible, a baseline should be provided to indicate
what the maximum expectable results would be. In many cases, human performance can be
used as the baseline. Figure 3.8 shows how the components of our framework are evaluated
independently before looking at the global framework performances.
3.4 Datasets
In order to test our ideas, two publicly available 3D face databases are used: the FRGC v2
and the Bosphorus databases. These two are used throughout the thesis and are presented
here. Both have a little fewer than 5000 faces. The FRGC has more variation in terms of
identity while the Bosphorus has more variation in terms of expression, pose variation and
occlusions.
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Table 3.1: Statistics per model of sex and coarse ethnic groups within the FRGC.
Asian Black Hispa Unknow White Total
Male
758 29 118 54 1774 2733
(15.31%) (0.59%) (2.38%) (1.09%) (35.84%) (55.21%)
Female
710 18 25 71 1393 2217
(14.34%) (0.36%) (0.51%) (1.43%) (28.14%) (44.79%)
Total
1468 47 143 125 3167 4950
(29.65%) (0.95%) (2.89%) (2.52%) (63.98%) (100%)
Table 3.2: Statistics per identity of sex and coarse ethnic groups within the FRGC.
Asian Black Hispa Unknow White Total
Male
71 7 9 11 221 319
(12.75%) (1.26%) (1.62%) (1.97%) (39.68%) (57.27%)
Female
59 3 5 12 159 238
(10.59%) (0.54%) (0.90%) (2.15%) (28.55%) (42.73%)
Total
130 10 14 23 380 557
(23.34%) (1.80%) (2.51%) (4.13%) (68.22%) (100%)
3.4.1 FRGC
The first database used is the Face Recognition Grand Challenge version 2 [Phillips et al., 2005]
or FRGC v2 containing 4950 faces of 557 individuals. The data presents some variation in
sex, ethnicity (see Table 3.1 and 3.2), age and expression (see Table 3.3) as well as small
variations in pose (under 10 degrees). The database is fairly uneven in terms of capture
per identity with some individuals appearing only once while others appear thirty times.
This database is widely used in the research community and over the years has become the
standard benchmark for face related computer vision systems.
In our experiments training is needed. 200 faces of different individuals are selected as
our training set and all the rest are used as a test set (4750 faces).
Table 3.3: Statistics per model of coarse expression categories within the FRGC.
Blankstare Disgust Happiness Other Sadness Surprise
3308 202 378 543 177 342
(66.83%) (4.08%) (7.64%) (10.97%) (3.58%) (6.91%)
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Table 3.4: Categories within the Bosphorus database.
Name Description Number Percentage
N Neutral Expression 299 (6.40%)
E Happy/Sad/Surprise/Anger/Disgust 453 (9.71%)
AU Action Unit Expressions [Savran et al., 2008] 2150 (46.07%)
O Occlusions (hand, hair and glasses) 381 (8.17%)
YR45 Yaw Rotation 45 ◦ Right 105 (2.25%)
YL45 Yaw Rotation 45 ◦ Left 105 (2.25%)
YR90 Yaw Rotation 90 ◦ Right 105 (2.25%)
YL90 Yaw Rotation 90 ◦ Left 105 (2.25%)
YRlow Yaw Rotation 10, 20&30 ◦ Right 315 (6.75%)
PR Pitch Rotation up and down 419 (8.98%)
CR Cross Rotation Pitch+Yaw 211 (4.52%)
IGN Unclassified (Ignored) 18 (0.39%)
3.4.2 Bosphorus
The second database is the Bosphorus database [Savran et al., 2008]. It contains 4666 cap-
tures of 105 people. Unlike the FRGC, it contains large variations in pose (up to 90 degrees
around the yaw axis) and occlusions (hand, hair and spectacles partially covering the face).
Each individual appears between 29 and 54 times. Our experiments are performed on dif-
ferent subsets, as seen in table 3.4.
3.4.3 Data Preparation
Since pre-processing can greatly influence the results of a system and because it is really
difficult to reproduce in detail, pre-processing has been avoided as much as possible for this
project. One unavoidable preparation is to reduce the resolution of the original data and to
format different databases into a common representation.
File format Most databases use either a depth map or a structured point cloud to store
the output of the 3D sensors. As a structured point cloud cannot be represented by a depth-
map without losing information, the decision was made to use a structure point cloud file
format to bring different databases to the same representation. The .abs file format from
the FRGC is used as a standard and files from the Bosphorus database (.bnt) are converted
into .abs format.
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Figure 3.9: Sample of meshes from the FRGC dataset.
Figure 3.10: Sample of meshes from the Bosphorus dataset.
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For our process inputs, Wavefront .obj file format are used to represent the query as a
3D mesh. The .abs structured point cloud are converted into .obj files by first extracting
points on a grid and secondly by generating triangular faces between those points.
Resolution reduction In order to reduce the resolution when constructing the mesh from
the 2D range image two techniques have been used.
• Fixed-capacity bins: The resolution is reduced by replacing each block of k×k raw 3D
data points with its average. (Usually k=4)
• Fixed-size bins: The resolution is reduced by binning input data into square bins of
fixed size L. (Usually L=3mm or 3.5mm)
These techniques are applied to the input range image by following two possible sampling
protocols:
• Four Points Technique: Average z-position of points into squared non-overlapping bins
forming a grid ( ⇒ )
• Five Points Technique: Average z-position of points into squared bins of two grids (one
being offset by 0.5 pixel size in x and y) ( ⇒ ) . This was used to get more
accurate pseudo-geodesic distances between points.
Mesh creation Triangular faces are constructed from the set of points to facilitate the
computation of neighbourhoods and normals. Two approaches have been used:
• Four points technique: Two triangular faces are defined for every group of four adjacent
vertices ( ⇒ ).
• Five points technique: Four triangular faces are defined for non-overlapping group of
five vertices ( ⇒ )
All created triangular faces are defined anti-clockwise from the camera view (z axis). The
normals are therefore pointing outward from the face. Examples of meshes generated from
the range image can be seen in Figure 3.11. Optionally, the conversion process can also
associate each vertex with texture coordinates (see Figure 3.12). In this thesis, we only
present results using meshes constructed with the four-points technique.
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Figure 3.11: Depth-map generated from the .abs file (left). Mesh generated using fixed size
bins (center). Mesh generated using fixed-capacity bins (right).
Figure 3.12: Plain mesh (Left). 2D texture mapping (Center). 2D contour mapping (Right).
3.5 Metrics and Performance Evaluations
A crucial element in planning this research project is to know how to evaluate and quantify
successes and failures for every method considered. In this section, the metrics and cost
functions used for this project are detailed. The selection of our targeted model and the
construction of the ground truth used in one part for training and in another part for
performance evaluation are explained.
3.5.1 Target Model
For this project 14 landmarks have been selected as targets for our pattern recognition
system. These points (see Figure 3.13) are defined for almost every human being (except in
some cases of people suffering from facial injuries and other facial deformations).
It is important to specify that we are looking at the local shape area surrounding these
points because a point itself does not have a shape. Our main goal is to mimic the ability of
average non-specialised human beings to locate features on the face. The goal of detecting
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0 - Left exocanthion (Outer Eye Corner)
1 - Left endocanthion (Inner Eye Corner)
2 - Nasion (Nose Bridge)
3 - Right endocanthion (Inner Eye Corner)
4 - Right exocanthion (Outer Eye Corner)
5 - Pronasale (Nose Tip)
6 - Left Alar Crest Point (Nose Corner)
7 - Right Alar Crest Point (Nose Corner)
8 - Subnasale
9 - Left Cheilion (Mouth Corner)
10 - Right Cheilion (Mouth Corner)
11 - Labiale Superius (Upper lip)
12 - Labiale Inferius (Lower lip)
13 - Pogonion (Chin)
Figure 3.13: Position of the 14 landmarks that need to be retrieved.
Figure 3.14: Examples of chin shapes. Detecting one single zero-dimensional location called
“chin” doesn’t really make sense. What we want our system to do is to locate coarsely the
region, and find its approximate centre as a non-anthropologist would do.
anthropological landmarks as defined in [Farkas, 1994] is a different problem as it involves
(after a coarse detection) the use of human defined rules on precise inputs. However, the
nomenclature used by anthropologists can be very useful for distinguishing points and ex-
plaining what the detection process is meant to detect. A concrete example is for example
the distinction of the eye’s outer corner in 2D and 3D (see Figure 3.15): in 2D it is more
easy to detect the exocanthion landmark (texture contour saliency) as being the corner of
the eye while in 3D it is more easy to detect the lateral orbit landmark (geometric saliency).
This vocabulary can therefore help us define our ground truth data and its limitations for
particular tasks.
3.5.2 Landmarks’ Ground Truth
Our objective is to built a system that mimics the coarse feature localisation capability of
human beings. Therefore an easy way to evaluate the success of localisation is to compare
the landmarks found with the ground truth, as defined by human operators.
FRGC For the FRGC database, a mixture of landmarks provided by [Szeptycki et al., 2009]
and [Romero and Pears, 2009a] are used with additional manual and semi-automatic points.
In [Szeptycki et al., 2009], 15 landmarks are defined for the whole database, four of which
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Figure 3.15: Difference between between a right exocanthion and a right lateral orbit land-
mark. The first is a flesh/skin related landmark (corner of the lid) while the other is detected
on the bone structure.
are upper and lower lids landmarks, which have no use for face recognition.
In [Romero and Pears, 2009a], 11 landmarks are defined for a subset of FRGC due to regis-
tration problem between the 2D texture and the 3D model. After merging the two databases
and manually detecting missing points on the previously discarded models, a new landmark
(the subnasal) was detected semi-automatically for the whole database as explained later.
Bosphorus For the Bosphorus, the landmarks used are the ones provided with the database
[Savran et al., 2008] with additional manual and semi-automatic points and position refine-
ments.
Semi-automatic Refinements In order to improve the localisation of the ground-truth
data (especially the landmarks detected semi-automatically and landmarks detected on the
texture before projection) an automatic refinement system was set up. It consists of using
a local Iterative Closest Point (ICP) method [Besl and McKay, 1992] to register the local
neighbourhood of a current landmark to the same local shape extracted from a mean model.
The difference of position between the centre of the two patches after registration is used to
correct the position of the input landmark (see Figure 3.16). This method was used for the
nasion, the left and right corner of the nose and the subnasal.
While this method was used to speed-up the generation of the ground truth, every single
model was checked and corrected manually.
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ICP
Figure 3.16: Position refinement process. The local region on the query mesh is cropped
(top). The corresponding region in the model is cropped using a larger radius (bottom).
Both are registered using ICP. The ground-truth position (on the model) is transferred to
the query mesh.
Errors in the ground truth The ground truth cannot be absolutely perfect. It is some-
times difficult to know whether a landmark should be defined or not, especially when pose
variation and occlusion are present. Since the landmarks were detected on 2D texture and
projected onto the 3D model, some landmark positions are sometimes completely wrong
(spikes, border of the mesh, and so on). We tried to correct most of these manually but
errors may still be present.
In addition to obviously wrong detection, errors in terms of positioning distance will also
appear. The same individual will not place the same landmark at the same position every
time, and different individuals given the same instructions might place points at different
positions. This cannot be measured in our case, because each face has been landmarked
only once and it is impossible for us to quantify the human variability in hand-placing each
class of landmark. However an upper bound for these errors can be defined with relative
confidence. In this thesis, it is assumed that a human will always localise a landmark within
10 mm of the defined ground truth position. Therefore, when giving a detection rate at
10 mm, our results have to be compared to 100%.
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3.5.3 Cost Functions
Here we present the main measure used to evaluate our system. Cost functions for particular
problems will be introduced in the different chapters as necessary.
Landmark retrieval rate: We define the landmark retrieval rate for a particular landmark
as the percentage of test models in which the system correctly retrieved its position given an
error acceptance radius. For example, if the test set contains 1000 models, among which 950
has a ground truth landmark for the nose tip, and if we use an error acceptance radius of
10 mm, the landmark retrieval rate will be the percentage of the 950 models which present
a detected “nose-tip” landmark within 10 mm of the known “nose-tip” position.
Usually it is not clear what radius should be used for such evaluation. As a good practice
and to facilitate result comparison with other researchers, the retrieval rates are provided for
an increasing acceptance radius (usually ranging from 2.5 mm to 25 mm in steps of 2.5 mm).
Landmark positioning error: Computing the distance from every localised landmark
to the ground truth position of corresponding label is an interesting measure for the global
landmark localisation framework. However this continuous measure is more meaningful for
landmark positioning refinement than for coarse landmark localisation. This measure doesn’t
allow notions of discrete failure except if coupled with an error acceptance radius, for example
by measuring the positioning error only for points less than 20 mm from the ground truth.
Global registration error: Assuming a rigid representation of the face, a global measure
of how well the two sets of landmarks correspond is to look at the mean registration error
distance or at the difference in corresponding 3D transformation (translation, scale and
rotation). If the computed correspondence contains errors, the global transformation of
the output will be very different from the transformation produced using the ground truth
set of landmarks. This give us an interesting non-landmark-related measure of the overall
matching.
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3.6 Expected Limitations
Learning limitations A first obvious limitation of our approach is that it relies entirely
on explicit learning and consequently on a very narrow concept of face. Therefore it might
not be able to deal with non-realistic facial representations. The concept of “face” as defined
by humans is very large: faces can be seen in clouds or in emoticons. 3D animation movies
provide us with lots of examples of anthropomorphised objects in which one can recognise
facial components without prior training. This suggests that a meta-learning of what a face
is is taking place. This is clearly out of the reach of any current computer vision system.
Descriptor limitations All local shape properties extracted from the query are extracted
using sets of descriptors. Our method will not be able to overcome the intrinsic limitations
of those descriptors. For example, if non-scale-invariant descriptors are used, our system
cannot be scale invariant.
Input quality As our system uses both local and structural information a big proportion
of the face should be present in the input (at least half of it). As our system doesn’t perform
any hole filling, spike removal or denoising, the input data has to be of reasonable quality.
We argue that for results comparison it is preferable to sometimes fail on publicly available
inputs than to always succeed on non-publishable inputs (pre-processed 3D models).
Optimisation limitations Due to the complexity of the problem and the size of the search
space it is not always possible to isolate the method from all the contextual parameters and
variations of the input. We try to make explicit in each chapter the limitations of our
evaluations by listing all variables that were not thoroughly scrutinised and which were set
by empirical non-systematic tests and in some cases by mere educated guesses.
3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented the problematic of this thesis and some of the preliminary
choices we made to constrain the problem. Our global strategy to solve the problem is based
on the idea that the rules for detection defined by researchers should be learnt automatically
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Figure 3.17: Synoptic diagram of our framework. The landmarking problem is split into a
keypoint detection problem, a labelling problem, and, optionally, a local refinement problem.
rather than enforced, and on the intuition that candidate detection and labelling should be
designed and optimised independently. We presented a non-iterative template framework for
solving the problem that, we think, is very generic (see Figure 3.17). We also presented ways
to evaluate the results obtained for the sub-problems we aimed to solve, taking advantage of
two publicly available 3D face datasets on which a ground-truth positions of landmarks are
known. The following chapters will look at explaining and evaluating solutions for our two
main sub-problems (keypoint detection and labelling), before testing the whole framework
for automatic 3D face landmarking.
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Chapter 4
Learning-based Methods for
Automatic 3D Keypoint Detection
A difference is a very peculiar and obscure concept. It is certainly not a thing
or an event. This piece of paper is different than the wood of this lectern.
There are many differences between them - of colour, texture, shape, etc.
[ . . . ] Of this infinitude, we select a very limited number which become
information. In fact, what we mean by information - the elementary unit of
information - is a difference which makes a difference.
Extract from Steps to an Ecology of Mind by Gregory Bateson
University of Chicago Press, 2000
In this chapter an automatic method for extracting keypoints on surface meshes is pre-
sented. After learning a set of local shape descriptors at manually labelled location on a
training set, the system is able to rate every vertex of the input mesh with an interest score.
The local maxima over this map are selected as keypoints. Many strategies are possible to
combine information from different weak descriptors. Two are evaluated here: one where the
maps are combined linearly, one where the scores are determined using a boosting technique.
These approaches allow us to detect keypoints at locations of less distinctive shape which is
often impossible with standard single descriptor techniques.
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4.1 Introduction
While 3D vision has some advantages over 2D vision, it has also a set of specific drawbacks.
One of which is that local descriptors in 3D are usually weak. The local curvature, for exam-
ple, is not very discriminating by itself. This very reason has led to a strange phenomenon:
while many researchers are detecting facial features with well defined machine learning tech-
niques in 2D vision, researchers working with 3D faces are almost exclusively doing it using
expert systems. These are usually landmark-dependent sequential recipes taking advantage
of patterns detected by their designers. Such a recipe can be for example to take the tip
of the nose as the most extreme point along one direction or as the most curved point in
the input 3D model. These recipes give very good results for very salient points on most
existing databases, but are bound to fail on unconstrained databases representing people in
non-cooperative situations.
Here our contributions in methodology are three-fold:
1. To replace existing expert systems for 3D face feature localisation by machine learning
techniques, such that the rules used for detection are learnt and not enforced by the
designer of the system. This also allow the detection of less salient features for which
humans struggle to create rules.
2. To relax some of the assumptions about the input data toward non-cooperative face
recognition. Most detectors use a global approach trying to find extremal points in
the input. These expert-designed patterns might be true for the face region but do
not apply to all the unknown non-face part of the input data. Such approaches should
therefore be discarded.
3. To increase the number of landmarks to be searched for in parallel in order to minimise
the risk of task failure due to occlusions and spurious data in non-cooperative cases.
Our contributions at a practical level in this chapter are:
1. A new method for keypoint detection on meshes using a dictionary of learnt local
shapes (see Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1: Example of keypoint detection on a model from the FRGC database. Plain mesh
(centre), final keypoint score map (centre), detected keypoints.
2. An evaluation of its performance in different conditions.
3. An extension of this method to a non-linear boosting classifier.
4. A study of the behaviour of 10 common 3D descriptors over a range of scales at 14
landmark positions.
Here the scope is limited to the detection of probable landmark candidates. Select-
ing/labelling those candidates for a full landmarking system is the subject of chapter 5. To
our knowledge nobody has evaluated the landmark candidate detection independently from
the landmark localisation problem. In our view, these are two different problems, one is
purely local, while the second is mainly structural. Evaluating the success of our methods
against other work is almost impossible in this chapter as the nature of the problem is dif-
ferent to what is usually done in the literature (keypoints are not landmarks). However
its use as a component of a landmarking system can be evaluated against state of the art
feature localisation techniques, and this will be done in chapter 6. In this chapter, the term
“keypoint” is justified as we try to detect unlabelled repeatable point of interest. However,
our approach differs, as the scope for the targeted repeatability is larger. Our technique
should be able to detect repeatable point of interest across the population and not only for
several captures of the same individual. Therefore, our system is designed to extract macro-
features (nose, eyes, mouth) common across a whole population of objects (faces), instead
of discriminative micro-features (e.g. wrinkles) that are often specific to individuals.
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3D Landmark-
Candidate Detection
Expert Systems
Curvature/Volume Based
[Colbry et al., 2005]
[Chang et al., 2006]
[D’Hose et al., 2007]
[Segundo et al., 2007]
[Romero and Pears, 2009a]
[Szeptycki et al., 2009]
[Pears et al., 2010]
Directional Projection
[Chang et al., 2006]
[D’Hose et al., 2007]
Slice/Profile Based
[Mian et al., 2006b]
[Segundo et al., 2007]
[Faltemier et al., 2008b]
Recipes:
Landmark-dependent
Sequential
(single point of failure)
Salient points only
Machine Learning
2D Depth Map
[Berretti et al., 2010]
[Zhao et al., 2011]
Not
pose-invariant
3D Mesh This Work
Figure 4.2: Taxonomy of related works on this problem. For more background information
please refer to the literature review in chapter 2.
This chapter starts with a presentation of the local properties that can be computed
on meshes. Explanation of a scoring scheme using learnt statistics of local shape is then
presented. The following section looks at ways to convert score maps into sparse keypoints
on the surface mesh using local maxima techniques. In section 4.6 a first method is proposed
in order to detect keypoints at probable landmark positions by linearly combining descriptor
scores. In section 4.7 an improved method is proposed introducing non-linear scoring for the
vertices of the query mesh.
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What: To detect keypoints on 3D faces similar to previously learnt local shapes.
Why: To provide meaningful and sparse landmark-candidates to a landmark locali-
sation system.
How: By combining local scores obtained with several weak descriptors over the
surface mesh.
Constraint/Priorities: Retrieval rate of the learnt local shape and speed are our
main priorities.
Precision: A coarse localisation is our objective, a 10mm offset from the ground-
truth can be considered a very good match.
Rationale
4.2 Descriptor Maps
This whole chapter is based on the use of local 3D shape descriptors; in this section, details
about the descriptor maps and their computation are presented. In our experiments, two
kinds of descriptors are used, scalar value descriptors and histogram descriptors.
4.2.1 Normals
Several of the descriptors require a normal defined at each point. To compute the normals,
a simple method using the adjacent triangle faces is used. When the mesh has been built
from the 2D depth map, all the triangle faces have been defined anti-clockwise with regard
to the camera position. Therefore all the normals of the faces are pointing outward. When
setting the normal at a point i, a weighted sum of the normals of the neighbouring faces is
computed. The weights given for each of the touching faces are computed using the Nelson
Max technique [Max, 1999]:
cNi =
nei−1∑
k=0
Vk × Vk+1
|Vk|2|Vk+1|2
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Figure 4.3: Neighbourhood computed using Euclidean distance. The red line is the intersec-
tion of the sphere of radius R with the surface. Every point inside the sphere is part of the
local neighbourhood. The blue vertices represent the perimeter.
where c is a constant that disappears after normalisation, nei is the number of edges adjacent
to vertex i and Vk the vector corresponding to the k-th neighbouring edge. As the normal
is computed in every point, the process is sped-up by looping over the triangle faces and
accumulating the face normals with the corresponding weights on the three vertices of the
face. This guarantees that the face normals are computed only once (instead of three times
with a naive algorithm looping on vertices).
4.2.2 Neighbourhoods
A point by itself contains very little information: only its position in the space. To extract
more information one needs to know how this point is positioned with regard to the other
points around it. To determine this local neighbourhood the only thing that is needed is a
metric and a threshold. All the points whose distance to the centre point is shorter than the
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threshold are included in the neighbourhood. There are many kinds of distance that can be
used to determine the local neighbourhood:
• Graph distance (ring level): the number of edges in the shortest path linking the two
points (Dijkstra path).
• Euclidean distance: the classical distance (L2 norm) between the two point coordinates.
• Geodesic distance: the distance along the geodesic curve linking the two points, which
is the shorter distance over the surface.
Computing geodesic distances over a discrete surface between all points is computa-
tionally expensive. An approximation of the geodesic distance (pseudo-geodesic) is eas-
ily computed from the Dijkstra path between two points by summing the length of the
edges in the path. Another more precise technique is to use a Fast Marching Method over
the mesh manifold to compute the distance map from a single source point for all ver-
tices [Kimmel and Sethian, 1998]. The same method can be improved to efficiently find the
geodesic distance between two given points (see [Surazhsky et al., 2005]). However, in you
want to compute a geodesic neighbourhood you need to compute the geodesic distances for
all vertices to all of their local neighbours. This can become computationally expensive when
the locality radius gets larger. Furthermore, the advantages of using such neighbourhoods
was not obvious. Only results using Euclidean neighbourhoods are presented in this thesis.
From now, when a local neighbourhood of radius Rab is defined, a will be the type of
distance for the neighbourhood and b the descriptor which is computed from this neighbour-
hood. For example REucl.SI will be the radius (in Euclidean distance) of the neighbourhood
used to compute the descriptor SI (Shape Index). Each computed neighbourhood is quite
generic and contains three main components:
• the vertices present in the neighbourhood
• the faces present in the neighbourhood
• the arcs defining the border of the neighbourhood
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In practise the Euclidean distance is almost always used. This Euclidean distance can be set
to a fixed value or given as a ratio of an intrinsic property of the query mesh (for example a
ratio of the bounding box dimensions or of a known distance).
In the literature other kinds of neighbourhood are sometime considered. For example,
a neighbourhood containing a fixed number of vertices (exactly n), which can be useful in
some curvature computation algorithms (for example [Cazals and Pouget, 2003]). Figure 4.3
shows an example of a Euclidean neighbourhood.
4.2.3 Curvature
Principal curvatures The curvature is a simple notion of 2D geometry that measures the
bending of a curve at a particular point. It is defined as the inverse radius of the osculating
circle at that location. Therefore a circle has a constant non-zero curvature, while a straight
line has a zero curvature as its osculating circle has its centre to infinity. Figure 4.4 illustrates
this idea.
This 2D notion can be used with points on a 3D surface by extracting 2D plane curves
at those points using an intersecting plane. As a rule the intersecting plane always contains
the normal at point A. This leaves one degree of freedom, the angle around the normal, and
therefore an infinity of possible 2D curves and curvature values. To constrain the problem
to simple values, only two angles are selected: the ones giving the maximal and minimal
curvature values known as first (k1) and second (k2) principal curvatures. If there is no
direction in which the curvature is maximal (k1 = k2) then the curvature is constant in all
directions. These particular locations are called umbilical points.
Computing these two values for a discrete surface is not trivial. The curvature computa-
tion approach chosen for this project is the Adjacent-Normal Cubic Approximation method
proposed in [Goldfeather and Interrante, 2004]. As the first and second principal curvatures
are known analytically for continuous polynomial surfaces, the idea is to fit one of these (a
cubic surface in our case) to a small neighbourhood of points on the discrete mesh. The
additional idea is not only to use the neighbouring points to constrain the fitting, but also
the normals at each of these points. The cubic surface is defined as:
f(x, y) =
A
2
x2 +Bxy +
C
2
y2 +Dx3 + Ex2y + Fxy2 +Gy3
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T
C
R
Figure 4.4: Notion of curvature in 2D. The curvature is the inverse of the osculating circle
radius at one point.
Let’s call x the vector of unknown parameters to be determined for the fitting:
x = (A B C D E F G)T
First a local coordinate system is defined with the z direction along the normal. The
point positions pi and normals ni for all neighbouring vertices (i) are defined in this particular
coordinate system. For any given x, y the position on the surface would be p = (x, y, f(x, y))T
and the normal direction on the surface would be
N(x, y) = ∂y(p)× ∂x(p) =

∂xf(x, y)
∂yf(x, y)
−1
 =

Ax+By + 3Dx2 + 2Exy + Fy2
Bx+ Cy + Ex2 + 2Fxy + 3Gy2
−1

To avoid normalisation of these directions the input normals ni = (ai, bi, ci)
T are rewrit-
ten so that the component along z is −1: n′i = (−aici ,−
bi
ci
,−1)T . The number of equations
for the normal fitting is therefore reduced from 3 to 2.
The fitting of the points pi and of the normal directions n
′
i is done simultaneously by
minimising the least-square distance between the real data and the model. In total, three
equations are defined for every neighbouring vertex:
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• one for the point position:
(
1
2
x2 xy
1
2
y2 x3 x2y xy2 y3)x = zi
• two for the normal directions:
(x y 0 3x2 2xy y2 0)x = −ai
ci
(0 x y 0 x2 2xy 3y2)x = −bi
ci
The 3n equations form a system :
Ux = d
This system can be solved using several different techniques as explained in the next
paragraph. To determine k1 and k2 only A,B and C are needed (coefficients of the second
fundamental form). The principal curvatures k1 and k2 are defined as the eigenvalues of the
Weingarten curvature matrix of the surface W :
W =
A B
B C
 =
x1 x2
x2 x3

Since the matrix is symmetric, eigenvalues are always real. The solution can even be
expressed analytically (faster to compute than the eigenvalues in a general case) as det(W−
λI) = 0 correspond to a simple quadratic equation:
k1 =
(A+ C) +
√
(A+ C)2 −B2
2
k2 =
(A+ C)−√(A+ C)2 −B2
2
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Most people in our field use curvature computation as a black box. Once they have
understood the maths, researchers usually use a ready-made library or rewrite a code
following instructions from an article. These libraries or methods are (with reason)
designed to be very accurate. In 3D face processing, the sensors used are usually
quite coarse and the captures are often noisy. Using the same technique people used
where curvature precision is critical would be, in our opinion, a waste of resources and
time. Most of the techniques for curvature computation have been designed with an
emphasis on quality over speed. Because speed is important in our study, and because
the face models used are not precise anyway, finding the best approximation with a
computationally expensive method is not the best approach.
The time expensive part of the curvature computation is the resolution of equa-
tion Ux = d. Most of the time, the LU, QR or SVD decompositions are used to
help solve the system. These solvers (especially the one using SVD) can be time con-
suming. We initially used C++ code by Shin Yoshizawa [Yoshizawa et al., 2008] using
SVD decomposition for the principal curvature computation. Switching later on to
SVD-based solution using the C++ Armadillo library didn’t improve speed perfor-
mances. However switching to Armadillo solve operator (based on LAPACK gesv)
really improved the performance. A last improvement was obtained by using a trick.
The systems of equations are usually not ill formed (singular) except for points near
the border of the mesh. As those points are expected to be noisy, it doesn’t matter
too much if the curvature is not perfect at those locations. Instead of decomposing
the matrix to solve the system, the pseudo inverse of U is computed while assuming
linearly independent columns (LIC). Consequently, the computation is reduced to:
x = (UTU)−1UTd
Figure 4.5 shows the first principal curvature using different solvers and the relative
error induced by switching methods. Similar evaluation has been done on the second
principal curvature as well.
DIGRESSION: Implementation Trick
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The mean execution time measured using these different techniques over 200 faces of
6000 vertices on average are given below:
SVD: 1.06s
SOLVE: 0.19s
LIC: 0.12s
Conclusion: When dealing with remotely acquired faces or other low resolution 3D
objects, using expensive methods for the cubic surface fitting seems to be unnecessary.
Evidence collected on a small set of 3D models indicates that the time of computation
can be divided by more than 8 for meshes of around 6000 vertices (REucl.curv. = 15 mm)
by using a simple solver instead of the wide-spread, more precise, SVD based solver.
Empirical verification on randomly selected meshes shows that the relative error intro-
duced is negligible in comparison to the one usually observed due to sensor noise.
-0.0481 0.0115 0.0712 -0.0481 0.0115 0.0712 -0.0481 0.0120 0.0720
SVD SOLVE LIC
0.00  5.00e-17 1.00e-16 0.00  5.00e-17 1.00e-16 0.00  5.00e-17 1.00e-16
∆(SVD,SOLVE) ∆(SOLVE,LIC) ∆(SVD,LIC)
Figure 4.5: First Principal Curvature (k1) maps using 3 different solvers (top line).
Visualisation of the absolute difference between k1 maps (bottom line). In the
∆(SVD,LIC) example, only 10 vertices show a relative error above 10−10 and those
cases occur on the border of the mesh.
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4.2.4 Simple Descriptors
Here “simple descriptors” refers to descriptors that can be described by a single scalar value.
Simple descriptors are ubiquitous in 3D keypoint detection, in particular curvature and
volume related descriptors.
Descriptors derived from the principal curvatures The two principal curvatures k1
and k2 are rarely used directly. Most of the time they are used to compute other descriptors.
Here we give a short-list of the most popular descriptors that can be written as a function
of k1 and k2:
• Gaussian Curvature (K):
K = k1.k2
• Mean Curvature (H):
H =
k1 + k2
2
• Shape Index (SI): two flavours
SI0,1 =
1
2
− 1
pi
arctan
k1 + k2
k1 − k2 0 ≤ SI0,1 ≤ 1
or
SI−1,1 =
2
pi
arctan
k1 + k2
k1 − k2 − 1 ≤ SI−1,1 ≤ 1
• Curvedness (C):
C =
√
k21 + k
2
2
2
• Log-Curvedness (LC):
LC =
2
pi
log
√
k21 + k
2
2
2
• Willmore Energy (W):
W = H2 −K = (k1 − k2)
2
4
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a b
Figure 4.6: Example of local volume (VOL) computed at the extreme vertex of a
hyperboloid surface.
a - The neighbourhood border points are used to compute the centroid
point (blue) which is not far from the ideal centre of the intersection
curve (red).
b - The signed volumes of all tetrahedron are summed.
• SC ([Kim and Choi, 2009]):
SC = SI.LC =
4
pi2
log
√
k21 + k
2
2
2
arctan
k1 + k2
k1 − k2
• Log Difference map ([Dibeklioglu et al., 2008]):
D = ln(K −H + 1) = ln(k1.k2 − k1 + k2
2
+ 1)
Other Scalar Descriptors
Local volume (VOL) Other kinds of measures that can be made from the local
neighbourhood are the ones that use volume. It can be the volume under the surface within
a ball of radius r. It can be the ratio of this volume to the whole ball volume. It can be
other kinds of approximation of the volume.
A very fast and coarse approximation of the volume has been implemented for this
study. First, the barycentre (point pc(p)) of the perimeter of the neighbourhood of p is
determined. Then the volumes of the tetrahedra computed from this point and all the faces
of the neighbourhood are summed. Figure 4.6 shows how the tetrahedra are computed. As
the faces are oriented the volume can be positive (concave shape) or negative (convex shape).
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-0.0481 0.0119 0.0720 -0.0482 0.0114 0.0710 -0.0589 -0.0191 0.0206 -0.0619 -0.0192 0.0235
k1 k2
Figure 4.7: Examples of first and second principal curvature maps. (REucl.scalar = 15mm)
Distance to Local Plane (DLP) The distance to local plane is a coarse measure
of the convexity/concavity at one point [Pears et al., 2010]. It is defined as the Euclidean
distance between point P and the plane fitting its neighbouring points. This corresponds to
projecting the centroid of the neighbourhood on the normal direction to the plane passing
through P . In a general, case the neighbourhood used to compute the normal and the
neighbourhood used to compute the target centroid can be different. However it is usually
simpler to take them as equal.
4.2.5 Histogram Descriptors
Simple scalar values are sometimes limited to describe surface shape. When trying to deal
with larger and more complex surfaces, more information is needed than a simple scalar value.
We call “histogram descriptors” any D-dimensional array of fixed dimensions containing
information about the neighbouring surface at a point location.
It was important that our framework remains versatile and can use any sort of descriptors.
However histogram descriptors are often computationally expensive and therefore are not
always the best idea for our purpose. In this chapter only two histogram descriptors are
used:
• Spin image: The spin-image descriptor introduced in [Johnson and Hebert, 1999],
consists of a rectangular grid (each cell forming the pixel of an image) which is spun
around the normal at the query point location. Each vertex of the mesh around this
point is binned in each of the grid cells that have same altitude and distance to the axis
of rotation (the normal). The cells (and therefore the resulting pixels) are not required
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-5.05e-05 0.000672 -2.56e-05 0.000747 -0.0451 -0.00429 0.0365 -0.0462 -0.00531 0.0356
K (Gauss) H (Mean)
0.0120 0.504 0.995 0.0225 0.510 0.997 3.89e-08 0.000759 0.00152 1.93e-08 0.000818 0.00164
SI (Shape Index) W (Willmore Energy)
0.00208 0.0341 0.0661 0.000960 0.0385 0.0760 -3.75 -2.47 -1.20 -3.88 -2.44 -1.00 
C (Curvdness) LC (Log Curvdness)
-0.0377 0.00393 0.0456 -0.0368 0.00483 0.0464 -3.56 -1.63 0.291 -3.63 -1.45 0.733 
D (Log Difference map) SC (SI.LC)
-1.84 0.247 2.34  -1.71 0.292 2.29  -0.0729 0.0168 0.107 -0.0655 0.0152 0.0959
DLP (Distance to Local Plane) V OL (Local Volume)
Figure 4.8: Examples of scalar fields computed on two models of the same individual with
different orientations. (REucl.scalar = 15mm)
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Landmarks
Outer Eye
(L) (00)
Inner Eye
(L) (01)
Nasion
(02)
Inner Eye
(R) (03)
Outer Eye
(R) (04)
Nose
(05)
Nose Corners
(L) (06)
Landmarks
Nose Corners
(R) (07)
Subnasale
(08)
Mouth
(L) (09)
Mouth
(R) (10)
Upper Lip
(11)
Lower Lip
(12)
Chin
(13)
Figure 4.9: Example of spin-image histograms computed for the 14 landmarks on two dif-
ferent faces from the FRGC. Here a bin size of 5 mm is used. The size of the image is 18x9
pixels. The middle top part of the image is the centre point. The left part of the image corre-
sponds to points above the centre in the direction of the normal. The right part corresponds
to point underneath the centre using this same direction.
to be square and the cell size can vary from cell to cell (for example by following a log
function). In this document, only fixed size cells are considered. The parameters for
this descriptor are the number of radial cells, the number of vertical cells (above and
underneath the query point), and the radial and vertical cell sizes. If not otherwise
specified the radial and vertical cell sizes are assumed equal (resulting in square pixels).
• Spherical image: The spherical image is a simplification of the spin image to a one
dimensional vector of bins. Each cell represents the number of vertices present between
two consecutive spheres centred on Pi.
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4.3 Descriptor Matching
While correlations sometimes exist between descriptors’ extremal values and the presence of
landmarks (e.g. nose tip, eyes), this can not be extended to less well defined local shape. By
learning a distribution of the values of a descriptor for a particular shape of interest, one can
easily determine for any new point a score for matching a particular landmark. If the value
of one descriptor at a particular point is correlated with the maximum of the probability
density function of a known shape, it has a good chance of corresponding to this shape.
4.3.1 Distributions of Local Shapes
For each landmark in the training set, the distribution of the values for one descriptor can be
observed and approximated with a simple function. A lot of possible idealised distributions
and mixtures can be used to approximate the real distribution learnt on the training set.
Examples of commonly used functions are:
Heaviside Step function (1 parameter: t)
Most used descriptor distribution in literature:
single threshold to select extrema. Null density.
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Top-Hat (2 parameters: t1 and t2)
Select range of value.
pdf(x) =
 1t2−t1 if t1 < x < t20 otherwise
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Gaussian (2 parameters: µ and σ)
pdf(x) =
1√
2piσ2
exp−(x− µ)
2
2σ2
−4 −2 0 2 4
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Inverse Gaussian (4 parameters: µ, λ, origin, direction)
pdf(x) =
√
λ√
2pix′3
exp−λ(x
′ − µ)2
2µ2x′
where x′ = sign(direction) · (x− origin)
The variance of that function is µ
3
λ . The observed deviation
being σ, we have λ = µ
3
σ2
.
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Von Mises (2 parameters: µ and k)
Measure natural distribution of value on toric domain (here
between 0 and 1).
pdf(x) =
1
2.I0(k)
exp(k.cos(pi(x− µ)))
where k is the concentration (' 1
σ2
) and I0(k) the Bessel
function of order 0 in k.
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
In our case, a simple Gaussian conveys most of the variation from the natural data set in
most cases (see Appendix A). For descriptors that have bounded or toric domains, other dis-
tributions might be preferable like the inverse Gaussian (for bounded domains) and the Von
Mises distribution (for toric domains). In this document, and when not explicitly specified
otherwise, we consider the descriptor distribution at one location to be approximated by a
Gaussian. Examples of idealised distribution can be seen on figure 4.10 or more extensively
for all pairs of descriptor/landmark in appendix A.
Limitations: It can be argued that the selected scheme for distribution representation is
oversimplified. No mixture of distributions or sophisticated real-data-to-ideal-distribution
fitting algorithms are used. The justification for this choice is twofold. First we believe
that the gain in using such techniques will be marginal in most cases as the input data is
relatively noisy. Second, our challenge is to combine weak feature descriptors rather than
trying to design and match stronger single feature descriptors. The proposed method also
has the advantage of being easily reproducible for result comparisons.
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Figure 4.10: Examples of idealised distributions (computed from the mean and deviation)
superimposed on the observed distribution for the lower-lip landmark (label:12). On the left,
the mean curvature descriptor (H). On the right, the Shape Index descriptor (SI) bounded
between 0 and 1.
4.3.2 Descriptor-Landmark Score Maps
Computing maps of descriptors is useful especially if the desired targets correspond to local
extrema over those maps. In a general situation, this is not the case and the problem becomes
the mapping of the initial descriptor values to a space where the extrema are correlated with
the searched-for targets.
Hypothesis: The “probability” of a vertex to be a “good” landmark candidate is
correlated with the similarity between its descriptor value and the value distribution
for the target landmark learnt in the training set.
Limitation: This is not true for random maps. This can only apply to maps that
produce some form of information about the landmark. This supposes that a pattern
exists for the descriptor/landmark pair. The notion of “good” landmark candidates
corresponds to multiple objective functions (see section 4.5). Here the word “probabil-
ity” is used in its popular meaning. It is not stricto sensus a probability as the sum
over all vertices is not one. The global normalisation required to define probability
cannot be done as there is no way to predict the number of “good” keypoints for a
given query.
Rationale
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For each vertex vi, the score value for the descriptor d and the local shape λ is defined as:
SdX(vi) =
pdfdX(d(vi))
max
x
(pdfdλ(x))
where pdfdλ is the probability density function of the idealised distribution of descriptor d
for the shape λ and where d(vi) is the value of the descriptor d at vertex vi.
In the case of a Gaussian distribution of mean µλ and deviation σλ, max
x
(pdfdλ(x)) is
reach at µλ and we have:
Sdλ(vi) =
1√
2piσ2λ
exp− (d(vi)−µλ)2
2σ2λ
1√
2piσ2λ
exp− (µλ−µλ)2
2σ2λ
= exp−(d(vi)− µλ)
2
2σ2λ
In figure 4.11 examples of descriptor-landmark score maps are presented. More descriptor-
landmark score map examples are given in Appendix B with 10 descriptors for each of the
14 different local shapes used in this thesis.
4.3.3 Dealing with Histograms
Unlike scalar values, histograms are a bit more difficult to deal with. For our particular
problem, a final scalar score map is required for each descriptor. Three approaches were
considered:
• The first one consists of learning the distribution of values for each of the cells of the
histogram for a particular tuple descriptor/local-shape. The score for the descriptor
can be the mean or a weighted mean of those individual scores.
• A second method would be to take the Malahanobis distance between one histogram
and the corresponding training distribution, however, this would imply a bigger number
of operations for each comparison as the correlation matrix is involved (O(n2) instead
of O(n)).
• A third method is to look at the difference to the mean of the target distribution and
project in the direction that make more sense for the distinction between shapes in the
dictionary.
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Figure 4.11: Examples of descriptor-landmark score maps for three descriptors at one scale
and for three of the target shapes of interest. Each descriptor detects a fuzzy set of vertices.
Our objective is to intersect those sets, i.e. to combine the individual scores into a single
landmark score map per shape of interest.
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In this chapter, the third method is used. For each vertex vi the intermediate scalar descriptor
is computed as follow:
d′(vi) =
∑
c
ωλ(c)(d(vi)(c)− µλ(c))
where d(vi)(c) is the value of the cell c of the histogram descriptor d at vertex vi, µλ(c) the
mean value of the cell c for the local shape λ, and ωλ(c) the weight associated with each cell
c for the local shape λ. The weights are learnt using 2-class Linear Discriminant Analysis
on the training database of error histograms. One class is the local shape being treated,
the other contains all the other local shapes in the dictionary. The score for the histogram
descriptor d at a vertex vi for a local shape λ is defined as:
Sdλ(vi) = S
d′
λ (vi) =
pdfd
′
λ (d
′(vi))
max
x
(pdfd
′
λ (x))
4.4 Local Maxima
This section deals with the problem of extracting keypoints from score maps. In the score
map, vertices with higher values are more likely to be good keypoints than ones with lower
values. If a simple threshold was applied to the map, the system would detect areas of
vertices instead of single sparse points.
Pitfalls While selecting local maxima might seem the simplest part of our process it is in
fact one of the most problematic. An naive solution to this problem would be to loop on all
the vertices and keep only the ones having local maximal value. However this solution fails
in cases where several vertices in the same neighbourhood share the same maximal value: if
a “strictly greater” test is used, no point will be detected and if “greater or equal” test is
used, several points will be detected. Such cases occur often with our system as blue areas
in the final map contains several vertices with score 1. In order to enforce sparsity in the
local maxima detection more complex methods have to be used.
Implementation Our local extrema detector works as follow: The system detects all
points which have a score above a given threshold. For each candidate, using a neighbourhood
of radius R, we look at whether a neighbour scores higher than the current selected point.
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If several points match, the closest to the centroid of the set of matching point is selected.
If this maxima is on the border of the neighbourhood it is not considered as a candidate.
The search is repeated on the neighbourhood of the newly found point. The resulting point
is stored as a candidate together with its associated score. Any other detection inside the
neighbourhood of this point is forbidden by updating a flag map. This last condition was
introduced relatively late in the project, the version without will be referred as version 1
and the one that uses it as version 2. When all the candidate have been found, the best
0.01n points are selected as keypoints, where n is the number of vertices. The reason for this
pruning is to ensure that the labelling process will not face a too large number of keypoints,
especially when complete-hypergraph matching techniques are used. For a face mesh of
around 6000 vertices, about 60 keypoints will be returned.
4.5 Objective Functions
For 3D keypoint detection, a number of measures can be used to compare methods, and
predict their usefulness. Results for these different measures are given later on in the chapter.
A compromise between different objectives has to be found for this particular problem. These
objectives include:
• Sparsity:
Firstly, a small number of points should be detected, as returning the whole set of
vertices wouldn’t be useful. In order to be manageable for a structural matching
algorithm, the number of output points for our keypoint detector should be less than
a few hundreds. As the meshes are usually are a few thousand vertices, a maximum
ratio of 1 output point for every 100 input vertices is enforced.
• Single Landmark retrieval rate:
Secondly, as landmarks have been used as shapes of interest in the training, the system
should be able to detect keypoints at those very locations. This is a measure of how
well the training is working for each particular shape. For those landmarks that are
visible, this is the percentage of test faces for which a keypoint is detected near the
ground truth landmark position.
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• Repeatability:
Thirdly, keypoints, by definition, should have a high intra-class (same subject’s face)
repeatability. This is a difficult measure as it implies that a correspondence between
the two faces is known. It also has the drawback of being very dependant on the
sparsity: for a given matching acceptance radius, the more detected points there are,
the more the average repeatability will increase. However at a fixed sparsity it can
give an interesting measure of how well the keypoints perform. The global transforma-
tions of the FRGC models used to compute repeatability are available on the author’s
webpage1.
• Landmarks retrieval total number:
Finally, the number of good retrievals per face is also an interesting measure for our
system. Indeed, there will always be cases where 100% of the landmarks cannot be
retrieved and this is expected in our framework. The important thing is that a large
ratio of the learnt shapes are retrieved correctly (for example 10 landmarks retrieved
on average out of 14).
There is no meaningful way of combining these cost functions into one. The trade-
off between these measures cannot be automated at this stage. However, some of the cost
functions are more meaningful to us than others because of our particular goal. The retrieval
rates per landmark for a given sparsity are the most important measure for our framework.
4.6 Method 1: Linear Combination of Descriptor-Landmark
Score Maps
Most of our descriptors are highly correlated. Indeed most of them are derived from the
principal curvatures (k1 and k2). How can those different correlated clues be combined into
a landmark score map for each of the targeted local shapes? A first simple idea to test our
framework is to use linear combination of these maps. Results using a Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA) method to merge the individual descriptor-landmark scores are presented in
this section.
1http://www.cs.york.ac.uk/~creusot
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Figure 4.12: Oﬄine process: Known landmark positions on the training set are used
to learn idealised distributions of the descriptor values for each shape of interest. The
descriptor-landmark scores computed using those distributions are used in a two-class Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) to determine linear weights for every descriptor.
4.6.1 Workflow
Figures 4.12 and 4.13 explain the workflow of this method. The framework is composed of
an oﬄine process and an online process. The oﬄine part is used to teach the system what is
considered to be a shape of interest. For that purpose, 14 landmarks over the training set are
used to define a dictionary of local shapes from which statistical distributions of descriptors
are learnt.
The online part is composed of the following steps:
• D descriptors are computed for all vertices
• For each learnt local shape (14):
– D descriptor-landmark score maps are computed by projecting the descriptor
values of each vertex against the associated learnt distributions of the target
landmark. The scores generated are between 0 and 1.
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Figure 4.13: Online process: D descriptor maps are computed from the input mesh, each
value is matched against the 14 learnt descriptor distributions to get descriptor-landmark
score maps with values between 0 and 1. For each landmark, the D descriptor-landmark
score maps are combined using the learnt linear weights. The 14 normalised Landmark score
maps are combined into a single keypoint score map, using the maximal value (of 14 values)
at each vertex. The output keypoints are the first 0.01n local maxima detected on this final
keypoint score map that are above some given threshold (0.85).
0 - Left exocanthion (Outer Eye Corner)
1 - Left endocanthion (Inner Eye Corner)
2 - Nasion (Nose Bridge)
3 - Right endocanthion (Inner Eye Corner)
4 - Right exocanthion (Outer Eye Corner)
5 - Pronasale (Nose Tip)
6 - Left Alar Crest Point (Nose Corner)
7 - Right Alar Crest Point (Nose Corner)
8 - Subnasale
9 - Left Cheilion (Mouth Corner)
10 - Right Cheilion (Mouth Corner)
11 - Labiale Superius (Upper lip)
12 - Labiale Inferius (Lower lip)
13 - Pogonion (Chin)
Figure 4.14: Position of the 14 landmarks used as “shapes of interest” for the training part
of the system.
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– A linear combination of those D maps is produced using landmark-specific weights
learnt in the oﬄine part. The result is one landmark score map per shape of
interest. These maps are then normalised over the mesh to ensure the matching
scores of different local shapes have the same impact on the final decision.
• All the landmark score maps are combined into one final keypoint score map, by
using the maximum value (over all 14 landmark dictionary shapes) for each vertex (see
figure 4.17).
• The keypoints are defined as the strong local maxima on this final map. An empirical
threshold of 0.85 is used to discard weak candidates. Only the first 0.01n best values
are kept as output.
The variation of the descriptors at known landmark locations is learnt in the oﬄine part
by fitting an idealised distribution (a Gaussian except for the shape index where an inverse
Gaussian is preferred) to the training data. The weights used to combine landmark score
maps are defined using a Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) over a population of neigh-
bouring and non-neighbouring vertices, relative to the relevant landmark. The population
of neighbouring vertices is defined as those at a distance less than 5 mm from the specified
landmark on all facial meshes in the training set. The population of non-neighbouring ver-
tices is constituted of those between 15 and 45 mm from the same landmark (see figure 4.16
for the upper-lip landmark). These empirical radii have been selected to get two populations
of manageable size on faces.
LDA applied to these two classes (neighbouring and non-neighbouring) returns the di-
rection in D-dimensional score space that best separates the two sets. A schematic repre-
sentation of the expected distributions of the two classes in an ideal case is presented in
Figure 4.15. The real distributions observed for the nose tip landmark are also presented
for comparison. The hypercube is projected using a naive linear classifier (the hypercube
diagonal) (see Figure 4.15b) and LDA (see Figure 4.15c).
4.6.2 Experiments
Descriptor and scale evaluation For these experiments a shortlist of 10 descriptors were
selected including two histogram descriptors (see 4.2 for more details):
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a
b
c
(0, 0, . . . , 0)
(1, 1, . . . , 1)
Figure 4.15: (a) Schematic representation of the two class distributions inside the score-
hypercube for an ideal situation where the classes are separable by a single continuous class
boundary. (b-c) Real capture of the two classes inside the DL-score hypercube for the nose
tip landmark projected along (b) the hypercube diagonal direction, vector from (0, 0, . . . , 0)
to (1, 1, . . . , 1), and (c) the extracted LDA direction.
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Figure 4.16: Example of class generation for LDA. Showing neighbouring (blue) and non-
neighbouring (red) vertices for the upper-lip landmark on one face of the training set.
0.100 0.550 1.00  0.100 0.550 1.00  0.100 0.550 1.00  0.100 0.550 1.00  0.100 0.550 1.00  0.200 0.600 1.00  
00 02 05 11 13 All
Figure 4.17: Example of normalised landmark score maps for landmarks 00 (left outer eye
corner), 02 (nose bridge), 05 (nose tip), 11 (upper lip) and 13 (chin). The final keypoint
score map, computed for the same subject using the 14 landmark descriptor maps, is shown
on the right.
• First principal curvature (k1)
• Second principal curvature (k2)
• Gaussian curvature (K)
• Mean curvature (H)
• Shape Index (SI)
• Log Curvdness (LC)
• Distance to Local Plane (DLP)
• Local Volume (VOL)
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• Spin Image Histogram (SIH)
• Spherical Histogram (SH)
Those descriptors are computed over a range of different scales. The histogram descrip-
tors are defined with 4 different bin sizes (from 2.5 to 10 mm). The others are defined with
6 different neighbourhood sizes (5, 10, 15, 30, 45 and 60 mm).
Using all the descriptors at all the scales and resolutions (Configuration 1) would be very
time consuming and impractical for real-world applications. The most costly parts of the
computation are the principal curvatures k1 and k2 over different scales, the computation
of the histograms (O(n2)) and the computation of the matching scores, as the number of
maps is proportional to both the number of descriptors and the number of landmarks. In
table 4.1, the weights returned by LDA for each landmark are given. The higher the value
is, the more discriminating the descriptor is. From this table, the best descriptor and the
best size of neighbourhood can be observed. They are represented by dark blue cells in the
column corresponding to a given landmark. There is no common set of descriptors that
works for all the landmarks. For example, not very salient points like the upper and lower
lips (11 and 12) will prefer histogram descriptors to curvature descriptors, the corners of the
mouth (9 and 10) will prefer to use the Shape Index with a small neighbourhood (15 mm),
while the tip of the nose which is salient will best be detected with a bigger neighbourhood
(60 mm). Figure 4.2 shows the mean results per neighbourhood size. It can be seen that
the best neighbourhood size for our data resolution is around 15 mm. For the spherical
histogram (SH) and the spin image histogram (SIH), the best bin dimension is between 5
and 7.5 mm. Regarding the type of descriptor, it can be seen in table 4.3 that the distance to
local plane (DLP) often gives bad support to the distinction between neighbouring and non-
neighbouring vertices when looking at relatively flat landmark local shape. The spin-image
histogram (SIH), the Shape Index (SI) and the local volume are usually the more supportive
descriptors for this set of landmarks.
From these observations, a new experiment (Configuration 2) is conducted using only
one neighbourhood size (15 mm) for all scalar descriptors, and one bin size for the histogram
descriptors (5 mm). In total, this comprises 10 descriptor maps and 140 descriptor-landmark
score maps (far less than the original 672 of configuration 1).
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Table 4.1: Snapshot of the weights corresponding to the first principal direction of the LDA
for each of the 14 landmarks described in figure 4.14 (0 to 13). Dark blue cells represent
the highest contribution per column. Red cells represent negative contributions (the minus
symbol is omitted).
Size Desc. 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 All
2.5 mm
SIH .03 .08 .00 .10 .02 .04 .00 .04 .00 .03 .03 .01 .03 .11 .04
SH .00 .02 .00 .02 .02 .19 .00 .01 .02 .00 .01 .00 .00 .05 .01
5 mm
SIH .04 .02 .04 .05 .04 .02 .04 .00 .09 .00 .00 .28 .44 .29 .09
SH .01 .00 .00 .01 .01 .00 .02 .00 .00 .04 .02 .01 .01 .37 .03
7.5 mm
SIH .02 .03 .01 .02 .01 .00 .04 .01 .11 .02 .00 .40 .00 .09 .04
SH .05 .00 .01 .01 .04 .15 .01 .01 .00 .01 .00 .00 .07 .23 .04
10 mm
SIH .02 .00 .08 .00 .00 .15 .02 .04 .05 .05 .05 .05 .20 .08 .04
SH .08 .01 .01 .00 .05 .12 .03 .03 .00 .01 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
5 mm
k1 .00 .02 .02 .04 .00 .00 .05 .05 .01 .06 .10 .03 .09 .00 .02
k2 .02 .04 .01 .01 .01 .00 .03 .03 .01 .02 .02 .01 .03 .00 .00
H .07 .02 .02 .00 .07 .00 .05 .00 .06 .01 .00 .05 .04 .01 .01
K .03 .06 .02 .05 .03 .00 .02 .02 .03 .03 .01 .01 .00 .00 .01
SI .01 .03 .01 .04 .01 .01 .02 .02 .01 .00 .04 .00 .00 .01 .00
LC .04 .00 .02 .00 .04 .00 .01 .06 .01 .09 .04 .01 .01 .00 .02
Vol .04 .00 .00 .01 .02 .00 .25 .04 .00 .02 .02 .00 .04 .00 .03
DLP .10 .10 .01 .02 .12 .00 .03 .03 .02 .06 .07 .11 .14 .00 .06
15 mm
k1 .01 .07 .05 .06 .00 .14 .00 .02 .04 .06 .06 .00 .17 .04 .02
k2 .03 .39 .03 .14 .05 .00 .17 .22 .07 .07 .07 .02 .07 .01 .06
H .04 .00 .04 .02 .06 .01 .05 .22 .04 .02 .00 .00 .01 .04 .02
K .05 .07 .17 .04 .04 .00 .03 .02 .23 .07 .06 .01 .18 .00 .01
SI .08 .11 .08 .28 .08 .00 .06 .06 .00 .51 .57 .03 .03 .00 .13
LC .02 .03 .03 .02 .04 .00 .00 .03 .03 .04 .04 .00 .08 .00 .01
Vol .13 .01 .02 .12 .12 .16 .07 .11 .01 .11 .09 .03 .09 .02 .08
DLP .08 .00 .00 .04 .08 .00 .06 .13 .00 .08 .07 .00 .14 .00 .01
30 mm
k1 .00 .01 .02 .03 .01 .01 .00 .02 .04 .00 .01 .03 .05 .18 .01
k2 .00 .02 .04 .08 .01 .01 .02 .02 .00 .03 .05 .05 .12 .01 .00
H .15 .09 .01 .10 .12 .00 .09 .11 .04 .05 .04 .05 .12 .08 .02
K .12 .00 .00 .01 .17 .03 .00 .01 .02 .02 .00 .02 .01 .20 .01
SI .17 .05 .08 .00 .15 .00 .05 .08 .02 .03 .02 .01 .04 .06 .04
LC .04 .01 .05 .00 .03 .01 .03 .02 .04 .06 .09 .08 .07 .00 .01
Vol .10 .03 .01 .08 .11 .00 .05 .05 .06 .06 .04 .01 .06 .02 .04
DLP .07 .41 .03 .33 .11 .05 .03 .05 .02 .04 .00 .01 .08 .01 .05
45 mm
k1 .05 .04 .01 .06 .05 .01 .00 .02 .00 .05 .05 .04 .01 .01 .00
k2 .02 .00 .00 .02 .02 .00 .07 .05 .05 .01 .03 .08 .01 .01 .01
H .02 .01 .00 .03 .02 .01 .01 .02 .04 .12 .10 .01 .19 .00 .03
K .00 .00 .00 .00 .01 .00 .05 .02 .03 .01 .01 .06 .08 .01 .01
SI .04 .03 .04 .06 .02 .00 .01 .05 .00 .00 .00 .00 .02 .00 .02
LC .01 .03 .02 .03 .00 .00 .16 .09 .00 .15 .09 .10 .18 .02 .06
Vol .00 .01 .00 .01 .00 .00 .04 .06 .03 .02 .02 .03 .05 .01 .02
DLP .03 .14 .03 .02 .06 .24 .01 .01 .03 .15 .13 .03 .04 .00 .00
60 mm
k1 .08 .02 .04 .00 .08 .00 .05 .04 .00 .00 .00 .00 .04 .02 .01
k2 .00 .15 .01 .09 .00 .00 .04 .07 .02 .03 .03 .01 .03 .04 .03
H .01 .03 .00 .00 .02 .00 .00 .02 .00 .02 .04 .00 .04 .00 .00
K .01 .05 .01 .04 .01 .00 .03 .00 .01 .00 .03 .00 .04 .02 .00
SI .09 .02 .04 .06 .08 .00 .01 .00 .02 .00 .00 .02 .05 .04 .01
LC .02 .02 .03 .01 .03 .00 .04 .07 .02 .03 .05 .02 .03 .04 .01
Vol .06 .00 .00 .00 .05 .02 .01 .03 .03 .05 .07 .01 .07 .00 .03
DLP .02 .03 .01 .02 .04 .33 .03 .00 .00 .05 .07 .01 .11 .01 .00
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Table 4.2: Summed value per neighbourhood size of the weights returned by LDA (see
table 4.1). The descriptiveness of the descriptors peaks around 15 mm for the selected land-
marks.
Size 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 All
5 mm .01 .10 .10 .07 .01 .01 .21 .01 .04 .10 .12 .07 .07 .02 .01
15 mm .28 .41 .45 .54 .27 .33 .34 .51 .45 .53 .60 .09 .08 .03 .34
30 mm .22 .38 .18 .20 .24 .12 .18 .14 .21 .01 .06 .08 .21 .12 .16
45 mm .21 .01 .05 .10 .22 .26 .07 .12 .00 .15 .15 .10 .20 .01 .08
60 mm .03 .14 .00 .01 .04 .35 .01 .07 .08 .04 .06 .04 .01 .05 .06
Table 4.3: Summed value per descriptor of the weights returned by LDA (see table 4.1).
00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 All
DLP .07 .19 .00 .35 .13 .14 .18 .24 .04 .00 .08 .08 .27 .02 .02
H .11 .05 .08 .11 .12 .00 .10 .38 .10 .18 .09 .01 .39 .14 .01
K .03 .17 .20 .12 .12 .04 .02 .05 .21 .08 .10 .07 .04 .19 .01
SH .15 .01 .04 .03 .12 .20 .03 .03 .02 .04 .01 .01 .06 .55 .09
SI .23 .14 .18 .23 .19 .02 .16 .17 .03 .48 .60 .06 .09 .10 .19
SIH .07 .15 .14 .18 .09 .23 .12 .08 .26 .10 .09 .73 .67 .22 .22
k1 .15 .03 .16 .01 .16 .14 .11 .07 .05 .06 .10 .05 .18 .12 .07
k2 .03 .56 .00 .14 .05 .00 .08 .25 .03 .00 .02 .03 .03 .01 .09
LC .15 .11 .15 .06 .16 .00 .13 .13 .08 .10 .05 .14 .32 .02 .10
Vol .35 .07 .02 .20 .32 .19 .44 .31 .13 .29 .27 .08 .32 .01 .21
4.6.3 Results
Figure 4.18 shows examples of final keypoint score maps computed for configuration 1 and 2
and the corresponding detected keypoints. A visual check of these results gives a lot of
indications about the system and its drawbacks. The central scan for example contains lot
of false positive keypoints in the hair areas. However, in order to evaluate the results for the
whole database, quantitative cost functions have to be used.
Here results for landmark retrieval rates and keypoint repeatability are presented.
Landmark Retrieval To evaluate the rate at which keypoints are localised near defined
landmarks, the percentage of face meshes in which a keypoint is present in a sphere of
radius R from the manually labelled landmark is computed. As there is no clear definition
about what distance error should be considered for a match, this percentage is computed
for an increasing acceptance radius ranging from R = 2.5 mm to R = 25 mm. Results for
configuration 1 and 2 are given in figure 4.19. With configuration 2, at 10 mm, the nose
tip is present in the detected keypoints 99.47% of the time, and the left and right inner
eye corners in 90.50% and 92.56% of the cases. It can be seen that this method will not
succeed in detecting all potential landmarks in all facial meshes. However, it aims to provide
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Figure 4.18: Examples of extracted keypoints on faces from the FRGC v2 database using
our system configuration 1 on the left (several scales) and 2 on the right (only one scale per
descriptor). The first row shows the final keypoint score maps where blue vertices represent
the highest scores. In the second row, the associated detected keypoints are shown.
an initialisation for further face processing that doesn’t rely on a small, specific set (e.g.
triplet) of target landmarks. In figure 4.20, it can be seen that the mean number of correctly
selected landmark candidates is around 12 already for a radius of 10 mm. This summarises
our approach: by detecting more points in a looser way, one decreases the single-point-of-
failure risk that candidate landmark selection systems often have.
Repeatability The intra-class repeatability is measured on the FRGC v2 database for
which registration of the faces to a common pose has been computed using the Iterative
Closest Point method (ICP [Besl and McKay, 1992]) on the cropped meshes. The transfor-
mation matrices describing these registrations are available on the author’s webpage 2. For
each pair of faces of the same subject, the two sets of keypoints are cropped and registered
to a common frame of reference. The proportion of points in the smallest set that have a
counterpart in the second set at a distance R is computed. The repeatability using configu-
ration 1 and 2 is given in figure 4.21 and compared with the repeatability of the hand-placed
landmarks. It can be seen that at 10 mm the proportion of repeatable points is around 75%
(configuration 2) on average whereas for hand-placed landmarks (the best performance that
we could expect) is around 96%. An aspect of our system is that it cannot discriminate be-
2http://www.cs.york.ac.uk/~creusot
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Figure 4.19: Matching percentage per landmark (0-13) with an increasing matching accep-
tance radius on the FRGC v2 test set. (a) using all descriptors (Configuration 1), (b) using
a subset of descriptors (Configuration 2).
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Figure 4.20: Number of matching landmark per file on the test part of the FRGC v2 database.
(a) using all descriptors (Configuration 1), (b) using a subset of descriptors (Configuration 2).
tween shapes of interest that are linked to identity and those linked to change in expression
or other variations.
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Figure 4.21: Percentage of points repeatable after registration at an increasing matching
acceptance radius. The measure of the human hand-placed landmarks is used as a baseline.
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Computation Time performance The per-scan computation time of the online process
was on average 7.75 seconds on a laptop processor Intel Core I3 M350 (the mean number
of vertices in our meshes being 6392). The more computational part is the neighbourhood
and curvature computation (2.04 seconds using Yoshizawa method using SVD decompo-
sition [Yoshizawa et al., 2008]) and the computation and projection of the histograms for
each vertex (3.85 seconds). Using fewer descriptors on smaller meshes (using automatic
face cropping) is a good way to reduce computation time. Later improvement of the curva-
ture computation method (see Digression p. 121) and discarding the histogram descriptors
reduced the time to under one second per scan for this particular method.
4.6.4 Conclusion
A simple method has been proposed to deal with the problem of combining descriptors to
detect unlabelled points of interest (keypoints) on 3D objects. This method gives inter-
esting results on 3D faces as it detects weak features, but presents some limitations in its
current state, such as the fact that only linear combinations are used for the descriptors or
that it can be computationally expensive if too many descriptors are considered (especially
histogram descriptors). However, a good point of our method is that it doesn’t assume
that the detected points should have an extremal value over a descriptor map. Instead, it
assumes that the matching score of this descriptor against a learnt distribution should be
maximal. Furthermore, this technique is very generic, as the set of descriptors, the sizes of
the neighbourhoods and the dictionary of local shapes can be changed easily. Our method
could therefore be used on other types of 3D objects without any modification.
The behaviour of different local descriptors competing with each other at different scales
has also been studied. It provides us with better indications of which descriptor should be
used with which parameters in order to detect each of the 14 common landmarks used as
shapes of interest in our experiments (see table 4.1).
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4.7 Method 2: Non-linear Combination of Descriptor-Landmark
Score Maps
In order to improve the proposed method several paths can be taken. An obvious one is to
use better, cheaper and more descriptive descriptors. Another is to try to better use the
information present within a set of descriptor-landmarks score maps we already have.
To answer some of the limitations of method 1, a second method is proposed taking
advantage of a non-linear classification technique, Adaboost. The aim here is to extract
and use even more discriminative information from the set of descriptors. For this method,
the configuration 2 (single scale) explained in the previous section is reproduced with two
differences:
• When training the system using the two classes neighbouring and non-neighbouring
vertices, a boosting technique is used to learn weak classifiers.
• In the online part, the weak classifiers are used to obtain a matching score per local
shape for each vertex.
4.7.1 Boosting Technique
The boosting technique used here is really simple. The scalar component of the vectors (de-
scriptor scores) are treated independently. Each weak classifier is composed of the following:
• The index i of the descriptor, i.e. the ith element of the descriptor feature vector.
• A threshold T splitting the descriptor’s 1D scalar space into two.
• A direction dir -1 (t < T ) or 1 (t > T ) stating which side of the space corresponds to
the “match” class.
• A scalar α describing the weight associated with this single weak classifier.
Training For the training of the weak classifiers, a simple Adaptive Boosting technique
(or Adaboost [Freund and Schapire, 1997]) is used. At each additional iteration, the weights
are assigned to the training data according to the classification error using the existing
weak classifiers. Each dimension of the feature space is divided in small steps. The triplet
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dimension/threshold/direction that best classifies the training set with the new weights is
selected as the new classifier. To search the threshold along one dimension, a simple two-
level coarse to fine approach is used. The range of observed values [min,max] is divided into
200 steps. Once the best step k is found using this discretisation, the range [k − 1, k + 1]
is divided again in 50 steps. The new best step k′ that is found is used as the candidate
threshold for this dimension.
The weight of a current best classifier is defined relative to the current error in classifi-
cation:
α =
1
2
log
1− err
max(err, )
The influence of each input point is updated at each iteration by reducing the weights of the
well classified points and retaining the weights of badly classified points:
wij =
 wij . exp(−α) if good classificationwij otherwise
Projection For the online part of the process, each input vertex has a vector of values,
each value corresponding to one descriptor. The score for each vertex is computed from the
scalar vector as explained in Algorithm 1. Instead of using the classification result (−1 or
Algorithm 1: Boosting score computation.
Data: vector of values V , vector of weak classifier W
Result: scalar score
score = 0.0
foreach weak classifier (i, T, dir, α) in W do
if (dir.V [i] > dir.T ) then
score + = α
else
score + = −α
return 1+score2
1), the output score is returned as a continuous value mapped into [0, 1].
4.7.2 Number of Classifiers
Study of the variation of the number of classifiers on the training set shows that a plateau
is reached relatively quickly (See figure 4.22). A short cross validation on the training set
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Figure 4.22: Variation of the retrieval rate with a 10 mm error acceptance radius for different
numbers of classifiers on the training set.
showed that a upper limit on the number of classifiers is not really important: the system
doesn’t seem to over-fit the training data even with 160 classifiers (compared to the 10 de-
scriptors used). This can be explained by the fact that the classifiers can be very similar to
each other with the Adaboost technique. From figure 4.22, the following numbers of classi-
fiers are selected:
Shape Id 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13
Nb. of Classifier 9 9 7 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 5 6 7
4.7.3 Computing Distributions Separation
In order to compare quantitatively different classification techniques, a cost function is
needed. Given two distributions densities D0 and D1 (respectively non-matching and match-
ing) over a domain [0, 1] how can the separation between the two distributions be quantified?
There are many possible solutions to this simple problem. In our particular case the dis-
tribution is not necessarily smooth nor continuous, therefore looking at the problem at one
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abscissa is not meaningful. Because our two distributions are labelled, non-symmetrical re-
lations can be introduced. For every threshold t set between [0, 1], the following can be
computed:
True Negative Rate: TNR(t) =
∫ t
0 D0(x) dx
False Positive Rate: FPR(t) =
∫ 1
t D0(x) dx
False Negative Rate: FNR(t) =
∫ t
0 D1(x) dx
True Positive Rate: TPR(t) =
∫ 1
t D1(x) dx
Obviously our aim is to be able to detect methods with minimal FNR and FPR val-
ues. By integrating over all possible t, a global notion of the intersection between the two
distributions is defined:
I(D0, D1) =
∫ 1
0 FNR(t).FPR(t) dt
=
∫ 1
0 (
∫ t
0 D1(x) dx).(
∫ 1
t D0(x) dx) dt
=
∫ 1
0
∫ t
0 D1(x).(1−D0(x)) dx dt
4.7.4 Matching Scores vs Raw Descriptor Values
As a non-linear learning technique is now used, one might question the legitimacy of map-
ping the original descriptor maps to descriptor-landmark score maps. This is a very good
point that might lead to further speed improvement for the online part. However using the
adaboost technique on the raw data presents some drawbacks: the number of classifiers in-
creases more quickly with the number of dimensions. Indeed in the score space and using a
given direction, the non-matching features are usually present in roughly one direction (the
direction of the space origin). In the raw descriptor space the area that needs contouring is
surrounded by non-matching features in all directions, which means that a larger number of
hyperplanes is required to get the same performance. This is might not be too expensive for
the online process but becomes very costly for the training. This difference can be observed
in figure 4.23 where the use of adaboost on score is compared to the use of adaboost on raw
descriptors (the histograms being excluded in both cases). The distribution appears to be
far less smooth for the raw descriptors if the same number of classifiers is used.
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Figure 4.23: Examples of comparative distributions of neighbouring (green) and non-
neighbouring (red) vertex classification for 3 landmarks using the adaboost method (20
hyperplanes) on the score values for each feature (left column) and on the raw descriptor
values (right column).
Another advantage of using scores is that the histogram descriptors can be represented
in the same fashion as scalar descriptors.
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Figure 4.24: Comparison by landmark of the intersection between neighbouring and non-
neighbouring vertices distributions. Both methods use Adaboost with 20 weak classifiers.
The input data for the first method are matching scores. The input of the second method
are the raw values of the descriptor. Because it is not trivial to use the histogram as raw
data for the adaboost on raw values, the histogram descriptors have here been withdrawn
from both experiments.
4.7.5 Comparisons with LDA Scoring
A first way of comparing the LDA version to the Adaboost version is to see how well each
of them separate the two classes used in training.
Figure 4.25 shows the different scoring results of both LDA and Adaboost methods when
trying to differentiate neighbouring and non-neighbouring vertices. It can be seen that the
neighbouring class is much more scattered with the LDA scoring than with adaboost. In
Figure 4.26 the intersection of the density distributions are compared for each of the 14 shapes
of interest. In all cases the adaboost performs clearly better than the LDA classification.
The two methods can also be compared when looking at the end result of the system:
the keypoint detection. In term of repeatability and number of retrieved landmark positions
both methods give similar results (see figure 4.27-a and 4.27-b). However, when looking at
single landmark retrieval rates (see Figure 4.28) the adaboost method performs better for
the same set of descriptors.
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Figure 4.25: Examples of the differences in scoring using the LDA and the Adaboost method
(20 classifiers) for two landmarks. The upper figure shows the feature points of the two types
in the two first components of the LDA basis with scoring represented as colour. The figure
below represents the density of the matching and non-matching classes through the scoring
spectrum.
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Figure 4.26: Comparison by landmark of the intersection between neighbouring and non-
neighbouring vertices distributions. Adaboost is better at separating the two classes than
LDA (intersection closer to zero).
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Figure 4.27: Number of retrieved landmarks (a) and repeatability (b) for an increasing
matching acceptance radius on the FRGC v2 test set using method 2 (configuration 2).
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Figure 4.28: Matching percentage per landmark (0-13) with an increasing matching accep-
tance radius on the FRGC v2 test set. Adaboost gives better results than LDA for the same
configuration (configuration 2).
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Figure 4.29: Retrieval error rates for the Adaboost and LDA merging method. The results
are plotted for the 14 landmarks with two different acceptance radii.
4.8 Conclusion
In this chapter two new methods for landmark candidate detection have been presented.
The system propagates the assumptions made when computing the descriptors but doesn’t
assume additional facts about the input data:
• The system is pose-invariant if the descriptors used are pose-invariant.
• The system would be robust to occlusion if the descriptor were robust to occlusion
(this is not the case in our experiments). It is possible to imagine descriptors that cope
with planar occlusion by extracting curve related descriptors instead of surface related
descriptors from the local neighbourhood.
• The system is intrinsically landmark independent: the system is completely oblivious
of the nature of the landmark used in training.
• The system is not sequential: it is not required to find the landmark candidates in a
particular order. Every shape of interest can be treated in parallel and finding good
candidates for one at the scoring stage does not depend on finding good candidates for
another one.
• The system is able to learn patterns that describe weak local features where a human
would struggle to design rules (e.g. for the corner of the mouth or the outer corner of
the eyes).
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While being more fuzzy (many-valued) compared to expert system methods, we believe
that this kind of approach is necessary to deal with uncontrolled input data. In particular, it
is more likely to be successful for non cooperative face pre-processing where there are great
uncertainties about what is present in the query mesh.
Scoring all the individual vertices can be time consuming if computationally expensive
descriptors are used. We noticed that for that kind of approach, it is best to avoid histogram
descriptors. Weak scalar descriptors seem to contain enough information to reduce greatly
the number of candidates for the landmarking process.
For our objectives, this method is greatly restricted by the intrinsic limitations of the
descriptors we used: they are not occlusion invariant and incomplete local neighbourhoods
lead to spurious descriptor values. For example, in a profile view, when a vertex is near the
border of the mesh, its neighbourhood is incomplete and the descriptors computed on this
neighbourhood are likely to be noisy. It might be interesting to develop different specialised
descriptors that can detect keypoints near the border of the mesh using, for example, ex-
tracted 2D curves along the direction of occlusion. Combining the score using these new
descriptors can easily be done within our framework.
In figure 4.30 an example of detection is presented on an input containing several faces.
At this stage the system does not require any form of knowledge about the number of faces
present in the scene. It can be seen that on the face viewed in profile, the system doesn’t
succeed in retrieving all features near the occlusion plane (e.g. nasion, subnasale). It is
our belief that those points may be retrieved using special descriptors. Another interesting
pattern in this example is that despite the fact it was not learnt in the training, the ophrion
(mid-point of the fore-head) is detected on all four faces. This suggests that other landmarks
might be good additions to the dictionary of local shape if it is possible to detect them on a
large part of the database population. The advantage of our 14 landmarks is their ubiquity
for all individuals in the database, making performance more easy to compute.
In our opinion, the main gain in performance in the future will come from adding new
local descriptors that better deal with occlusions and profile views.
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Figure 4.30: Example of keypoint detection on multiple faces (cross database experiment
using training from the FRGC experiments). The faces were captured using a Cybula Ltd
3D face camera (2008) which has a lower resolution than the camera used for the FRGC
database. The lips, for example are really flat in these captures and our system fails to detect
them properly. When showing self occlusion, region near the vertical plane of symmetry
become more difficult to detect (nasion, nose tip and subnasale). While blue regions are
always visible around the eyes’ outer corner, it doesn’t always translate into a keypoint
detection, which suggest that the local maxima detection can probably be improved. The
eyes’ inner corners, mouth’s corners, nose’s corners and chin are all correctly detected. A
quite interesting pattern is that the ophrion point (middle of forehead) is detected on the
four faces despite the fact the system was never trained for this landmark.
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Chapter 5
Point Labelling using Structural
Matching
We argue that for certain types of binary relations used, the label of an object
is only affected by the values of the binary relations in which it is directly
involved, and there is no need for the consideration of ternary and higher
order relations.
W. J. Christmas, J. Kittler and M. Petrou in Structural Matching in
Computer Vision Using Probabilistic Relaxation [Christmas et al., 1995]
Given a set of points on a 3D surface, can we select the ones corresponding to human-
defined landmarks and determine a unique correspondence between this subset and a learnt
model? In this chapter we investigate how local and configural information can be used to
label a set of points using a graphical model of the class of object to be detected. An original
contribution of this work is the way it looks at hypergraphs for the structural representation
and its consideration of the matching systems as a succession of loose and fuzzy solution
filters.
5.1 Introduction
Figure 5.2 illustrates the problem to be solved. A set of 14 landmarks on the 3D facial surface
forms the basis of our graph model. Our ultimate aim is to be able to detect these landmarks
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0 - Left exocanthion (Outer Eye Corner)
1 - Left endocanthion (Inner Eye Corner)
2 - Nasion (Nose Bridge)
3 - Right endocanthion (Inner Eye Corner)
4 - Right exocanthion (Outer Eye Corner)
5 - Pronasale (Nose Tip)
6 - Left Alar Crest Point (Nose Corner)
7 - Right Alar Crest Point (Nose Corner)
8 - Subnasale
9 - Left Cheilion (Mouth Corner)
10 - Right Cheilion (Mouth Corner)
11 - Labiale Superius (Upper lip)
12 - Labiale Inferius (Lower lip)
13 - Pogonion (Chin)
Figure 5.1: Model of the labels to be retrieved.
+
a b c d
Automatic points Hand-placed target INPUT OUTPUT
Labeling
Figure 5.2: Problem to solve: Given a model and a set of points containing some hand-placed
target landmarks, can the labels of the hand-placed landmarks be retrieved? Does it work
when large parts of the face are missing? Here the automatic points are detected by taking
the points that locally maximise the seeding score for any of the landmarks in the model.
automatically. The problem is complicated by the fact that not all of the landmarks will be
visible, due to pose variations and occlusions. As a first step towards an automatic system,
we want to demonstrate that if the unlabelled points that we want to detect are present
within a large number of automatically detected points of interest, it is possible to relabel
the landmarks correctly, as illustrated in figure 5.2.
Controlled input: By constructing artificial inputs for this problem we guarantee that
the maximum landmark retrieval rate is 100% for all the targeted landmarks. This enables
us:
• to evaluate the labelling system independently from any keypoint detection error,
• to allow comparison between individual landmark retrieval rates,
• to allow results comparison in the future by other researchers interested in this problem.
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The main risk with mixing two types of points is the introduction of a bias towards the hand-
placed landmarks that can be exploited by the system in the seeding process. We eliminate
this risk by including automatic keypoints that have maximum local seeding scores. The
local score of a hand-placed landmark can be, at most, the local maximum, while the local
score of an automatic keypoint is always the local maximum. By doing this we guarantee
that if a bias exists at the seeding stage, it is towards the automatic keypoints, which
are incorrect solutions here. Therefore, a system using these inputs can only retrieve the
landmarks using structural information, which is what we want to evaluate. The labelling
of automatic keypoints (complete landmarking pipeline) is discussed in chapter 6.
Contributions: The contributions in terms of methodology in this chapter are:
• the use of a multi-attributed sparse hypergraph structure for data representation: while
higher-degree structural matching papers have been published by other researchers dur-
ing this PhD [Zass and Shashua, 2008] [Duchenne et al., 2009] [Chertok and Keller, 2010],
using hypergraphs in a non-tensor form with multiple attributes per element is novel.
• the application of hypergraph matching techniques to 3D object (in particular 3D
face) correspondences: all hypergraph matching techniques we have encountered are
only applied to 2D image matching.
• the splitting of the matching process (usually considered as one step) in a succession
of solution filters using different correspondence finding techniques.
At a practical level, our contributions are:
• an hypergraph matching relaxation algorithm alternating elimination on the hyper-
graph and its dual.
• a new framework for hypergraph matching based on successive correspondence filters.
• a scale-adapted rigid correspondence finder based on unit-quaternion clustering of tri-
angle transformations.
• a scale-adapted rigid correspondence finder based on a RANSAC technique adapted
for correspondence candidates.
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• a proof-of-concept experiment showing that facial features can be retrieved even when
a large number of false positive keypoints are present.
Chapter structure: In the first section, basic definition of graphs and hypergraphs will
be recalled before examples of attributes that it is possible to use for nodes and hyperedges
on 3D meshes are presented. In the second section, our particular problem will be explained
and differentiated from other hypergraph matching problems. The basic structure of our
framework is presented and some of its components explained.
Section 5.5 presents our proof-of-concept experiment confirming that this approach can
cope with occlusion and pose variation. The following section studies the behaviour of
different hypergraph matching techniques on synthetic data to optimise the overall matching
according to some conditions (e.g. missing points, extra points, number of candidates per
element, and so on). Finally, we discuss the principal issues encountered with our approach
and give ideas of how it can be improved.
What: To retrieve points from the input corresponding to defined landmark labels.
Why: To convert previously detected keypoints into landmarks.
How: By finding the best correspondence between the set of input points and a learnt
hypergraph representation of the target landmarks.
Priorities: Landmark-retrieval rates, robustness to missing elements and speed.
Independence: For experiments on faces, we assume the input landmark positions
to be accurate so that the success of the methods is maximal at 100%.
Rationale
5.2 Graph and Hypergraph Representation
In matching problems found in computer vision, three kinds of data type are important.
• the properties attached to the local regions to be matched
• the properties attached to the relationships between these regions.
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• the presence, or absence, of a defined relationship between these regions.
A graph seems a good choice to represent such a set of information. Most of the time in
the literature, the landmarks and their properties are attached to the vertices of the graph,
while the relationship properties are attached to the edges. The absence or presence of
relationships defines the topology of the graph.
This representation has a serious limitation in that only pairwise relationships are taken
into account. The relationship between more than two landmarks (e.g. the area between three
or the volume between four) cannot be represented by the data structure. A generalisation of
the idea of a graph is the hypergraph in which the degree of connectivity of the edges is not
limited to two. An hypergraph can be defined as H = (V,E) where V = {v1, v2, . . . , v|V |}
is a set of vertices and E = {e1, e2, . . . , e|E|} a set of hyperedges such as ∀ei ∈ E, ei ⊂
V . Figure 5.3 shows some possible visual representations of hypergraphs. In our case,
properties corresponding to features are attached to the vertices and properties corresponding
to relationships between features are attached to the hyperedges. Another way to see the
hypergraph is to imagine it as a bipartite graph (see Figure 5.3c) where the first set of
nodes represents the vertices and the other set the hyperedges. In this case only nodes of
the bipartite graph support properties. The symmetry of the bipartite graph representation
allows us to easily consider the dual (where vertices and edges have been interchanged,
see Figure 5.3e) in any non-specialised process trying to eliminate candidates during the
matching. The generic term “element” will be used in this paper when speaking of concepts
common to both vertices and hyperedges (for example the properties). In the rest of this
thesis, the neighbours of a node N will be the hyperedges connected to it (vice versa for the
dual graph). The same-type neighbours will be the nodes connected to neighbours of N (see
figure 5.4).
Finding correspondences between two sets of elements is a general problem, the solution
of which can be useful in lot of computer vision domains from stereo 3D reconstruction to
object detection, recognition and tracking. In order to be general, a lot of applications do not
use the raw data directly (pixels, mesh points) but higher level features that are extracted
from the scene. However, for a huge quantity of problems, the features by themselves are
not expressive enough for unambiguous matching. Using relational information between the
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a b c d e
Figure 5.3: Examples of hypergraph representations.
(a) A simple graph: a 2-uniform hypergraph (10 edges of degree 2)
(b) An hypergraph (1 hyperedge of degree 4, 2 of degree 3)
(c) A bipartite graph representation of this hypergraph
(d) A set representation of this hypergraph
(e) A bipartite graph representation of its dual
a b c
Figure 5.4: Example of direct neighbourhoods. Centre point (a), neighbours (b), same-type
neighbours (c).
features helps to better describe the scene and, hopefully, brings enough constraints into the
system to determine the correspondences.
While a high degree of connectivity can be useful for discrimination, the number of
hyperedges increases dramatically with regard to the number of nodes.
Like graphs, hypergraphs can be oriented if the hyperedges are ordered lists. As most of
the geometrical or arithmetic properties used here are symmetrical the decision was taken
to implement a non-oriented hypergraph, which reduces the number of possible hyperedge
matches. However, we introduced exceptions to this rule for hyperedges of degree 3 and 4.
5.2.1 Node Attributes
The nodes in our hypergraphs represent the points on the 3D model to be matched. The
attributes (or properties) that can be attached to these nodes are numerous and can be
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both scalar values or histogram structures. As a consequence of our framework design, every
descriptor used in chapter 4 can be used as an attribute for the nodes and vice versa.
As a rule in our experiments, the number of nodes is much lower than the number of
vertices in the mesh. This implies that we can use for the nodes, descriptors that are more
computationally expensive than the ones used in Chapter 4. However, as our interest is
to improve the relational matching when dealing with faces, we often prefer to use simple
descriptors or no descriptor at all. The more discriminative the set of values attached to the
node is, the better the seeding of the correspondences in the matching process will be. If the
seeding is too good, the relational matching cannot be evaluated properly.
5.2.2 Hyperedge Attributes
Hyperedges attributes can play an important role in relational matching. However, the
attributes are usually more ambiguous than those attached to the node, while the number
of hyperedges is usually far more important. This implies that the seeding of the hyperedge
correspondences is often inexact, produces a lot of false negatives and/or requires a lot of
memory to store the candidates for each hyperedge in the query hypergraph. The hyperedge
attributes depends on the degree of the hyperedge.
Hyperedges of degree 2 Hyperedges of degree 2 (or simply edges) are the most common,
as graphs are more popular than hypergraphs. On a 3D surface the number of attributes
that can be attached to edges between landmarks are numerous. The obvious ones are the
distances between the positions of the two extremities, whether the distance is Euclidean,
geodesic, pseudo-geodesic, and so on. Other simple ones are the distances between any
attributes of the nodes other than their positions. This can be the difference between scalar
values (like curvature related descriptors) or that between histogram descriptors (like Spin
Images). More sophisticated attributes might define values associated with a discretised path
between the two extremities (e.g. integral of a scalar field along the geodesic path) or even
use oriented local descriptors along the direction of the edge like the point-pair spin images
[Romero and Pears, 2009b]. In this thesis, a few subsets have been selected for comparisons.
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Hyperedges of degree 3 For hyperedges of degree 3, simple descriptors can be the surface
of the triangle area, its perimeter (Euclidean or geodesic), functions of the values of its
edges and angles, and, of course, any meaningful ratio of the above (e.g. surface/perimeter,
euclid.perim/geod.perim). A description of the interior of the triangle can also be used
(Chapter 4 of [Romero, 2010]).
Hyperedges of degree 4 A hyperedge of degree 4 correspond to a tetrahedron in the 3D
space. Scalar descriptors that can be attached to it include the volume of the tetrahedron,
its surface, the pair distance ratio between opposite arcs, the signed distance of one point
to the plane defined by the 3 others (corner heights), and so on. Of course, any meaningful
ratio of scalar descriptors can also be considered (e.g. surface area to volume ratio).
Hyperedges of undetermined degree Some of our ideas involve types of hyperedge of
undetermined degree. The idea behind this is that surfaces or lines detected on the mesh
help the grouping of landmarks into sets. These groups, stored as hyperedges, can be easier
to match than individual landmarks. Therefore this reduces significantly the number of bad
candidates. An example of the construction of hyperedges of undetermined degree is shown
in Appendix D.
Scalability The size of the population of possible non-oriented hyperedges of degree d can
grow as n!(n−d)!d! with the number of nodes n. However, the filtering of attributes can easily
be implemented to reduce such computational explosion. For example, on hyperedges of
degree 2 with Euclidean distance, the range of possible values for the longest and smallest
edge in the face can be learnt. By erasing edges that are too small or too long, the problem
can be reduced to a reasonable size. The same principle applies to other hyperedge degrees
and other descriptors. The problem of deciding which property and which threshold should
be used is a difficult one as it depends on the kind of model we want to match. If we want
to match an all-to-all connected graph it is quite easy. But there is no evidence that it is
the best method to adopt as a sparser model can be easier to find (see Figure 5.5).
For hyperedges of degree 3, an order relation is enforced on the triplet to eliminate the
uninformative permutation using the same set of points. To do so, the angles associated
with each triangle’s corners are sorted by increasing value. By fixing this order, the number
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120 mm 75 mm 50 mm 40 mm
Figure 5.5: Query (top) and model (bottom) graphs generated using different maximum
thresholds on the Euclidean distance between landmarks.
of hyperedges is divided by 6 and an extra attribute can be used for each triangle to reduce
the number of possible candidates by 2. Indeed, the triangles of a manifold surface can
always be oriented in direct or indirect order. In the case of range images produced by 3D
sensors, the camera axis (z) can be used to define this order. In the case of a complete
3D object, the normals are usually defined consistently relative to the interior/exterior of
the object. After ordering by angles the current triangle is either direct (anti-clockwise)
or indirect (clockwise). As direct triangles and indirect triangles cannot be matched, the
candidate list per hyperedge of degree 3 can be reduced by 2.
However, ordering the angles of the triangle can cause instability: noise applied to the
triangle corner positions can modify the shape of the triangle and therefore the ordering
of the angles. This can not be totally avoided, but a simple technique can help reduce its
occurrence. By not considering triangles that are almost isosceles, the probability of ordering
inversion is significantly reduced. A margin of 0.2 radians has been selected, implying that
the induced noise on the angle is expected to be lower in most cases. Figure 5.6 shows the
part of the triangle space that is considered in our experiments. These selections can be
performed independently on the query and the model. To further reduce the number of
triangles, we can also consider only acute triangles (three times rarer than obtuse triangles
for random-angle triangles).
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α
β
γ
Euclidean-Triangles Space (α, β, γ ≥ 0, α + β + γ = pi)
Isoscele-Triangles Space (∃θ1, θ2 ∈ {α, β, γ}, θ1 = θ2)
Near-Isoscele-Triangles Space (∃θ1, θ2 ∈ {α, β, γ}, | θ1 − θ2 |< 0.2)
γ > β > α
Acute-Triangles Space (α, β, γ ≤ pi2 )
(pi
2
, pi
2
, 0)
(0, pi
2
, pi
2
)
(pi
2
, 0, pi
2
)
(pi, 0, 0)
(0, pi, 0)
(0, 0, pi)
Figure 5.6: Random-angle triangle space representation. The whole triangle section of the
plane represents all possible triangle shapes in Euclidean geometry. The blue area represent
the increasing ordered-angle triangles. The red areas represent close to isosceles triangles
that are discarded. The green area represents the acute triangles that can be used to further
reduce the number of hyperedges.
5.3 Graph and Hypergraph Matching
Graphs are powerful tools for the representation of relational information. The correspon-
dence problem applied to graphs is called the graph matching problem. A graph G matches
another graph G′ if there exists an edge-preserving mapping function f between V and V ′.
The different constraints applied to the mapping function determine different flavours of
exact graph matching between G and G′ (see Figure 5.7):
• Graph Isomorphism: Match only if the two graphs have the same size and exactly the
same edges.
• Induced Subgraph Isomorphism: Match if an induced subgraph of G is isomorphic to
G′.
• Subgraph Isomorphism (or Graph Monomorphism): Match if a subgraph of G is iso-
morphic to G′. It means that G can have, between matching vertices, edges that do
not appear in G′.
• Graph Homomorphism: Similar to a graph monomorphism but non-injective. Two
vertices in G can be mapped to the same vertex in G′.
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Problems G’ G+mapping(red)
Isomorphism (G ∼= G′):
∃f bijective, f : V → V ′
∀u, v ∈ V {u, v} ∈ E ⇔ {f(u), f(v)} ∈ E′
Induced Subgraph Isomorphism:
∃VS ⊂ V, ES = VS × VS ∩ E
(VS , ES) ∼= G′
Subgraph Isomorphism
(Graph Monomorphism):
∃VS ⊂ V, ∃ES ⊂ VS × VS ∩ E
(VS , ES) ∼= G′
Graph Homomorphism:
∃f surjective, f : V → V ′
∀u, v ∈ V, (f(u), f(v) 6= )⇒
({u, v} ∈ E ⇒ {f(u), f(v)} ∈ E′)
Maximum Common Subgraph Isomor-
phism:
Maximum K ∈ N such that
∃VS ⊂ V, ∃ES ⊂ VS × VS ∩ E, |VS | = K
∃V ′S ⊂ V ′, ∃E′S ⊂ V ′S × V ′S ∩ E′
(VS , ES) ∼= (V ′S , E′S)
Figure 5.7: Examples of Exact Graph Matching Problems
• Maximum Common Subgraph Isomorphism: Compute the largest subgraph of G which
is isomorphic to a subgraph of G′.
The same problem exists for inexact graph matching in which small errors can be ac-
cepted. The errors can be due to topological differences or to attribute differences in cases
of attributed graphs.
Here, the focus is set on problems of inexact multi-attributed hypergraph and sub-
hypergraph matching. In the case of the hypergraph matching problem, the observed graph
will be called “query graph” and the reference graph will be called “model graph”. In the
case of the sub-hypergraph matching problem, the observed graph might sometimes be called
“scene graph” and the reference graph “template graph”.
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Query
Elements
Model
Elements
...
Candidates
Correspondence Nb
Figure 5.8: Hypergraph matching representation. The vertical vectors represent the query
(left) and model (right) elements to be matched. The term element can be substituted by
node or hyperedge. The horizontal vectors represent the list of current target candidates
for each query element. For a given couple query/model, the set of list of candidates is
called a solution. The aim is to generate the smallest solution possible containing the true
correspondences.
5.3.1 Inexact Hypergraph Matching
In this thesis, and for the sake of simplicity, we will often use the term “graph matching” in a
generic way. Most of the time, the term “graph matching” can be understood in its broader
sense of “structural inexact matching” or more precisely in our case “multi-attributed inexact
sub-hypergraph matching”.
Inexact attributes Due to the variability of the human face, occlusions, holes, spikes
and noise in the input data, the attributes attached to the elements of the hypergraph might
often be inexact. An inexact attribute in our system can lead to both discrete and continuous
differences. A continuous difference is represented by a matching score giving the likelihood
of the element to match a given target. A discrete difference occurs when the score is under
a learnt threshold. When it happens the candidate is simply removed.
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Query Model
Figure 5.9: Visualisation of an example of input data for the graph matching problem. The
aim is to find the subgraph of the query most similar to the model graph.
Extra data The input data always contains a lot of points that don’t correspond to any
label in the model (non-matchable). The ability to cope with this form of noise is an
important characteristic of the system.
Missing data Because of pose variation, occlusion, or bad keypoint detection some points
present in the model might be missing from the query. If we were working on an exact
matching problem this would change the nature of the problem (from subgraph matching to
maximum subgraph matching). While usually the scene is supposed to contain the model,
here we have a case in which it contains less than the whole model. Therefore, we need to
find the largest subset of the model present in the scene. This is a serious problem of doing
practical inexact sub-hypergraph matching. None of the papers on hypergraph matching
evaluate the effect of occlusion because of this problem. Most techniques are very stable in
response to additional noise but are likely to be very sensitive to point removal.
One of our contributions in this chapter is to evaluate existing techniques with regard to
occlusion on synthetic data.
Complexity The complexities we are interested in are those of both graph and subgraph
isomorphism. The subgraph isomorphism problem has been known to be NP-complete since
at least 1971 [Cook, 1971]. On the other hand, the graph isomorphism problem also belongs
to NP but has not been proved to belong either to P or NP-Complete [Garey and Johnson, 1979].
It is one of the very few problems for which complexity remains an open question.
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Graph Matching Families While classic pattern recognition mainly focuses on algo-
rithms that work in the feature space, structural pattern recognition needs to find a way to
combine both featural and configural information into the algorithm. The incompatibility
between the two often requires a choice between:
• Optimal methods on degenerate data: For example, most matrix-based methods
use only a fragment of the information contained by the input graph. Sometimes only
the attributes of the edges are used, sometimes only the adjacency matrix is used.
Besides, the problem is often simplified to guarantee that the matrices are squares.
• Suboptimal methods on complete data: For example, relaxation methods will
use all the information from the graph but will not guarantee that the found solution
is a globally optimum.
• Optimal methods on complete data: Due to a renewed interest in hypergraphs,
some extension of matrix-based matching to tensors has led to interesting globally op-
timal methods on a complete data representation of the hypergraph matching problem
in the similarity space [Duchenne et al., 2009] [Chertok and Keller, 2010] (not the fea-
ture space). The main problem with this is the fact than once again the human-defined
global cost function doesn’t necessarily describe what the human operator really wants
the system to solve. These cost functions usually become unstable when some data is
missing in the query (occlusion).
In conclusion, our system should enforce a trade-off between the algorithms, the data
representation and the cost-function definition.
5.3.2 Two Different Kind of Matching
Graph-to-graph matching In cases in which two graphs of the same nature have to be
matched, the problem is often to determine a similarity measure between the elements of
the two graphs. This is the most widely solved problem in the literature where no model of
the targeted objects is known. In [Zass and Shashua, 2008], for example, the scores between
edges are computed from their length (d(ei) and d(ej)):
Sd(ei, ej) = exp (−|d(ei)− d(ej)|)
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One obvious problem with this is the notion of scaling. The difference of attributes is usually
normalised manually or not normalised at all. Consequently in [Zass and Shashua, 2008],
changing measures from millimetres to metres would completely change the dissimilarity
scores and change the outcome of the matching. Furthermore, all points have the same
allowance of deviation. Despite the symmetry in the problem, the solution is not guaranteed
to be symmetrical, depending on the method used.
Graph-to-model matching Sometimes the problem is to match the graph to a class of
graph for which many instances are known. In this case, it is possible to extract a statistical
model from the known set and try to match the graph to it. This kind of graph matching
is intrinsically non-symmetrical. The advantage is that the distribution of each element’s
properties are known which allows our similarity measures (scores) between elements to be
scaled automatically using the deviation. An example in our case, assuming a Gaussian
distribution, is:
Sdem(ei) = exp
(
−(d(ei)− µm)
2
2σ2m
)
The similarity measure doesn’t need to be normalised.
Because of our framework, the same distribution presented in Section 4.3.1 can be used
here for the scores. Once again, for most elements and for most attributes, the Gaussian
distribution is used as an idealised distribution. The reader should assume a Gaussian
distribution is used except when explicitly notified otherwise.
5.3.3 Seeding
The seeding is the initial trimming of the candidates for each element of the query hyper-
graph. If the seeding is absent, each element of the query graph will have as candidates
all the compatible elements in the model graph. Introducing a seeding for a multivalued
element can be done in different ways.
Combining attribute scores As seen for vertices in Section 4.3, scores can be computed
for each attribute D using the probability density function learnt on the training set. The
same idea can be applied to any kind of element (node or hyperedge) in score computation for
the matching process. Let eQi be the i
th element of query hypergraph and eMj the j
th element
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of the model hypergraph. Let D = [D1, . . . , DP ] be the list of attributes (descriptors) for this
type of element, Dk(e
Q
i ) the value for the query element and pdf
Dk
eMj
the probability density
function associated with the attribute for a given model element.
For each potential query-model assignation (eQi , e
M
j ), P scores can be computed:
SDk
eMj
(eQi ) =
pdfDk
eMj
(
Dk(e
Q
i )
)
max
x
(pdfDk
eMj
(x))
∀k ∈ [1, 2, . . . , P ]
Once again, the problem is to find a combine function
⊎
that merges these P scores into
one single score that can be used in the matching process. At the end, the seeding algorithm
will look like:
IsCandidate(eQi , e
M
j ) =
{
True if
⊎
1≤k≤P
SDk
eMj
(eQi ) ≥ TeMj
False otherwise
where TeMj
is a threshold learnt for this particular model element.
The combine function
⊎
can be a simple product (
∏
Sk), the complement of the product
of complement (multiply improbabilities) (1−∏ (1− Sk)), the mean ( 1P ∑Sk), a linear com-
bination using learnt weights (
∑
µkSk) or a non-linear combining function like, for example,
Adaboost (see section 4.7).
Using a complex combining function here can be quite computationally expensive: while
the number of nodes is far lower than the number of vertices used in chapter 4, the number
of hyperedges can be similar or bigger. Moreover, the comparisons are not done P times like
in the keypoint detector but |eM |P , as one distribution is learnt for every model element and
for every attribute.
Retained solution For our approach, the seeding scores are computed as a linear combi-
nation of each descriptor score for a particular target landmark (see Figure 5.10). The linear
weights are computed using a simple 2-class LDA on the training data. The first class is the
target element (node or hyperedge), and the other class is the set of remaining same-type
elements in the model (see Figure 5.11). A simple threshold is learnt for each element such
that at least 95% of the training points are true positives.
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Query 1.1 120.0 . . . 5.6
×0.2 ×0.5
. . .
×0.3
Model
Σ
0.5×0.2 0.65×0.5
. . .
0.9×0.3
= Score
P properties
Figure 5.10: Diagram of the score computation for an element using a linear combination
of descriptors. The query element owns a set of descriptor values (in green). The model
provides a set of idealised distributions for each descriptor (in red) as well as weights (in
black). For each descriptor, a score (in blue) is computed by looking at the image of the
query value though the known distribution function. These scores are then summed with
their corresponding weights to produce the final scalar score value.
5.3.4 Are Multi-Attributes Worthwhile?
A natural question at this stage is to ask whether using multi-attributed elements is useful.
Our idea was to see how the landmarks, or the relationships between several landmarks, can
be distinguished by the values of their properties.
As a first step, the assumed distribution of each property has been plotted for each
landmark. The less the Gaussians of each element intersect, the better the property is for
labelling (more discriminative). The figures 5.12 and 5.13 show examples of such plots.
While this representation can give us an indication about which properties are less efficient
for labelling (for example the Gaussian curvature K), it is still difficult to take decisions with
these results alone.
The second step was to see how the matching scores can help distinguish the landmarks.
Each element of each graph was matched against each element of the model. Statistics
for this metric were computed over the whole database. The results obtained are easier to
analyse than those with the Gaussian curve. For example, in figure 5.14, the first three
columns show, for a set of edges, the probability that they match a selection of other edges
using a given property. The ideal situation is when all the candlesticks are close to zero
except the one corresponding to the query edge.
The third step was to try to combine different properties together so as to make the
elements more distinguishable. The fourth column of figure 5.14 shows a result using a
simple mean on the matching probabilities greater than 0.1. We see that it helps eliminate
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Node Examples Edge Examples
a - Nasion (02) d - left-right outer eye corners (00-04)
b - Nose tip (05) e - inner eye-corner to nose-tip (01-05)
c - Left Mouth Corner (09) f - Nasion to chin (02-13)
Figure 5.11: Examples of element correspondences (query-model) plotted in the LDA-
reduced space of their score per attribute. The density functions below show the separation
of the two classes along the main component of the transformed space (the second one is only
used to help visualisation). The blue vertical line represents the selected seeding threshold.
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Figure 5.12: Probability Density Function (PDF) of different node properties (H, K, SI and
VOL described in Section 4.2.4) over the FRGC database. The more the distributions are
“separated”, the more easily the node can be distinguished using this property.
candidates (fewer blue sticks). The same data exploration can be performed in higher degrees
but it becomes difficult to visualise without limiting the number of possible hyperedges. In
figure 5.15, 7 properties on hyperedges of degree 3 are combined (once again we take the
mean of all properties above 0.1) to improve the edge recognition. The more there are
repeatable properties, the more likely the wrong candidates will be eliminated. It can also
be noted that despite the symmetry of the face, the matching side elements obtain better
scores than their counterparts.
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Figure 5.13: Probability Density Functions (PDF) of 4 properties for a subset of edges
(between 11 landmarks) over the FRGC database. The more the Gaussians are “separated”,
the more easily the edges can be distinguished using this property.
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Initial Solution Filter 1 Filter 2 . . . Filter n Final Solution
All-to-all
or Seeding Strong matching
doubly semi-stochastic
Loose matching
Figure 5.16: Workflow of our global correspondence systems. The initial local correspon-
dences are filtered using different structural-matching techniques to reduce the ambiguities
at each step.
5.3.5 Workflow
Our stand is that correspondence-finding processes should be seen as relaxation systems:
taking as input sets of candidates for the correspondences and returning subsets of smaller
or equal cardinality.
The framework of our system translates this idea. Each of our experiments consists of a
pipeline of different methods working sequentially to reduce the correspondence ambiguities.
To avoid the computational cost of a global all-to-all correspondence, a seeding function
is used to create the initial solution. In order to clean the solution the last filters are often
doubly semi-stochastic processes. We do not always enforce the rule that the solution output
should be a subset of the input (definition of a filter) to allow error correction. For example,
a process composed of a registration method will extract correspondences that might not be
present in the input.
5.3.6 Correspondence Stochasticity
Any exact-correspondence problem can be represented as a simple matrix of permutations1.
This matrix is said to be doubly stochastic. Indeed, every column or row sums to 1. In our
case, the two sets can have different sizes and the desired correspondence we seek doesn’t
need to be complete. Therefore, the sum of the columns or rows will be either zero or one.
Thus, our problem is to find a doubly semi-stochastic solution.
5.3.7 Limitation
Because we use statistical matching, the model has to be constructed from a big enough
training set. This learning part of the model object cannot be skipped. Consequently our
1The |VQ| × |VM | matrix X = {xi,j ∈ {0, 1}}, Σxi,. = 1 and Σx.,j = 1. i.e. xi,j = 1 iff the vertex i of Q
matches the vertex j of M .
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technique cannot be used to find a particular object but only classes of objects. Our system
cannot know what a mug is if only one instance of a mug is given. Otherwise you need to
input manually the variation allowed for each attribute generated.
5.4 Postprocessing/ Correspondence Cleaning
The hypergraph matching process (especially by relaxation) is designed to eliminate the
subtree of possibilities that are obviously wrong. It doesn’t guarantee in any way that the
remaining set of candidates in the output represent a coherent and unique solution.
In this section, different correspondence filters for label selection are presented. This
section groups all the techniques that are not based on soft hypergraph matching but that
can be used to reduce the set of correspondence candidates.
5.4.1 Hypergraph Matching as a Clustering Problem
The graph-matching problem can be seen as a clustering problem, provided the number of
candidates for each match is relatively small. If a similarity measure between correspondence
candidates exists, which gives high scores for individual correspondences of a good global
match, and low scores for random correspondences, then finding valid global matches can be
achieved by detecting the biggest clusters in this correspondence space.
Very often such a similarity measure is not easy to find. Luckily for hyperedges of degree
3, an obvious one can be computed: the distance separating global transformations between
the query and model triangle of both correspondence candidates. Two different similarity
measures based on rigid registration are presented in the following sections. In the first one,
the similarity measure is the difference between the unit-quaternion component of the global
transformation that are clustered using a cutting-tree clustering technique. The second uses
the distance error of the model registration, clustered using a RANdom SAmple Consensus
(RANSAC) technique.
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Figure 5.17: Description of the concept of hypergraph matching by correspondence clus-
tering. If a similarity metric between correspondences exists and correlates with the two
correspondences being part of the same global match, it is possible to cluster correspon-
dences and eliminate outliers. The biggest cluster in the correspondance-similarity space is
likely to correspond to the best global correspondence.
5.4.2 Rigid Registration by Unit-Quaternion Clustering
In the case of 3D faces, the feature correspondence using individual landmarks and the global
rigid correspondence using the mesh or a big set of features are usually close to each other.
Finding a global rigid registration can therefore help us find the features and vice versa.
Given a set of query landmarks and a set of model landmarks, the registration is defined
as the 3D transformation that minimises the mean square distance between the points of
corresponding label. A closed-formed solution to this problem is given by [Horn, 1987].
Hereafter, the registration that uses all of the landmarks of the model is referred to as “global”
and the registration using a subset of three landmarks is called “triangle registration”. A 4x4
transformation matrix is used every time a rigid registration is computed. It is decomposed
into its scaling, rotation and translation components in order to do independent clustering
on those components. For the rotation part, a unit-quaternion representation is used. We
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a b c
Figure 5.18: Example of corresponding triangles in the query (a) and model (b) with one
error (the nasion is wrongly detected on the side of the face). Good correspondences between
the corners of these triangles produce registrations close to each other on the unit-quaternion
sphere while bad correspondences produce isolated rotations (c).
decompose the 4x4 transformation matrix as follows:
T =

R′ ~t
0 1
→
q˙ Unit Quaternion
~t Translation
s Scale
Our hypotheses at this stage are the following:
1. A significant proportion of the best query candidates for each model landmark in the
input are good matches.
2. The transformation that registers the whole model to the whole face is very similar
to the transformation that registers a sub-part of the model (a triangle) with the
corresponding sub-part on the query face.
3. Bad correspondences are unlikely to produce a coherent transformation: different sub-
parts will be registered in different ways.
Table 5.1 shows some evidence supporting the second hypothesis. Figure 5.18 shows an
example of the principle that good landmark correspondence will produce good triangle cor-
respondence. Good triangle correspondence can be detected by the fact that their associated
registrations cluster in the unit quaternion space.
The smallest number of points to get a registration is three. However, when the triangle
is very flat (close to a straight line), the transformation is less reliable. Triangles with an
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Table 5.1: Statistics over the training set of the FRGC of transformation differences between
triangle transformations (inter-T) and between triangle and global transformations (T/G)
for the same face. The angles are given in radians, distances in millimetres.
Variable Mean Dev. Min Max
T/G scale ratio 1.000 0.069 0.671 1.367
T/G quaternion angle 0.055 0.036 8.59e-04 0.662
inter-T quaternion angle 0.078 0.048 6.89e-05 0.786
inter-T translation distance 5.594 3.436 0.018 47.172
angle of less than 15 degrees are discarded, which represents about 22% of the combinations
within the model.
For the clustering used to get the final transformation, a very simple approach is adopted.
First the distances between all pairs of elements are determined. A binary distance tree is
created by selecting the smallest distance between the already computed sub-tree and the
rest of the points. At each step, the distances involving the newly created sub-tree are
updated using its new centroid. The distance tree is then cut using a distance threshold
and/or a critical number of elements per sub-tree.
The final registration is used to assign the definitive labels by selecting the closest query
point to each labelled landmark in the registered model.
Unit-Quaternion Clustering While clustering Euclidean vectors (translations) is not
problematic, clustering quaternions that lie on a 4-dimensional sphere requires some precau-
tions. As two quaternions q˙ and −q˙ represent the same rotation, it is important to check
that the dot product between two compared quaternions is positive, otherwise we multiply
one of them by −1. The metric used for the clustering is the following:
d(q˙1, q˙2) = θ = 2 arccos (q˙1.q˙2) (5.1)
Finally, we determine the centroid of a subset of quaternions on the 4-sphere. How-
ever, as the clustering angles’ thresholds are small, the distance can be approximated.
In [Gramkow, 2001], Gramkow used the Taylor series of cos θ2
cos
θ
2
= 1− 1
8
θ2 + o(θ4) cos
θ
2
= 1− 1
8
θ2 + o(θ4) (5.2)
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to approximate the distance for small angles.
d(q˙1, q˙2)
2 = θ2 = 8(1− cos(2 arccos (q˙1.q˙2)2 )) + o(θ4)
' 8(1− q˙1.q˙2)
(5.3)
Under those assumptions, he proved that the centroid is equivalent to the normalised Eu-
clidean barycentre of the unit-quaternions’ coordinates. This allows us to average small
rotations in a simple way.
5.4.3 RANSAC - Random Sample Consensus
As previously explained, the matching problem can often be seen as a clustering problem of
the feature correspondences given an adequate similarity measure. Here a different clustering
technique is used based on RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC). RANSAC is a model-
fitting algorithm introduced by [Fischler and Bolles, 1981] that consists of constructing a
maximal size set of points by random sampling that agree on fitting the same instance
(parametrisation) of a model.
Because of the discrete nature of our fitting problem, the method is slightly modified
so that the selection occurs on correspondences instead of points. The target in our case
is the mean rigid model of the 14 target landmarks. The parameters to fit the model are
represented as a 4x4 transformation matrix T. For any randomly picked correspondence
(q,m) the error in fitting the current model is defined as the Euclidean distance between
the query point and the transformed model candidate of this correspondence:
error = dEucl.(q,T.1m)
If the error is under the acceptance threshold, the correspondence is added to the consensus
and a new mean transformation T is computed by using a least squares method. The
least square method employs either a rigid transformation or a similarity (scale-adapted)
transformation. In Chapter 6, this technique is slightly modified to take the angle between
surface normals into account.
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5.5 Proof of Concept - Hypergraph Matching by Relaxation
with Unit-quaternion Clustering Disambiguation
Our labelling system is composed of a graph-matching stage and a post-processing stage,
which uses a scale-adapted rigid registration. The graph-matching system consists of two
graphs: firstly a fully-connected (complete) model graph created from the 14 landmarks in all
of the hand-labelled training data set, and secondly a fully-connected query graph, generated
from the (unlabelled) input points (box c in figure 5.2). Both of these graphs are attributed,
with vertices having N descriptors (e.g. curvature) and edges having M descriptors (e.g.
Euclidean distance).
In more detail, the attributes for each node in a graph are computed using a local spherical
neighbourhood of radius 15mm within the face scan (training or testing set). Most of the
attributes are derived from the maximal curvature (k1) and minimal curvature (k2) over this
neighbourhood and the full list of 5 nodal attributes is as follows:
• Mean Curvature (H): k1+k22
• Gaussian Curvature (K): k1k2
• Shape Index (SI): 12 − 1pi arctan k1+k2k1−k2
• Rough Volume (Vol): Sum of the tetrahedron volumes from the centroid of the perime-
ter to all the triangles inside of the neighbourhood.
• Log Curvedness (LC): 2pi log
√
k21+k
2
2
2
The attributes for the edges of the graphs are:
• Euclidean Distance (dist)
• Coarse Geodesic Distance (distG): shortest path on the mesh
• Ratio between the two attributes above (ratioEucliGeod)
• Difference between vertex properties at either end of the edge (∆H, ∆LC, ∆Vol, ∆SI)
The labelling system is composed of an off-line part in which the graph model is trained
(described later) and an on-line testing part. The online testing is divided into three main
processes, as follows:
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1. Compute an attributed graph (the query graph) from the unlabelled input points on
the facial scan, as described above.
2. Run a graph-matching process using the generic model graph of the face. Here we
determine initial candidates for each vertex and edge of the query graph. We then
iterate our relaxation by elimination procedure to reduce the number of candidates.
3. Select the best labels using a scale-adapted rigid registration. The method employed
here is: (i) Select current best labels using thresholding on scores. (ii) Compute reg-
istration transformations using combinations of 3 points. (iii) Cluster rotational and
translational components to determine a good scale-adapted rigid registration. (iv)
Use this registration to determine the best label assignment.
The graph matcher we have developed is in fact a hypergraph matcher which implies
that the processes applied to nodes can also be applied to the edges. The term “element” is
used hereafter to generally refer to either vertices or edges.
5.5.1 Oﬄine Training Process
A set of facial scans, disjoint from the testing set, are selected for training. Using this data,
the statistical distribution of each attribute value associated with each element (node or
edge) in the model graph is collected and modelled using a Gaussian.
To determine a matching score between an element’s attribute value in the query graph
and an element’s attribute distribution in the model graph, a normalised probability density
function is used, as follows:
Score(PQuery, PModel) = exp
−(PQueryvalue − PModelµ )2
2 ∗ PModelσ 2
(5.4)
where PQueryvalue is the value of the query attribute and P
Model
µ and P
Model
σ are the mean and
deviation of the trained model attribute distribution.
Note that this equation relates to one attribute, yet an element is described by a N-
dimensional vector of attributes. Thus we need a method of composing a match score over
this multidimensional space. In order to do this, we find the best linear combination of
attributes (for every node/edge in the model graph) that discriminates between elements
of the same label and those of a different label. To do this, we apply Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA) to the training data, an example of which is given in figure 5.11. Shown at
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the bottom of this figure is a blue vertical line that represents the seeding threshold. It is
set such that at least 95% of matching landmarks in the training set are above it. When
testing, this threshold is used to seed candidate labels for each query point.
The last parameters that need to be determined for the graph matcher are the thresholds
used for the elimination decisions. For that, a simple heuristic is used: the thresholds are
set to the maximal value that allows all training data to succeed.
The final part of oﬄine modelling in our system generates a rigid face model used in our
online post-processing stage. To retrieve relative coordinate positions from the set of statis-
tics on pairwise Euclidean distances, a spring particle simulator is used. The landmarks are
considered as particles having a random initial position. They are all linked by springs with
their equilibrium length equal to the mean distance between the two points they represent.
The simulator runs until it stabilises in a coherent configuration which is used as the rigid
face model.
5.5.2 Graph Matching
To recap, the graph matcher takes as input a query graph and a model graph and returns,
for each node of the query, a list of probable candidate labels in the model with associated
scores.
5.5.2.1 Seeding
First, scores for each possible association are computed by projecting the vector of normalised
attribute scores into the LDA space. Only the model elements for which the score reaches a
given threshold (the blue line in figure 5.11) are added to the list of candidates.
5.5.2.2 Elimination Rules
The graph-matching heuristic used here consists of a loop of elimination processes that
continues until the system stabilises. At each iteration (see Algorithm 2 and Figure 5.19),
the less probable candidates are eliminated for each element. A candidate is thought to be
improbable if its direct neighbourhood gives it very little support. Two kinds of support are
considered: the number of matching neighbours and the score attached to those matches.
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In most graph matchers [Christmas et al., 1995] the neighbours of a vertex will be other
vertices. Here we use a hypergraph matcher which implies that the neighbours of a vertex
are the edges connected to it and vice versa. The edge’s scores help erase node candidates,
and the node’s scores help erase edge candidates.
The process is first run using static matching scores. Once the system stabilises and stops
eliminating candidates, the scores are normalised so that their sum over the candidates of
one element is equal to one. The support thresholds are replaced by those adapted to the
dynamic elimination and then the flag dynamicScore is set to true. Once this set of iterations
stabilises (the current iteration hasn’t eliminated any candidates), the graph matching ends
and returns the list of candidates for each element.
Unoriented hyperedges We eliminate the candidate target for an element if this element
doesn’t have enough neighbours supporting this candidate hypothesis. This rule is quite
simple as we just have to count how many of the neighbouring hyperedges have a candidate
included in the neighbouring hyperedges of the model target node.
This kind of elimination is completely dual:
• if the element is a Node we count the number of supporting neighbors among the
neighbouring Hyperedges.
• if the element is a Hyperedge we count the number of supporting neighbors among the
neighbouring Nodes.
If the number of supportive neighbours is greater than or equal to the number of neighbours
in the model minus a small error tolerance, then the candidate is kept.
One limitation of this method is that the counting doesn’t take into account the permu-
tations possible for each hyperedge. For example in figure 5.20, a candidate is not always
eliminated as it should be if we were looking at “same-type” neighbours.
Permutation Relaxation One problem with hypergraphs is the determination of the
correspondence between the set of connections of one query hyperedge and the set of the
corresponding model hyperedge. When trying to know if a hyperedge e = {u1, u2, . . . , un} of
degree n matches a model hyperedge eM = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} we have to verify whether there
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At each iteration all the elements of a
class (node or hyperedge) are treated. If
the circle represents a node, the rhombi
represent hyperedges and vice versa.
The element being treated is associated
with a list of model candidates. Each
candidate is evaluated in turn to see if it
should be withdrawn from the list.
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The neighbors of the element also have
candidates of their own type in the model.
The process compute the intersection be-
tween the query and model neighbor-
hoods as well as the mean score associ-
ated with the best found local correspon-
dances.
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If one of the two values is under the
thresholds associated with the model el-
ement, the candidate is removed from the
list.
Figure 5.19: Visual explanation of the steps executed at each iteration of the relaxation by
elimination process.
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Figure 5.20: Example of one limitation of our simple relaxation system. Here the query graph
(left) has two candidates (represented in curly brace) for its first node p. The elimination
algorithm doesn’t know that the other node q has only one candidate. The only thing known
by the system is that one of the candidates (I) for the touching hyperedge x belongs to the
set of neighbouring hyperedges of both A and B in the model. Therefore the system will not
erase B from the candidate list of p.
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Figure 5.21: A model hyperedge of degree 3 I (right) is a candidate for a query hyperedge
x (left). Despite the fact the support is maximal for this hyperedge candidate, we see
that it should be erased from the list of candidates of x because there is no permutation
verifying equation 5.5. However, computing this lack of good permutation is computationally
expensive in a dense non-oriented hypergraph.
exists a permutation σ such that
∀i ∈ [1, n], vi ∈ Cand(uσ(i)) (5.5)
This makes it computationally expensive to use high degrees of connectivity for the hyper-
edges and therefore expensive to apply this technique to the dual hypergraph. The com-
plexity becomes manageable if oriented hyperedges are used and/or if the set of hyperedges
is relatively sparse. Figure 5.21 shows an example where it can be useful. This relaxation
technique is implemented but not used in the proof-of-concept experiment.
5.5.3 Results
In controlled conditions on cropped, inexpressive frontal faces, our generic system labels the
landmarks with an accuracy of 93.8%, with higher scores for the tip of the nose (97.0%) and
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Table 5.2: Variables definition
e Element type ∈ {V ertex,Edge}
e¯ ∈ {V ertex,Edge} \ e.
eQi i
th query element of type e
eMi i
th model element of type e
Cand(eQi ) list of model candidates e
M
j for e
Q
i
Neigh(eXi ) list of element e¯
X
k connected to e
X
i
Score(eQi , e
M
j ) Matching score between two elements
dynamicScore Allow score to be updated
TreshSup(eMj ) Learnt Support Threshold
TreshSco(eMj ) Learnt Score Threshold
Algorithm 2: Pseudo-code for the elimination procedure called at each iteration of
the graph matcher.
foreach eQi in Query graph: do
totalScore = 0.0 ;
foreach eMj ∈ Cand(eQi ): do
support = 0; score = 0.0 ;
foreach e¯Mk ∈ Neigh(eMj ): do
sup = 0; sco = 0.0 ;
foreach e¯Ql ∈ Neigh(eQi ) do
if e¯Mk ∈ Cand(e¯Ql ): then
sup = sup+ 1;
sco = max(sco, Score(e¯Ql , e¯
M
k ));
if sup > 0: then
support = support+ 1;
score = score+ sco ;
score = score/support
if support < TreshSup(eMj ) or score < TreshSco(e
M
j ) then
Cand(eQi ) = Cand(e
Q
i ) \ eMj # Erase candidate;
else
if dynamicScore: then # Update score
Score(eQi , e
M
j ) = Score(e
Q
i , e
M
j ) ∗ score;
totalScore = totalScore+ Score(eQi , e
M
j );
if dynamicScore: then # Normalise
foreach eMj ∈ Cand(eQi ): do
Score(eQi , e
M
j ) = Score(e
Q
i , e
M
j )/totalScore;
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Figure 5.22: Example of results using the Bosphorus database and one using the FRGC
database (right) where the nose is missing. Green dots represent good matches, red dots,
false positives.
Table 5.3: Results per landmark (0-13) on the FRGC v2 database. The test set is split in
two subparts: Neutral(-N) and Expression(-E), shown in the first two rows. The third row
shows these results combined.
Train Test 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
train(200) test-N(3108) 90.1 94.9 95.2 94.2 86.7 97.0 96.1 95.8 96.5 94.7 93.2 95.8 93.8 90.4
train(200) test-E(1642) 77.7 84.8 84.7 84.6 74.2 87.8 86.1 85.6 84.6 73.0 71.4 81.1 73.5 68.7
train(200) test(4750) 85.8 91.4 91.5 90.9 82.4 93.8 92.6 92.3 92.4 87.2 85.7 90.8 86.8 83.0
Table 5.4: Results per landmark (0-13) on subsets of the Bosphorus database. The abbrevi-
ations used in the first two columns have been defined in Section 3.4.2.
Train Test 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
N-train(99) N-test(200) 92.5 97.0 98.0 98.0 92.5 98.5 97.5 97.5 99.0 94.5 96.0 96.0 94.5 88.5
N-train(99) E(453) 77.0 87.1 86.5 87.6 75.0 90.2 88.9 88.3 87.1 68.4 65.5 81.6 71.0 55.4
N-train(99) AU(2150) 84.8 92.2 91.7 92.5 86.5 92.7 92.0 92.2 91.2 75.7 72.2 82.5 74.1 65.5
N-train(99) O(381) 68.9 78.8 74.5 78.9 69.9 83.4 82.6 82.7 84.8 82.4 81.5 84.8 81.0 73.0
N-train(99) PR(419) 84.0 90.1 89.7 89.4 84.7 90.6 90.6 90.9 91.3 88.7 88.7 89.2 88.5 80.1
YR45-train(20) YR45-test(85) – – 83.5 84.7 85.8 88.2 – 91.7 88.2 – 83.5 83.5 80.0 72.2
YL45-train(20) YL45-test(85) 81.1 83.5 69.4 – – 86.9 88.2 – 88.0 84.7 – 72.9 76.4 63.4
YR45-train(20) CR(211) – – 70.1 72.3 70.1 77.6 – 79.5 77.7 – 72.0 75.3 71.5 65.2
Mean (3688-3984) 82.4 90.0 87.7 89.2 82.7 90.5 90.6 90.2 89.6 78.1 75.5 83.4 76.9 67.8
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subnasale (96.5%), see table 5.3. The points that are more difficult to label are the outer
corners of the eyes and chin (pogonion). This is not surprising, as these points don’t have
a very discriminating shape and can be easily misdetected if the final registration is not
perfect.
On a more challenging database like the Bosphorus, we notice that our system does not
give as good results as landmark-specific techniques (see Table 5.4). However, it performs
quite consistently when occlusion and change in pose are considered, when most existing
techniques will fail with such input. It should be emphasised that the hand-placed landmarks
are not necessarily correlated with geometric extrema in this experiment; if the set of target
landmarks is determined using such saliency, better results may be achieved.
Another interesting discovery is that the subnasale point, which is almost never used in
automatic landmarking, is one of the most easily detected points in our experiments.
The time performance of the system when the graph has an average of 50 nodes is 0.67 s
for the graph creation, 0.45 s for the graph matching and 0.04 s for the post-processing. The
fact that complete graphs are used is costly when the number of nodes increases. Looking
at different graph topologies (tessellation, etc) can help solve this problem.
5.5.3.1 Conclusion
Our technique shows relatively good results on difficult test cases with changes in pose and
occlusion. The main advantages of this technique are that it is landmark-independent and
can learn several different models without human intervention and/or addition of specific
rules.
The next step in our research will be to evaluate repeatability of automatic candidate
detectors, and couple both point detection and labelling systems to produce an automatic
landmarker. To our knowledge, this kind of global approach to face landmarking has never
been evaluated before. While giving lower results than landmark-specific techniques for the
tip of the nose and the eye corners, it is very promising for unconstrained 3D face landmarking
when these points are difficult to localise. Finally, our method may also be used to landmark
other kinds of objects such as bones, man-made objects and so on.
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5.6 Global Matching Based on a Spectral Method
Because of its nature, hypergraph matching by relaxation can only eliminate bad candidates
and is not usable on its own to detect final correspondences. Its main goal is to reduce the
computational burden so that more expensive methods can be used on the remaining set of
possible correspondences.
Strong correspondence finding (double semi-stochastic) can only be performed using
global approaches. In this section, we present a global hypergraph matching technique very
recently introduced by [Duchenne et al., 2009] and evaluate its advantages and drawbacks
for our particular purpose. In order to test finely the robustness of the methods in dealing
with spurious input data, we use synthetic data in this section where noise, sparsity and
missed detections are controlled.
5.6.1 Duchenne Tensor Matching
In [Duchenne et al., 2009], an extension of the spectral matching method to hypergraphs is
proposed. A previous global hypergraph-matching technique existed [Zass and Shashua, 2008]
but it didn’t use all the information of the input as the hyperedge matching scores were
summed (independence assumption) into a 2D node-to-node matching matrix so that classic
optimisation methods could be used. [Duchenne et al., 2009], on the other hand, use a tensor
formulation. Their approach is to first find the main eigenvector (associated with the largest
eigenvalue) of the tensor using a power method (continuous search of the node-to-node cor-
respondence matrix) and then to use a greedy algorithm to select the doubly semi-stochastic
solution (discrete projection). The solution V is computed from the tensor H of the hyper-
edge matching scores using a power iteration method as shown in algorithm 3. It has to
be noted that a tensor structure is not required to use this method. The code can easily
be rewritten for our sparse hypergraph structure. Algorithm 3 is equivalent to algorithm 4
which is adapted to our sparse data structure. Every non-null value in H corresponds to a
candidate score in Cand.
One obvious visible drawback of this approach compared to our relaxation scheme is
that the candidate hyperedges have to be oriented, i.e. ai should correspond to aj and so
on. No permutation is allowed. This works well for hyperedges of degree 3 corresponding
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to triangles where the corners can be sorted using the angles. However, it doesn’t work
well for symmetric hyperedges such as hyperedges of degree 2 (using a simple Euclidean
distance, for example). In that case, you want to keep the possibility that ai is matched to
bj while bi is matched to aj . To select which permutation should be used, a simple test on
the node candidate scores is performed: the permutation associated with the higher mean
node assignation score is considered as correct (see Algorithm 5).
Algorithm 3: Tensor Power Iteration (Tensor Notation)
Data: Tensor of degree 3 H where Hai,aj ,bi,bj ,ci,cj is the score associated with the
query hyperedge (ai, bi, ci) matching the model hyperedge (aj , bj , cj).
Result: V approximation of main eigenvector in H
initialisation;
repeat
V← H⊗1 V⊗2 V ;
∀k V[k, :]← 1‖V[k,:]‖2V[k, :] ;
until Convergence ;
Algorithm 4: Power Iteration for our Sparse structure of candidates in the case of
degree 3 hyperedges.
Data: Lists of candidates Cand, Scores associated with each candidate
Result: Vt approximation of main eigenvector in H
V0 = initial score;
repeat
foreach Query hyperedge eQi = (ai, bi, ci) do
foreach Model hyperedge eMj = (aj , bj , cj) ∈ Cand(eQi ) do
Vt[ai, aj ]← Score(eQi , eMj ).Vt−1[bi, bj ].Vt−1[ci, cj ] ;
Vt[bi, bj ]← Score(eQi , eMj ).Vt−1[ai, aj ].Vt−1[ci, cj ] ;
Vt[ci, cj ]← Score(eQi , eMj ).Vt−1[bi, bj ].Vt−1[ai, aj ] ;
∀k Vt(k, :)← 1‖Vt[k,:]‖2Vt[k, :] ;
until Convergence ;
5.6.2 Data Generation
For every possible combination of parameters (noise, extra points, missing points), 25 pairs
of 2D hypergraphs, each containing 25 points, are generated. The points are randomly picked
in the unit square. Noise is then applied to the point positions, some points are erased and
some random points are added.
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Algorithm 5: Power Iteration for our Sparse structure of candidates for degree 3
(ordered) and 2 (symmetric).
Data: Lists of candidates Cand, Scores associated with each candidate
Result: Vt approximation of main eigenvector in H
V0 = initial score;
repeat
foreach Query hyperedge eQi do
foreach Model hyperedge eMj ∈ Cand(eQi ) do
if degree(eQi ) = 3 then # ordered
Vt[ai, aj ]← Score(eQi , eMj ).Vt−1[bi, bj ].Vt−1[ci, cj ] ;
Vt[bi, bj ]← Score(eQi , eMj ).Vt−1[ai, aj ].Vt−1[ci, cj ] ;
Vt[ci, cj ]← Score(eQi , eMj ).Vt−1[bi, bj ].Vt−1[ai, aj ] ;
else if degree(eQi ) = 2 then # symmetric
if aj ∈ Cand(ai) and bj ∈ Cand(bi) then
score1 ← Score(ai, aj).Score(bi, bj);
if bj ∈ Cand(ai) and aj ∈ Cand(bi) then
score2 ← Score(bi, aj).Score(ai, bj);
if score1 < score2 then
ai, bi ← bi, ai
Vt[ai, aj ]← Score(eQi , eMj ).Vt−1[bi, bj ];
Vt[bi, bj ]← Score(eQi , eMj ).Vt−1[ai, aj ];
∀k Vt[k, :]← 1‖Vt[k,:]‖2Vt[k, :] ;
until Convergence ;
The noise parameter is a scalar value n. Each point position is offset by a vector of
random angle and signed radius following a null-centred Gaussian distribution of deviation
σ where σ is equal to n times the mean Euclidean distance between the 25 points.
The “missing points” parameter is an integer representing how many of the good match-
able points are erased from the query graph. The “extra points” parameter is an integer
representing how many non-matchable points are added to the query graph.
Here the problem to solve is a graph-to-graph matching problem and no longer a graph-to-
model matching problem. However, unlike most experiments doing graph-to-graph matching,
the degradation is only applied to the first graph as our final goal is to transpose these results
for a graph-to-model matching of an imperfect query to a perfect model.
Once the points are defined, a 3-uniform hypergraph is constructed over each set. Each
hyperedge is a set of three vertices ordered according to the sines of its corresponding angles.
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Graph 1 (“imperfect” query) Graph 2 (“perfect” model)
Noise=0.2, Extra=0, Missing=0
Noise=0.2, Extra=20, Missing=10
Figure 5.23: Example of synthetic set of points for hypergraph matching evaluations.
The descriptors are stored for each hyperedge are the three sines angles dk plus the orientation
of the triangle (direct or indirect) used as an eliminatory descriptor dDIR. The matching
score for a triangle is computed as the mean of the individual descriptor scores:
S(ei, ej) =
 13
∑
k exp (−|dk(ei)− dk(ej)|) if dDIR(ei) = dDIR(ej)
0 otherwise
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5.6.3 Effect of Missing Points
In figure 5.24 matching results for an increasing number of missing query points are shown
when varying the parameters for noise and extra point number. While the RANSAC-base
solution gives stable results when the number of missing points increases, the Tensor-base
method produces more false positives. This was predictable as it tries to find a stochastic
solution. What is interesting is that the false negatives are clearly lower with the Tensor-base
method.
5.6.4 Effect of Stepping
The idea of stepping consists in completing the journey to the solution in several steps instead
of just one. In the case of Duchenne Tensor Matching, stepping can be done by running the
method a first time and projecting the discrete value in a looser way (for example, by
accepting the N best match for each model element instead of just one). By eliminating the
impossible hyperedges using this configuration and by running the method a second time on
this new input we expect that better results can be achieved. In practice, we see a noticeable
(but not large) improvement in going from one step to two, but very little more if a larger
number of steps is used. Figure 5.25 shows results using 1-step and 2-step methods.
5.7 Conclusion
Existing matching techniques can be very robust in dealing with additional dummy points
but remain very sensitive to missing data. The problem is the local management of the
global amount of acceptable missing data. It is difficult for a distributed system to determine
where the allowance for missing data should be used. If it is used everywhere at the same
time, almost everything become acceptable and the matching process doesn’t converge to an
acceptable solution.
In this chapter we have shown that if keypoints corresponding to known landmarks are
present in the input it is possible to retrieve their label even when a large number of dummy
keypoints are present. To do this, we introduced a new hypergraph matching technique
by relaxation alternating between node and hyperedge eliminations as well as two rigid
registration methods adapted for hypergraphs constructed over 3D surface meshes. We also
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Figure 5.24: Effect of missing data in the query on the matching results.
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Figure 5.25: Effect of stepping with extra and missing nodes for the tensor-based method
with a direct match and a two-step match.
highlight some advantages of using multi-degree multi-attributed hypergraphs over more
classic schemes for structural matching.
Finally, we evaluated a tensor-based hypergraph matching technique on synthetic data
and showed that it produced softer solutions than rigid-model-based techniques but cannot
cope as efficiently with missing data. When dealing with inputs presenting occlusions, the use
of classic registration methods for the final doubly semi-stochastic correspondence remains
the best choice so far.
Retrospectively, it appears that our problem breakdown strategy had one flaw. We
assumed that the artificial problem P2 was more simple than the real life problem P3. It is
in fact harder as the automatic points used in the artificial data are much more dense that
what can be obtained with our automatic keypoint detector. In the next chapter it appears
that the keypoints in problem P3 are sparser and less ambiguous, making the matching part
less problematic than expected.
Chapter 6
A Machine-Learning Approach to
3D Face Landmarking
The head is included in the body, but the face is not. The face is a surface:
facial traits, lines, wrinkles; long face, square face, triangular face; the face is
a map, even when it is applied to and wraps a volume, even when it
surrounds and borders cavities that are now no more than holes. The head,
even the human head, is not necessarily a face. The face is produced only
when the head ceases to be a part of the body, when it ceases to be coded by
the body, when it ceases to have a multidimensional, polyvocal corporeal code
when the body, head included, has been decoded and has to be overcoded by
something we shall call the Face. This amounts to saying that the head, all
the volume-cavity elements of the head, have to be facialized. What
accomplishes this is the screen with holes, the white wall/black hole, the
abstract machine producing faciality.
Extract from Thousand Plateaus by Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari.
Editions de Minuit, 1980
Translated from the French by Brian Massumi.
In this chapter, we look at the automatic landmarking of 3D faces. The output of our
keypoint detector is used as the input of a structural matching process of landmark labelling.
This framework is able to robustly retrieve landmarks on new query faces, even in difficult
conditions where salient regions of the face have been occluded. Our approach shows better
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results than the state-of-the-art methods for 3D face landmarking, while being more generic
and more efficient on non-standard pose capture.
6.1 Introduction
As explained in Chapter 3, our high-level strategy is to use an automatic keypoint detector
to reduce the set of input vertices to a sparse set before running a labelling system so as to
select the subset of points corresponding to known landmark labels. The positions of the
points can then be refined using holistic or local optimisation methods. In Chapter 4 we
presented a keypoint detector using a dictionary of local shapes, capable of giving a sparse
selection of interesting points of 3D objects. In Chapter 5 we presented several techniques to
determine correspondences between a learnt model and a query set of points over a 3D mesh
and evaluated them for application in landmark labelling on faces. We also noted that graph
and hypergraph matching techniques can be very efficient in reducing ambiguities but are
difficult to use for final correspondences when occlusions are present in the query (missing
data). The doubly semi-stochastic correspondences are often obtained using some form of
rigid model, either piecewise registration (we used a unit-quaternion clustering technique) or
holistic registration (we used a RANSAC technique). Here, we combine an instance of our
keypoint detector and a modified RANSAC registration technique to obtain an automatic
machine-learning-based 3D landmarking system. This framework outperforms the state-of-
the-art landmarking systems on large, public datasets, such as the FRGC and the Bosphorus
datasets.
What: To localise a set of landmarks on a 3D surface.
Why: To make sense of the input data as being a face, with a known orientation,
and known facial features positions.
How: By pipelining the output of a keypoint detector into a labelling system.
Priorities: Robustness to occlusion and pose variation, speed.
Rationale
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6.2 Experimental Framework
In this chapter, the input of our system is a 3D face mesh and a learnt model of the face.
The output are landmarks (a set of pairs: position+label). To evaluate the overall results
for this experiment two kinds of measures are produced:
• The individual manual ground-truth landmarks are used as comparisons. This allows
us to look at the retrieval rates and localisation errors (in mm). These measures are
landmark-based metrics.
• The manual ground-truth landmarks used as a whole can provide us with a ground-
truth global registration. Comparing the transformation obtained by the system with
this ground-truth transformation provides us with a set of global metrics (rotation,
translation and scale) for one query face.
6.2.1 Workflow
The landmarking framework is based on the keypoint detection system. The first steps are
exactly the same as described in Chapter 4. However, this time, the landmark score maps are
not merged into a final keypoint score map. The keypoints are detected on each landmark
score map separately, providing us with landmark candidates directly (see Figure 6.1). This
leads to more points, but with the advantage that only one label is associated with each
landmark candidate. The final labels are selected by fitting a scale adapted rigid model
of the targets to the query using a Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) approach. The
output landmarks are defined as the projection of the registered model points onto the
face. The model fitting is not only labelling the point, but is also adjusting the position of
the points using the global registration associated with the model parametrisation within
RANSAC. This has the advantage of providing landmarks even in face regions that have
missing or spurious data. The threshold for keypoint detection on the landmark score maps
is set to 0.75 to reduce the number of false negative landmark candidates and therefore speed
up the matching process.
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×D D × L ×L ×L
Mesh Descriptor
Maps
Descriptor-
Landmark
Score Maps
Landmark
Score Maps
Keypoints Fitted Model Landmarks
Figure 6.1: Workflow of the landmarking system.
6.2.2 Model-fitting
In order to establish a one-to-one correspondence between the query landmark candidates and
the model landmarks, we need to use configural information related to the global geometry
of the face. Here the simplest possible approach is chosen: to register a scale-adapted rigid
model of the face1 onto the query landmark candidates. The choice to not use more complex
techniques for matching disambiguation as a first step came from the fact that the set of
detected keypoints produced by our final detector was a lot sparser than we were expecting.
This reduced the potential gain of more computationally expensive alternative techniques
for this particular case.
6.2.2.1 Scale-Adapted Rigid Registration
A registration between two sets of labelled points is a geometric rigid transformation that can
be represented as a 4x4 transformation matrix T, with 7 degrees of freedom (3 for rotation,
3 for translation and one for scale). In our case, the query keypoints only have one candidate
label each. Therefore, finding the best registration is equivalent to finding the best subset
of keypoints in the query, i.e. those that best support a specific transformation. To do so
a RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) approach is used. RANSAC is a model fitting
meta-algorithm introduced in [Fischler and Bolles, 1981] that consists of selecting a set of
inputs elements that agree with the same parametrisation of the input model. In our case
the input elements are point correspondences, the model is a scale-adapted rigid model of the
target landmarks, and its parametrisation is the 4x4 transformation matrix T. To find the
parametrisation with the largest number of supporting keypoints, N sets of keypoint triplets
1The rigid model was obtained using a spring-particle simulator where the zero-length of each spring
between a pair of landmarks is fixed to the mean Euclidean distance between the two points.
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are randomly sampled to instantiate the model. The “consensus” function of the algorithm
tells whether a input point agrees with the current solution by looking at two conditions:
• the distance between the query point and its corresponding transformed model land-
mark should be under a given threshold
• the dot product between the unit normals of the query and model points should be
above a given threshold.
If both conditions are true, the given correspondence is part of the consensus. At each
iteration of the RANSAC method, a new transformation T is computed by using a linear
least-squares method.
6.2.2.2 Dealing with Symmetry
A known problem with our approach is that the local shapes in our dictionary can be
correlated, especially when associated with symmetric regions. For example, a keypoint
detected near the outer right corner of the eye has a big chance of being a landmark candidate
for its left counterpart. This can lead to upside-down face detection (where the registered
model has a near 180◦ error in roll angle), or simply to imprecision in the global registration,
as some points might be discarded in the fitting process. The RANSAC solution depends on
a list of pairs (point, label) given as inputs. As the quality of the labels is uncertain at this
point, running the RANSAC algorithm with different inputs can help cover a bigger search
area. Selecting the best RANSAC solution among several can easily be done by looking at
mean projection distance to the mesh.
Running RANSAC several times with different seedings can only improve the chances of
finding the best match. However, designing meaningful seedings is not always easy. In this
experiment, RANSAC is run twice with two different starting sets of correspondences. One
in which the keypoints are associated with the labels derived from the score maps, and a
second in which the keypoints are associated with one or two labels depending on whether
the initial label belongs to a symmetric pair. One of the two transformations is selected as
the best if its corresponding projection distance to the surface mesh is minimal.
On the 4750 scans from the test set on the FRGC, 2564 obtain better fitting with the
first seeding, while 2186 do so with the second. In most cases the difference between the
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mean projection distances is very small. In 99.31% of the cases, the mean distance between
the two solutions is under 2 mm.
6.2.2.3 Projection
Once the transformation has been defined, all model landmarks are associated with the
closest vertices on the query mesh. Those positions and their associated labels are defined as
landmarks and are the outputs of our system. This part of the process is relatively naive, as
the projection is always computed even if the distance to the mesh is unrealistic for a good
registration. At this stage it would be possible to detect some of the bad registrations (with
large differential between individual projection distances) and recompute the whole process
with different parameters.
6.3 Results
The following tests have been executed using configuration 2 of our keypoint detection system
(see Chapter 4) where 10 descriptors (8 scalars, 2 histograms) are used at a single scale/size.
The landmarks obtained using our technique can be downloaded on my webpage2 to help
future results comparison. Figure 6.2 shows the landmark retrieval rate for an increasing
acceptance radius.
Landmarking results are often difficult to compare due to the variety of datasets, pre-
processing and performance metrics. Obviously, the bigger the dataset the more meaningful
the results are. Here our method is compared with previous studies that give results on
at least 4000 models from the FRGC v2 dataset. In Table 6.1, comparison with state-of-
the-art methods is presented at the most commonly used acceptance radii for human face
landmarking (10, 12, 15 and 20 mm).
Our system does not outperform all recent expert-system based techniques in terms of
precision (at 10 mm), but it does so in terms of robustness (using commonly used acceptance
radius) while presenting some unique capabilities. Firstly, the number of discrete failures
is zero. The system always succeeds at coarsely registering the face and finding some cor-
rect landmarks. Indeed 100% of the models have at least three points retrieved at 20 mm.
2http://www.cs.york.ac.uk/~creusot
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Figure 6.2: Landmark retrieval rate for the 14 landmarks on the FRGC test set.
Secondly, our system is generic, allowing us to detect L (14) shapes using exactly the same
method for each of them. Thirdly, due to the landmark independence of the system and the
non-sequentiality of the candidate search, our system has no trouble dealing with faces with
missing key features, for example when the nose is missing (see Figure 6.3). Most existing
techniques will fail in such cases, as landmark presence is required in the query scan. This
confers a great advantage on our system when dealing with occlusions as observed in real life
scenarios (for example, those that include pose variation, occlusions by hands, cell phone,
spectacles, and so on). In addition, our system is invariant to rotation of the 3D surface
as seen in Figure 6.4. Figure 6.5 shows results of our landmarking system on big input
meshes from the FRGC. The error in positioning relative to the ground truth are presented
in Figure 6.6.
The experiment has also been run on the Bosphorus dataset [Savran et al., 2008]. This
dataset hasn’t been used very often in the literature and is therefore less convenient in
comparing results with existing techniques. However it is far more challenging in terms of
non-standard pose capture with scans presenting large pose variation as well as occlusions.
Results are given on this dataset for two main reasons:
• to highlight some limitations of our technique that could not have been detected with
the FRGC dataset alone.
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Figure 6.3: Examples of landmarking in cases with missing noses where expert systems
usually fail (model 04814d22 and 04505d222 of the FRGC). Our system doesn’t need the nose
tip to be correctly detected in order to find the other landmarks (landmark independence).
Blue points represent our results and green points represent the ground truth.
Figure 6.4: Examples of localisations on rotated meshes. Our system only uses relative vertex
positions and normals and is therefore translation and rotation invariant (pose invariant).
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Table 6.1: 3D face landmarking systems that are tested on more than 4000 models from the
FRGC v2 dataset. Results using the same metric are coloured in the same colour. When
a comparison is possible, results in bold font highlight the best system score for the given
metric.
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#Landmarks 3 1 6 3 5 5 14
Acceptance Radius <? <? <? < 12 < 10 < 12 < 20 < 10 < 15 < 10 < 12 < 15 < 20
Nose (05) 99.40 98.3 99.95 99.77 99.62 99.80 99.87 99.95 99.95 99.01 99.81 100.0 100.0
Eye Inner Corners (01,03) – – 99.83 96.82 96.59 98.54 99.54 99.02 99.64 98.73 99.71 99.96 100.0
Nose Corners (06,07) – – 99.76 – 98.60 99.29 99.87 99.35 99.95 99.36 99.87 99.98 99.98
Subnasale (08) – – 99.98 – – – – – – 99.68 99.98 100.0 100.0
Mouth Corners (09,10) – – – – – – – – – 91.33 95.63 98.34 99.73
Eye Outer Corners (00,04) – – – – – – – – – 89.84 95.92 99.01 99.84
Nasion (02) – – – – – – – – – 97.26 99.07 99.81 100.0
Upper Lip (11) – – – – – – – – – 96.21 98.21 99.73 99.96
Lower Lip (12) – – – – – – – – – 92.04 96.00 98.38 99.05
Chin (13) – – – – – – – – – 84.94 91.96 96.60 98.72
Candidate Selection ES ES ES ES ES ES ML
Independence no n/a no yes no no yes
Test Size 4,485 4,950 4,007 4,013 4,007 4,007 4,750
Train Size – – – – – – 200
Pre-processing S,C1 ∅ H,C S,H S,H,C S,H,C ∅
Pre-processing Time – – 1.1s – – 1.0s 0s
Processing Time – – 0.4s – – 0.3s 1.18s
ES: Expert System, ML: Machine Learning, C: Cropped/Segmented, H: Hole Filling, S: Spike Removal
1 In [Chang et al., 2006] the mesh were cropped using 2D texture (skin colour).
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Figure 6.5: Examples of landmarks and associated graphs (helping visualisation) detected
by our system on large input meshes from the FRGC.
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Figure 6.6: Distance error for the 14 landmarks on the FRGC test set. The candlestick
represents the min/Q1/median/Q3/max values. The plus sign represents the mean.
• to provide enough data to allow results comparison with this dataset in future research.
Table 6.2 contains the landmark retrieval rates for the different parts of the dataset, as
well as for the whole set. Scans of yaw rotation marked as 90◦ were not used due to their
poor associated descriptor maps (higher resolution might be necessary to treat those cases).
Moreover, scans marked as IGN (ignored) in the dataset have also been discarded. In total we
tested 4339 face scans from the Bosphorus dataset. Figure 6.7 shows examples of landmark
localisation on some of these scans.
6.3.0.4 Limitations
A limitation of our system is that it relies heavily on local descriptors. Therefore, the robust-
ness of the system strongly depends on the robustness of the local descriptors used. If these
are not robust to occlusion the local score values might be spurious and detection quality
will suffer. For example, in a profile view, when a vertex is near the border of the mesh, its
local neighbourhood is incomplete and the descriptors computed on this neighbourhood are
likely to be noisy. It might be interesting to develop different specialised descriptors that
can detect keypoints near the border of the mesh using, for example, extracted 2D curves
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Table 6.2: Results on the more challenging Bosphorus dataset using our landmarking method.
The training set is composed of 99 faces from the neutral subset of the dataset. The results
are provided for the four most commonly used acceptance radii in landmarking to facilitate
future result comparison.
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Neutral
(200)
< 10 93.00 100.0 96.50 99.50 90.50 98.50 99.00 99.50 100.0 97.00 96.50 99.00 96.00 58.50
< 12 98.00 100.0 99.00 100.0 94.00 99.50 99.50 99.50 100.0 99.00 98.50 100.0 98.50 69.00
< 15 99.50 100.0 99.50 100.0 99.50 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.50 100.0 100.0 84.00
< 20 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 95.50
Emotions
(453)
< 10 85.43 99.34 93.60 98.68 85.21 94.26 97.57 96.25 99.12 65.34 67.33 90.51 71.08 26.39
< 12 92.27 99.56 97.35 99.34 93.38 98.68 99.12 99.78 99.56 75.50 76.60 95.36 79.47 34.59
< 15 97.79 99.78 99.78 99.56 98.23 99.34 99.78 99.78 99.78 84.11 85.21 97.57 83.66 47.45
< 20 99.56 99.78 99.78 99.56 99.56 100.0 99.78 99.78 99.78 95.81 94.92 99.56 86.09 66.52
Action Units
(2150)
< 10 88.93 98.60 93.81 98.37 86.41 95.44 97.95 98.79 98.79 68.30 70.50 89.48 72.59 35.24
< 12 95.21 99.63 97.49 99.40 93.30 97.91 99.16 99.72 99.67 78.03 80.97 95.30 81.06 44.62
< 15 99.16 99.95 99.49 99.77 98.28 98.79 99.81 99.86 99.91 88.97 91.07 98.37 87.72 58.18
< 20 99.86 99.95 99.86 99.91 99.77 99.12 99.91 99.91 99.91 97.30 97.77 99.53 90.88 75.62
Occlusions
(381)
< 10 77.31 95.00 91.67 97.02 83.95 94.71 94.57 94.57 97.52 92.98 96.23 96.58 92.45 56.03
< 12 86.15 96.67 96.39 98.10 88.25 96.83 97.43 97.01 98.45 97.54 97.60 97.95 95.68 67.38
< 15 95.00 97.33 98.06 98.64 95.70 98.41 98.29 98.10 98.76 98.60 98.97 98.97 98.20 79.08
< 20 98.08 98.33 99.17 98.92 97.71 98.68 98.57 98.91 100.0 98.60 99.32 99.32 99.28 92.20
Yaw Rotations
(up to 45◦)
(525)
< 10 80.05 89.19 85.52 98.33 91.19 89.89 95.41 99.05 94.65 95.15 96.90 94.29 88.19 49.04
< 12 90.29 91.08 91.81 99.05 94.76 95.23 97.25 99.52 96.75 96.94 97.86 96.19 93.90 61.73
< 15 95.28 95.68 97.14 99.52 98.10 98.66 98.17 99.52 98.09 98.21 99.29 98.10 98.10 75.38
< 20 97.90 97.84 97.90 99.52 99.29 99.05 98.62 99.52 99.04 99.49 99.52 99.05 98.29 91.15
Pitch Rotation
(419)
< 10 89.98 98.33 94.27 99.28 84.25 93.32 98.33 98.81 98.79 94.51 96.90 97.37 94.98 55.56
< 12 95.70 99.28 98.09 99.76 91.65 95.47 99.52 99.52 99.52 97.37 97.85 98.57 97.13 66.67
< 15 98.57 99.76 99.05 99.76 97.37 97.85 99.76 99.76 99.76 99.28 98.81 99.76 98.56 80.43
< 20 99.76 99.76 99.52 99.76 99.28 98.33 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.52 99.52 99.76 99.04 92.03
Cross Rotation
(Yaw and Pitch)
(211)
< 10 73.17 83.33 85.78 96.67 87.20 90.00 81.82 98.10 95.73 85.61 93.36 94.31 90.05 49.28
< 12 84.15 85.29 92.89 100.0 91.94 94.76 90.91 99.52 98.58 91.67 95.73 97.16 94.79 62.32
< 15 91.46 93.14 98.10 100.0 98.10 98.57 90.91 100.0 100.0 97.73 100.0 100.0 98.58 78.26
< 20 98.78 99.02 99.05 100.0 100.0 100.0 93.94 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 91.30
All the above
(4339)
< 10 86.87 97.17 92.40 98.34 86.65 94.28 97.44 98.20 98.17 77.04 79.80 92.16 79.74 41.08
< 12 93.74 98.22 96.59 99.34 92.86 97.23 98.87 99.41 99.20 84.54 86.70 96.28 86.54 51.34
< 15 98.15 99.15 99.03 99.64 98.02 98.75 99.50 99.67 99.58 91.93 93.48 98.63 91.47 64.99
< 20 99.49 99.57 99.49 99.74 99.50 99.17 99.66 99.79 99.81 97.89 98.07 99.55 93.58 80.92
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Figure 6.7: Examples of landmark localisation on the Bosphorus dataset. Blue points are
our automatic results, green points are the ground truth (manually marked up).
along the direction of occlusion. Combining the score using these new descriptors can easily
be done within our framework.
In Figure 6.8, the worst-case landmark localisations in terms of the three global registra-
tion metrics are presented for the FRGC test set. When registering the ground-truth and
the localised landmarks, the transformation is decomposed by steps into a mean translation
(aligning the centroids), a scale change (by scaling the mean edge length) and a final rota-
tion, when translation has been cancelled and scale equalised. The mean error in translation
is represented by τ in millimetres. The scale difference is represented by the ratio ρ of the
ground truth to the detected mean length. The final rotation error is defined as the angle
θ between the unit-quaternion representing the computed rotation and the one representing
the identity. Figures 6.9 and 6.11 show the distribution of these errors for the FRGC and
Bosphorus test sets.
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θ = 0.165 rad ρ = 0.86 ρ = 1.197 τ = 10.43mm
Figure 6.8: Four worst cases in the FRGC test set by global registration metric: largest
angle, smallest scale ratio, largest scale ratio, largest mean translation.
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Figure 6.9: Distribution of global registration errors on the FRGC test set.
A limitation of our framework for landmarking is that the matching technique used is very
naive and employs a rigid registration of the face to a common model. It is straightforward
to build a more shape-adapted model using principal component analysis (PCA) and this
may give us an improved landmarking system in terms of the precision of the localisations.
However, it is likely that detection of the chin landmark with the mouth open will still
be difficult (our current system always fails to detect the chin landmark when the mouth
is open). Future work could look at new graph and hypergraph matching techniques to
find a softer assignments between the keypoint and the target landmark labels. However,
unlike existing techniques, they will need to be able to get stochastic assignments in cases
presenting missing data. Figure 6.10 shows examples of discrete failure on the Bosphorus
dataset, where a correct coarse registration is not found by the system. A discrete failure is
declared if the rotation error θ is above 10◦ (∼ 0.17 rad) or if the translation error τ is above
20mm.
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Figure 6.10: Examples of discrete failures on the Bosphorus dataset. The 17 failures detected
on the 4339 scans (0.39%) are mainly due to occlusion (7 scans) and rotation (six ‘yaw’
and one ‘pitch’ scans). The three remaining failures are on scans that show exaggerated
expressions.
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Figure 6.11: Distribution of global registration errors on the Bosphorus test set (all cate-
gories).
6.3.1 Computation Time Performance
The total computation time per query scan on the FRGC dataset is 1.18 seconds for meshes
which have 3232 vertices on average. Most of the time is spent on the keypoint detection
(0.97s). The most computationally expensive part of this is the histograms computation
(0.70s). The neighbourhood computation costs 0.11s while the principal curvatures compu-
tation takes 0.06s on average. Big improvements in terms of computational speed have been
achieved by modifying the curvature computation and using a Normal solver instead of SVD
for the cubic surface fitting. However, some parts of the framework remain computationally
expensive. The histogram computation for every vertex takes more time than all the rest
put together. Indeed, the complexity of the naive algorithm used to produce the histograms
is quadratic in the number of vertices. The speed can be improved by using better struc-
tures for locality retrieval, for example an octree and kd-tree structure. The computation of
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DL-score and landmark score maps is performed in under 0.03s. The final matching using
RANSAC takes 0.18s with 130 landmark candidates per face on average.
The total computation time per input scan on the Bosphorus dataset was 0.55 seconds
for meshes that have 1879 vertices on average.
6.4 Conclusion
A simple method has been proposed to deal with the landmarking of learnt local shapes. A
flexible aspect of our method is that it doesn’t assume that the detected points should have
an extremal value over a descriptor map. Instead, it assumes that the matching score of this
descriptor against a learnt distribution should be maximal.
While other techniques are landmark-dependent, ours can be be applied to any shape of
interest as long as training is provided. The same method is used to detect the nose, an eye’s
corner or the chin. We detected 14 facial features, while expert system methods are usually
limited to a few salient features (see Table 6.1).
While being more fuzzy (many-valued) compared to expert system methods, we believe
that this kind of approach is necessary to deal with uncontrolled input data. In particular, it
is more likely to be successful for non-cooperative face pre-processing where there are great
uncertainties about what is present in the query scan.
In our opinion, the main gain in performance in the future will come from adding new
local descriptors that deal with occlusions and profile views better. The RANSAC technique
used in this paper works through registration, and therefore the labelling of the keypoints
and the refinement of the positions occur in a single step. For the labelling process, using
a less rigid and less global approach than the RANSAC method can help deal with cases in
which most of the landmarks are not detected or spurious (e.g. profile view). Development
of graph and hypergraph matching techniques robust to missing data could really help this
aspect of the system. Local refinement of coarse landmark localisation will also be essential
to gain precision and high retrieval rates at low acceptance radii.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
Did I say it before? I’m learning to see — yes, I’m making a start. I’m still
not good at it. But I want to make the most of my time. For example, I’ve
never actually wondered how many faces there are. There are a great many
people, but there are even more faces because each person has several.
There are those who wear one face for years on end; naturally, it starts to
wear, it gets dirty, it breaks at the folds, it becomes stretched like gloves that
are kept for travelling. These are thrifty, simple people; they don’t change
their faces, and never for once would they have them cleaned. It’s good
enough, they maintain, and who can convince them otherwise?
Admittedly, since they have several faces, the question now arises: what do
they do with the others?
Extract from The Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge
by Rainer Maria Rilke, 1910
Translated from the German by William Needham.
In this thesis, the problem of 3D landmarking has been split into different subproblems
that have in turn been solved using sets of different techniques. We avoided the burden
of computing all possible combinations of techniques within our framework by trying to
understand the strengths and limitations of each individual method for particular tasks.
In this chapter, we summarise the high level conclusions that can be drawn from our work
and explain, for each sub-problem, our major contributions as well as the new problems to
solve that, we think, might lead to better 3D-surface understanding systems in the future.
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7.1 A Global Picture in Chronological Order
In this section, we explain the chronological order in which we got the ideas and the results
for our main development branch. This is a fairly high-level description of what we have
done and in what order.
At the beginning of this project, we were mainly interested in 3D face recognition and
shape analysis using geometric morphometrics, as used in anthropology. From the study of
the literature of both these fields it has been highlighted that a lot of the systems still rely
heavily on manual landmarking or show very fragile detection when automatised. From that
point we focused on the landmarking of 3D surfaces. We concentrated on 3D faces because of
the availability of data, but tried, during the whole project, to remain as general as possible.
Our first step towards improving landmarking was to analyse the existing automatic
systems. They were mainly based on object-dependent and sequential recipes making lots
of assumptions about what the input would be. Some, inspired by 2D machine learning
techniques, were more generic, but lacked the pose-invariant capabilities that are expected
from a 3D system. We therefore endeavoured to fill the gap in the research literature and
produce 3D machine learning methods for landmarking.
The first idea, in order to be able to deal with occlusion and pose variation, was to detect
more features than other existing techniques. A ridge-lines detector was first investigated.
The idea behind this was to detect 1-dimensional curves on the face that are robust to
pose variations before matching them to a model of the ridgeline of the face using graph
matching techniques. Unfortunately, the two kinds of curve we investigated (ridgelines and
isolines) were both quite sensitive to noise and holes in the mesh surfaces, making them
very tricky to detect reliably. However, the curvature maps used to generate the ridgeline
seemed repeatable enough across different individuals and poses. We therefore planned to
improve landmarking systems by using points detected on curvature maps (which was not a
new idea) but by selecting local maxima instead of global maxima, producing in turn more
points on the face. The initial idea was to detect local maxima on different curvature-related
maps, to cluster the points together to eliminate some of the false positives (a region was
interesting only if different local descriptors produced a local maximum at its location), and
finally to run a hypergraph matching technique to obtain the final correspondence. At that
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stage, the idea of using hypergraphs instead of graphs was brought in because of the fact
that the positions of the detected keypoints were not precise and that using more relational
information of a wider range of type should help the disambiguation.
From that moment onward, we had a good idea of the problem separation: keypoint
detection on one hand and point labelling on the other hand. A considerable amount of time
was dedicated to the construction of tools for our framework to create a local descriptor
map, visualise the data, detect features, create multi-attributed nodes and hyperedges over
those features, and so on. We then started working on the problem that seemed the most
complicated, the detection of a structural model within a query scene using graph and
hypergraph matching techniques. For that problem, the set of keypoints is an input on
which a graph is constructed. Each node and each hyperedge is associated with a set of
descriptors. The query graph is then compared to a model graph for which distribution
of the descriptor value over a training dataset is known. This leads to scores for every
single combination of query-model assignation. Using a hypergraph-adapted relaxation by
elimination scheme, we have been able to reduce the set of possible correspondences to a small
number, at which point a unit-quaternion clustering technique using triangle registrations
was used to obtain a one-to-one correspondence. We obtained encouraging results using this
technique [Creusot et al., 2010], reassuring us that our approach was probably a good one.
One of the aspects of the hypergraph matching technique is that the initial candidate list
was generated using a seeding technique based on the distribution of learnt values for an
underlying set of local shape descriptors from which a scores were computed. Because the
number of candidates in the query was too large using the simple local maxima techniques
we decided to focus back on the keypoint detection part of the framework and had the idea
to use the seeding scores computed for the nodes of the hypergraph matching system for
every single vertex in the input. By doing this using both scalar and histogram descriptors
and using both linear and non-linear techniques for the construction of the final scores,
we obtained very sparse sets of points for which the ambiguity was quite small. This was
quite a surprise, as we didn’t expect such good response maps. This method gave very
good results in term of retrieval rates of hand-placed landmarks. The obtained keypoints
were so sparse that the problem of additional false positives was no longer the main issue,
highlighting that the main difficulties were linked to missing data. Therefore, we tried to
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find ideas or existing work in hypergraph matching that can cope with missing data, but
this was not conclusive. Thus, we headed back to registration techniques that are able to
deal with missing data and constructed, for the first time during the project and close to
the end of the PhD, a completely automatic landmarking system pipelining the output of
our keypoint detector into our labelling system. This technique shows better results than
the state-of-the-art techniques in landmarking on the two biggest publicly available 3D face
datasets.
7.2 Summary of Contributions
The way we approach the problem of landmarking has been very pragmatic: we tried to
uncover in other people’s work the assumptions that lead them to fail in difficult cases and
then we built a framework from scratch that doesn’t make these assumptions.
In this section, we summarise the contributions made in the thesis. Our single most
important contribution in this thesis is the introduction, for the first time, of a machine-
learning system for 3D face landmarking. All previously published machine-learning methods
were using 2D projections at some point, making them sensitive to pose variation. Our
approach outperforms heuristic methods commonly used for landmarking on 3D surfaces
while also being more generic.
7.2.1 Keypoint Detection Using a Dictionary of Local Shapes
By replacing existing expert systems for 3D face feature candidate localisation by machine
learning techniques, we have enabled the rules used for detection to be learnt instead of
enforced by the designer of the system. This has allowed us to try to detect more points,
including ones that are less salient and for which humans struggle to create manual rules.
The fact that the same system is used for every landmark makes each detection concurrent,
while existing systems are sequential (e.g. requiring the nose to be detected before any other
landmarks). We have relaxed some of the assumptions about the input data to enable non-
cooperative face recognition. For example, we make no assumptions about the face being
frontal, upward, or free from non-face objects (hair, hand). By using maxima on a score
map instead of descriptor map, we allowed both scalars and histograms to be used in a
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similar fashion toward the local detection of keypoints. This also helped to move away
from the assumption that the nose or eye corners correspond to the most extremely curved
point in the input scene. The increase in the number of landmarks to be searched helped
minimise the risk of failure where not enough points have been detected for a registration to
occur, for example when occlusions and spurious data are present, which is commonplace in
non-cooperative captures.
Our method of keypoint detection has been evaluated on the FRGC database, on which
performance has been measured using lots of different configurations involving up to 40
local shape descriptors (10 types of local descriptors for 4 different neighbouring sizes).
We also extended the method to use both linear and non-linear score merging techniques
(LDA and Adaboost). Unfortunately, the keypoint detection technique is not comparable in
itself to anything published in the literature, because the points are unlabelled at the stage
at which the detection rate is measured. We hope that researchers will publish this kind
of intermediate results in the future, as they are essential to evaluate separately the local
detection capabilities of the system from the structural labelling and eventually the global
localisation of the landmarks.
7.2.2 Keypoint Labelling Using Learnt Structural Models
One originality of our labelling is its ability to use multi-attributed sparse hypergraph struc-
tures for data representation. While higher-degree structural matching papers have been
published by other researchers during this PhD [Zass and Shashua, 2008] [Duchenne et al., 2009]
[Chertok and Keller, 2010], using hypergraphs in a non-tensor form with multiple attributes
per element is novel. Each element of our hypergraph (nodes and hyperedges) can be at-
tached to a great number of properties. Matching the constructed graph against a model
graph produced scores that are element dependent while most existing techniques use a fixed
scoring scheme. Another original aspect of our matcher is that the hypergraph can be con-
sidered in its dual form without any computation. The application of hypergraph matching
techniques to 3D object (in particular 3D face) correspondences is also new. All hypergraph
matching techniques that we have encountered are only applied to 2D image matching. The
use of higher degrees of connectivity for 3D can help to better represent the underlying data,
by using surfaces, angles, volumes and so on. Splitting of the matching process (usually con-
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sidered as one step) into a succession of correspondence filters using different correspondence
finding techniques also helped us design a simpler matching framework. Most researchers
publishing graph matching techniques present them as stand-alone processes while they are,
in fact, pipelines of correspondence filters, some of which are continuous and some discrete.
At a practical level, we designed a new hypergraph matching relaxation algorithm al-
ternating elimination on the hypergraph and its dual to reduce the set of possible corre-
spondences when large amounts of extra nodes are present in the scene hypergraph. In a
proof-of-concept experiment we show that facial features can be retrieved even when a large
number of false positive keypoints are present, supporting the hypothesis that a landmarking
system in two steps (keypoint detection and labelling) was achievable. We also developed
a simple scale-adapted rigid correspondence finder based on unit-quaternion clustering of
triangle transformations. This was our first technique to obtain one-to-one correspondences
from a set of sparse landmark candidates. A second method for stochastic scale-adapted
normals-aware rigid correspondence was based on the RANSAC meta-algorithm adapted for
correspondence candidates. This technique was used in our final landmarking experiments.
7.2.3 Final Landmarking System
Our final landmarking system is an automatic method that takes, as input, a mesh and
a learnt model set of landmarks and returns the positions and labels of the landmarks on
the input mesh. This is the result of the pipelining of methods presented and evaluated in
chapters 4 and 5. The evaluations of this technique on the two biggest publicly available 3D
face datasets have shown that our approach works, even in difficult cases where important
features are missing, when occlusions are present and where pose varies by up to 45◦. Our
approach, while taking a different path from state-of-the-art techniques, is not only gaining
ground on them, but achieves better results for all metrics used (except for an acceptance
radius of 10 mm). However, the improvement in terms of continuous values (e.g. localisation
accuracy) is, in our opinion, less important than the gain in terms of discrete relaxation of
hypotheses and improvement of the genericity. Table 7.1 shows some of the differences in
hypotheses and capabilities of our system versus traditionally used expert system approaches.
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Table 7.1: Comparisons between expert system and our machine learning approach.
Characteristic
Expert Systems
Face Landmarkers This Work
Object type 3D face only Non-articulated objects
Landmarks number Fix (often <5) Arbitrary (tested up to 14)
Individual detection Landmark dependent Landmark-independent
Processing order Sequential Concurrent
Detections Map extrema Score map extrema
Landmark-Map
correlations
Manually provided
by researcher Learnt automatically
Pre-processing needed Yes No
Local descriptors type Scalar only Scalar and histogram
Descriptors number Fixed (<2) Arbitrary (tested up to 40)
Descriptors combination Manually fixed (linear) Learnt (linear or non-linear)
7.3 Limitations and Future Research
While our work has by-passed some of the limitations of existing landmarking techniques,
it is not as good and reliable as a human operator. In this section we summarise the main
limitations of our work and propose ways in which these problems can be answered in the
future.
7.3.1 General Points
The errors made with our current system (see Section 6.3) are roughly of two types: failures
and imprecisions, while the main cost is computation time. Here we discuss the limitations
and possible improvements in terms of precision, robustness to failure and computation time.
Localisation Precision We believe precision can be dealt with by local refinement. If
a landmark is correctly localised within a small radius from its ideal position, using local
optimisation techniques can help retrieve the optimal, possibly ’sub-pixel’, localisation. It has
to be noted that the optimal resolution of the input data required to do precise localisation
is probably quite different from that used for coarse localisation. Furthermore, this kind of
local optimisation cannot be tested against human performance. Different human operators
will landmark objects slightly differently and humans are not very precise at this kind of
measurement. Developing ways to assess the quality of precise landmark localisations is an
interesting problem. Intuition dictates that detected landmarks should be repeatable from
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one shape to another but, even then, two question can be asked: Firstly, how is the dense
correspondence between the two objects computed in the first place? Secondly, even if the
dense correspondence is known, do the landmarks move with the skin and flesh or are the
landmarks attached to the underlying bone shape? These are easy questions for functional
landmarks like the corner of the mouth or the corner of the lids but are very complicated for
other type of landmarks like the tip of the nose, cheekbones, nose corners and so on. Finding
solutions to these problems on faces is extremely difficult. Looking at less deformable objects
(like large collection of bones with correspondences) would probably be useful, if the data
were available.
Robustness to Failures The problem of detecting failure and getting a robust coarse
registration all the time is both a local and structural problem for which optimal solution
discovery requires, in the worst case, exponential computation. From the set of errors we
detected with the Bosphorus database, the reasons for failure are usually linked to a combi-
nation of missing landmark candidates (due to occlusions or pose variations) and spurious
local descriptor values (for example due to the fact that the neighbourhoods are not com-
plete or clean near occlusions or non-face objects). We think discrete failure is the most
important problem to solve. We think that the main progress in this area will come from
using new local descriptors that can cope with missing data. One type of information that is
known by the system but not used when computing the local descriptor is the holes border.
When dealing with a nose viewed in profile the vertices that are next to the hole created
by the self occlusion are known. Nonetheless the computation of the local descriptor is the
same as everywhere else: a spherical neighbourhood is computed on which the function is
applied. In case of symmetrical shapes with surface fitting, like the curvature computation,
the values are not changed much. Other descriptors like the volume, the distance to local
plane (DLP) or the histogram descriptor change more dramatically. In cases where the local
shape is not symmetrical, all descriptors suffer from the missing data. One idea to change
this in the future is to develop descriptors that are occlusion aware, such that the keypoints
detected on the border of the mesh are more meaningful. This can be done using, for exam-
ple, descriptors on curves detected in the overall direction of the occlusion. These are likely
to be less descriptive than local area descriptors, but hopefully more robust near the mesh
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Figure 7.1: A difficult case from the Bosphorus dataset (bs101 O HAIR 0) for which, we
believe, our method will always fail, but for which human operators can easily localise the
face and its features.
border. This approach will not help in cases where occlusion is produced by a third-party
object. For example, when the hair or hands are in front of the face, the system is not
aware that there is occlusion. To some extent, this can be solved using 2D techniques of skin
segmentation to discard hair, a cell phone, scarf, and so on. However 2D techniques cannot
help in cases where a hand is in front of the mouth or the eyes. Another incentive not to
use 2D segmentation techniques is the fact that these techniques don’t work as well with
darker skin. At a conceptual level, we know the problem is solvable with only 3D data, as a
human operator can detect occlusion of the face very easily. Figure 7.1 shows one of the most
difficult 3D faces on which to detect features, as almost every single landmark considered
will have spurious local descriptors. Yet, humans seem to be able to segment the face from
the occluding hair. Learning what process is used by humans to detect the feature on this
picture can probably help improve our methods in the future.
Computation Time While the time of computation shown for our experiment is compa-
rable to other existing techniques (around 1 second, see Table 6.1), it is still too expensive
for real life application and far slower than 2D techniques (for example the one used in the
OpenCV API based on Haar filters). As shown in section 6.3.1, around 60% of the com-
putation time is used to compute histogram descriptors. While this can easily be improved
by using better data structures to retrieve the local neighbourhoods, we think that complex
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histogram descriptors should not be used in the keypoint detection process, but maybe only
in the labelling process. The process can be easily sped up by only using simple and fast
local descriptors. However the fewer descriptors, the more errors can appear.
The neighbourhood computation for scalar descriptors can be improved by also using an
octree or a kd-tree. Optimising the computation of single descriptors can also significantly
improve the performance. In chapter 4, we showed that using different solvers for the surface
fitting of the curvature computation changes the performances dramatically (the time of
computation has been divided by 8 for a neighbourhood of 15 mm) while having very little
effect on the quality of the resulting descriptor map.
Once these changes have been implemented (mainly the kd-tree structure for the mesh
vertices), future work should look at the differences in performance and time of computation
when various combinations of descriptors are used.
7.3.2 Keypoint Detector
It has to be noted that in all training sets used in our experiments, only neutral faces
are represented. We tested our systems on faces showing expressions, pose variation and
occlusions, but they were not used in the training. The reason for this is that the local
shape distribution is represented in our framework by a unimodal function (e.g. Gaussian).
Two approaches can be used to deal with the problem of learning a wider range of face
classes. First, a multimodal function can be used to represent the local descriptor values,
such as a mixture of Gaussians, for example. The problems with this are: first, to know how
many modes should be considered for a measured distribution; second, to fit the multivariate
function to the observed data; and thirdly, to design a scoring function that makes sense
for such a distribution. Indeed, taking the probability density function (pdf) divided by the
maximum value of the pdf is no longer meaningful. Dividing by the closest local maximum
might give good results but introduces a discontinuity for points in the middle of two local
maxima. Interesting future work would look at real distributions of landmark local descriptor
values for training based on different expressions and see how those values change and how
they can be represented within the framework.
Another approach is to consider different landmark labels for different expressions, view
poses, and so on. For example, the local shape of a cheekbone landmark will be learnt
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independently for neutral and smiling faces. The problem with this approach is that it
introduces a discrete separation that becomes difficult to justify when dealing with dynamic
faces. If a neutral face starts to smile, at what point in time does the nature of the cheekbone
landmark change from neutral to smiling? Mapping a continuous phenomenon to a discrete
representation in this case introduces some conceptual issues.
Nonetheless, while this discrete approach can be criticised when dealing with expressions,
it seems almost unavoidable when dealing with different identities. In this thesis we make
the assumption that the set of landmarks in the model are universal. This assumption is
almost certainly invalid to a certain extent. Local shapes that are optimally detectable for
some individuals might not appear at all on other individuals. For example the ophrion1 is
not easily detectable on every forehead, one person might have a single peak nose tip while
another has a two-peak nose tip, some people have squared chins while others have round
or triangular chins. There is very little chance that a single face model will be optimal for
everybody. Important future work would be to design a framework capable of extracting
the best landmark to use for a part of the face and a subset of the database. At the end of
the PhD, a prototype system was developed that is able extract “optimal” landmark models
in an unsupervised settings. This system, which uses the same set of descriptors as used in
Chapter 4, is outlined in Appendix C.
7.3.3 Labelling
The labelling part of this thesis focuses mainly on hypergraph matching techniques that,
for now, have trouble dealing efficiently with missing data. The problem is that most graph
matching techniques use sets of iterative local operations to deal with an otherwise intractable
problem (very often the problem is exponential in complexity). The notion of missing data,
on the other hand, is intrinsically global if the connectivity of the graph is global, which is
often the case with faces, as distances between most pairs of points can be bounded by values
with low deviations. Future work on graph matching should look at dealing with missing
data. A mixture of rigid registrations and soft graph matching techniques might also be
1Points situated at the centre of the forehead just above the superciliary arches and under the frontal
eminences.
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Figure 7.2: Multiview 2D depth maps. Two sets of 2D depth maps generated from 2 different
individuals from the FRGC database using a set of hyperedges of degree 3 as the basis for
the camera positioning.
interesting to consider for 3D objects on which rigid sub-parts can be detected (e.g. upper
face, jaw).
Another interesting point is the use of hypergraphs for data representation. While de-
signing hypergraph-based techniques is a bit more complicated than graph techniques the
potential is great. Indeed, almost any form of information can be represented with a hy-
pergraph. For example planar 2D information about the face can be attached to planes
constructed from 3 nodes (hyperedges of degree 3), and this can be used to perform face
recognition using 2D techniques in a pose invariant way (see Fig.7.2). Another example is
to use hyperedges of degree 3 to constrain the angle at which a finger can move from the
palm, making an hypergraph model of the hand much more constrained to realistic move-
ments than a graph model. The great advantage of the hypergraph representation is that,
by being versatile in terms of the nature of structural information it contains, it allows the
same system to be used for many different objects and computer vision tasks. We think
that hypergraph representation could play a major role in the unification of very specialised
existing computer vision tasks.
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7.3.4 Limitations at a Fundamental Level
It should be noted that the kind of geometric approaches presented in this thesis can never be
used to see non-realistic faces. It seems that humans have an ability to see faces that is not
based on a direct form of object-specific learning but on a high-level meta-learning. A human
is able to facialise almost anything, from the faces of animals, to objects anthropomorphised
in animation movies or even cars. This ability to facialise without the requirement for
learning on each particular class of objects is very interesting. However, we can ask ourselves
whether this bias toward faces is a good thing to reproduce in machines. Do we have this
ability because it is required (the theory that only specialised systems can see faces) or is
it just an artifact of our evolution, implying that a generic system could probably see faces
in any of the cases that a human see faces without using a face-specific process? These
questions are very unlikely to find an answer unless a better understanding of animal and
human vision is achieved. It seems very unlikely that animal vision can be reproduced with
existing approaches. Until a change of paradigm has occurred (e.g. evolutionary computer
vision), we will have to find solutions for vision problems one at a time.
7.4 Final Conclusion
We have presented a 3D surface landmarking framework that alleviates a lot of the limitations
of existing systems, while making as few assumptions as possible in order to solve the problem
in an efficient and fast way. Our efforts have been focused on 3D faces that are, at the same
time, very challenging and very useful for real life applications. At each stage of the PhD, a
great deal of attention has been focused on finding a good trade-off between robustness and
speed. Our framework, in its final version, is capable of dealing with lots of variations in the
input data and produces better results than existing full 3D landmarking techniques.
Our system is able to interpret an input mesh as being a face, composed of different
features in a given layout. Future work should look at improving the robustness to missing
data, widening the learning phase of the process and designing faster and more descriptive
local descriptors.
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Appendix A
Local Shape Descriptor
Distributions
In Chapter 4, we presented our keypoint detection system that relies on computing a score
for each vertex, based on learnt distributions of local shape descriptors for known landmarks
over a training dataset. In the following, we show the observed distribution of 8 scalar
local shape descriptors (columns) over the training set of the FRGC, for each of the 14
hand-placed landmarks (rows) used in this thesis (see Figure 4.14). For all the descriptors,
the probability density function is approximated by a Gaussian curve, defined using the
measured mean and deviation of the real distribution. For the Shape Index descriptor (SI)
(0-1 range), an Inverse-Gaussian distribution is used (see Section 4.3.1). If the mean is lower
than 0.5, the Inverse-Gaussian started at 0 with a positive direction, otherwise, it starts at
1 with a negative direction (here called Reverse Inverse-Gaussian).
All of the distributions for a given descriptor are plotted within the same abscissa interval
so that comparison can be made between landmarks. The last row of graphs shows the
approximated probability density functions superimposed for the 14 landmarks.
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Appendix B
Descriptor-Landmark Score Maps
To detect keypoints, the system described in Chapter 4 computes Descriptor-Landmark score
maps. For each vertex, the value is a scalar ranging from 0 to 1. A value of 1 (blue vertex)
means that the local shape for the given descriptor is very similar to the one learnt for the
shape of interest being tested.
In the following, we show, for one face of the FRGC dataset, the descriptor-landmark
score maps of the 14 landmarks used in the thesis for the 10 local shape descriptors used in
the configuration 2 of Chapter 4.
On the last page, Table B.1 shows the landmark score maps, where the descriptor-
landmark score maps have been combined to a single map using the LDA merging method
(see Section 4.6). The last column of the last row shows the Keypoint score map, where each
vertex is associated with the maximum value over the 14 Landmark score maps.
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Table B.1: Example of Landmark score maps for one face of the FRGC dataset.
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Appendix C
Unsupervised Learning of a 3D
Face Landmark Model
“And the wheel,” said the Captain, “What about this wheel thingy? It
sounds a terribly interesting project.”
“Ah,” said the marketing girl, “Well, we’re having a little difficulty there.”
“Difficulty?” exclaimed Ford. “Difficulty? What do you mean, difficulty? It’s
the single simplest machine in the entire Universe!”
The marketing girl soured him with a look.
“Alright, Mr. Wiseguy,” she said, “if you’re so clever, you tell us what colour
it should be.”
Extract from The Restaurant at the End of the Universe by Douglas Adams,
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy serie, 1980.
Here, we present a system for discovering saliency on 3D meshes, which allows the auto-
matic, unsupervised generation of a model set of landmarks. This can then be used as the key
component of a landmark-localisation system for the set of meshes belonging to some object
class. In our experiments, we show that an unsupervised machine-learning framework can
extract a symbolic representation of a class of objects, if is provided with enough registered
data samples. Unlike the models designed by humans, the ones extracted by our framework
can be optimised for a given set of local shape descriptors and locality definitions. While a
lot of similarities can exist between the manual and automatic models, the automatic model
has some intrinsic advantages; for example, the fact that repetitive shapes are automatically
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[Amberg et al., 2007] [Creusot et al., 2011] [Gupta et al., 2007b]
[Romero-Huertas and Pears, 2008] [Szeptycki et al., 2009] [Zhao et al., 2011]
Figure C.1: Examples of sets of landmarks used in the literature as generic and sparse
symbolic representations of 3D faces. In most cases, the points have been chosen because
they can be explained through language to a human operator, not necessarily because of
their optimality for a given purpose. In this chapter, we aim to find a less arbitrary generic
model of 3D faces optimised for face detection and local feature localization.
detected and that the local shapes are ordered by their degree of saliency in a quantitative
way. This small experiment is a first step in answering an important question: Can landmark
models, learnt by machines, allow better landmark localisation on big datasets, such as the
FRGC v2 3D face dataset? In Fig.C.1, it can be seen that there is no consensus on what
landmarks to use for face analysis. A good detection system should focus on detecting the
most salient landmark for the machine, instead of trying to find the most easily landmarkable
by a human operator.
In the next section, we present our framework and the datasets used for the experiments.
The following section presents results and comparison between automatic and manually
defined models. The last section is used for conclusion and discussion of future work.
C.1 Automatic Saliency Discovery
Our framework aims to learn what local shapes can easily be retrieved from a 3D scan of a
given object using a predefined set of descriptors and a definition of locality for the feature
detection.
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C.1.1 Local Shape Descriptors
We do not wish to rigidly prescribe a descriptor or combination of descriptors as those will
often limit the degree of saliency that can be achieved, according to some saliency definition.
Instead, we define a ‘bag of descriptors’ as an input to the system and our framework learns
some linear or non-linear descriptor combination that maximises some saliency score.
In the experiments presented here, 8 local shape descriptors are used, as follows: the first
and second principal curvature (k1 and k2), the Gaussian curvature (K), the mean curvature
(K), the Shape Index (SI), the log-curvedness (LC), the local volume (Vol) and the Distance
to Local Plane (DLP).
C.1.2 Likelihood of Being a Landmark Given a Local Descriptor
We assume that we have a dense correspondence between 3D face scans in a training dataset.
This can be achieved in an approximate way using ICP on the FRGC data, or more accurately
using training generated from the Bassel Face Model (BFM).
Let i be a vertex index known across all of the training dataset and d be one local shape
descriptor. The probability density function (pdf) of d across all the training set for this
local shape centred on i can be learnt and approximated by a known function. For any new
position j on a mesh k, a score can be computed:
Sdi (jk) =
pdfdi (d(jk))
max
x
(pdfdi (x))
(C.1)
which, in the case where the pdf is a Gaussian, is equal to:
Sdi (jk) = exp
(
−(d(jk)− µi)
2
2σ2i
)
(C.2)
where µi is the mean value of the descriptor at vertex i and σi is its standard deviation.
Nothing prevents the neighbours of this point from having a similar shape and therefore a
score as high as i itself. What is needed is a way to detect whether only the close neighbours
of i are the points that look like i. We now define two metrics which we can employ to
extract model landmarks.
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C.1.3 The Saliency Metric
Water covers around 71% of the earth surface. Therefore, if we compare a local patch of
water to the entire world we will find that this patch is not very salient. Now if we compare
this patch to a smaller neighbourhood, the conclusion can change significantly. Imagine that
this patch of water is in the middle of the dessert, the difference between the patch and its
surrounding is now extremely large and the patch is considered very salient. This example
highlights the problem of locality. For detection and localization purposes, the more globally
salient elements might not necessarily be interesting or be part of the object that we want to
extract from the input. For example, the tip of the nose is the most curved convex region on
an average face, but it might be far less curved than other non-face elements (like hair locks)
than can appear in the input. The objective is to determine locally discriminative features.
Saliency is a generic word that usually refers to the level of differences between something
and its neighbourhood, but it doesn’t have a unique definition in the literature.
Here, we introduce a definition of saliency that can be learnt from a training set of
registered surfaces. It relies on the definition of two classes of neighbouring vertex for a
given input point:
• The local matching class: the set of neighbouring points that are thought to be similar
to the input point.
• The remote non-matching class: the set of points surrounding the matching points that
are used as a reference to which the matching class should be compared.
The first class is represented by a Euclidean inner sphere defined by radius RA and the
second by a Euclidean spherical outer shell defined by the two radii RB and RC . After train-
ing and applying a classifier on those two classes, a score between 0 and 1 can be computed
for each input point using Eq.C.1. Let D0 and D1 be the distribution of these scores for the
matching and non-matching class respectively. For every threshold t set between [0, 1], the
following can be computed:
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True Negative Rate: TNR(t) =
∫ t
0 D0(x) dx
False Positive Rate: FPR(t) =
∫ 1
t D0(x) dx
False Negative Rate: FNR(t) =
∫ t
0 D1(x) dx
True Positive Rate: TPR(t) =
∫ 1
t D1(x) dx
(C.3)
We define the saliency as SA = 1 − I where I is the oriented intersection of the score
distribution of both classes. By integrating over all possible t, the global notion of the
intersection I between the two distributions is defined as:
I(D0, D1) =
∫ 1
0 FNR(t).FPR(t) dt (C.4)
The saliency can therefore be expressed as:
SA = 1− I(D0, D1)
= 1− ∫ 10 ∫ t0 D1(x).(1−D0(x)) dx dt (C.5)
This saliency score can be computed for every single vertex in the registered training set,
providing us with a saliency map.
C.1.4 The Ubiquity Metric
Detecting the local saliency is sometimes not enough if the particular shape in question is
commonplace on the object’s surface. If a salient local feature is repeated too many times
in the input data, the ambiguity to find them and assign a unique label will increase. An
ideal model landmark should not only be locally salient but globally rare. Given a scoring
function Si for a given landmark i, we compute the ubiquity sum function as:
U(i) =
1
N
N−1∑
k=0
V−1∑
i=0
Si(vk) (C.6)
where N is the number of scans in the training set and V the number of vertex in the model
mesh. In an ideal situation, unlikely to be encountered in practice, only one vertex v per
training mesh should trigger a non-near-zero score for landmark i and this score should be
1. A perfect landmark should therefore have a ubiquity score close to unity. In reality, many
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vertices will have non-near-zero values and the ubiquity score will be significantly above 1.
However, this does provide a second method to find potential model landmarks, which is to
select those that generate very low ubiquity scores.
C.1.5 Classification
In order to separate the two classes (matching and non-matching vertices), several methods
can be used. For our experiments, two methods have been tested: Linear Discriminant
Analysis method (LDA) and the Adaptive Boosting method (Adaboost). A motivation
for using Adaboost, is its ability to perform non-linear classification and thereby improve
performance.
In the case of LDA applied naively, the results can be quite unstable, as only one value is
generated for per model vertex for all the training set. In order to have more meaningful local
values, LDA is computed 20 times with different subsets of the training set. The final vector,
which linearly weights the 8 descriptors, is the mean of these results. It appears, from our
preliminary experiments, that the differences between the Adaboost and LDA methods are
very small. Therefore we chose to use LDA, because it is significantly less computationally
expensive.
C.1.6 Selecting a Set of Landmarks
Once a saliency map has been constructed on the generic model mesh surface, it is possible
to extract local maxima as shapes of interest for the system. As the desired output of such
a system is a sparse set of points, the notion of locality should be taken into account at this
stage. Furthermore, the object might present some repeated features for which we only want
one instance in the model.
To avoid using parameters in this part of the system, a simple iterative scheme using
the landmark response score map is implemented. Initially, we have one normalised saliency
score map and we detect the single point with global maximum value on that map. Using
this point as a training landmark, we compute the normalised landmark response score
map on the training dataset. If the point was a singular point (e.g. the nose tip) only one
high scoring region (coloured as a blue patch on the landmark score map) will appear; if it
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was a symmetric point (e.g. an eye corner), two or more patches will appear. This map is
subtracted from the first one and the resulting map is normalised. The second best shape of
interest will then be the global maximum over this newly created map. By iterating in this
fashion, the set of landmarks created will never contain similar (symmetric) shapes and will
be relatively sparse.
C.1.7 Input Parameters
In addition to the training datasets, consisting of registered surfaces, our system requires a
number of input parameters that will directly influence the results of the experiments. One
obvious source of variation is the number of descriptors, their nature, and the parameters
for their computation. An advantage of our system is that those descriptors do not need to
be independent. The correlation between descriptors is taken care of in the class separation
part of the process. Therefore, we do not need to test the system with different subsets of
descriptor. The biggest set of descriptors will always give better results. The only concern
that remains is the time of computation is such cases. Here, we use 8 different scalar local-
shape descriptors at a single scale. The neighbourhood size is fixed to 15 mm, which previous
studies have shown to be adequate for this set of descriptors for hand-placed landmarks
[Creusot et al., 2011]. We acknowledge that changing this scale can dramatically change
the nature of the detected landmarks. Our goal here is merely to compare manual and
automatic model set of landmarks under the same conditions and using the same descriptors.
Optimising the set of descriptors and associated scales is another problem altogether.
Another source of variation is the definition of the locality of the features. Here, the
differentiation between matching and non-matching vertices is done using Euclidean spheres
and shells at different radii.
A further parameter of the system is the sparsity of the set of features (landmarks) to
be detected. The system should know how many salient points it should be looking for,
and what is the minimum distance between features that can be accepted. The number of
features can either be fixed or given as a ratio of the number of vertices in the input model.
The minimum separation between features is given as a Euclidean distance. Here, we present
results looking at a maximum of 10 features with a minimum distance of 10 mm between
any two landmarks.
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C.1.8 Summary of Workflow
For each of the 200 meshes in the dataset, 8 local shape descriptors are computed. For each
model vertex, the distribution of values for each descriptor is learnt and approximated with a
Gaussian. Landmark score maps are then computed for every model vertex on every training
mesh. For a given model vertex, the separation between two classes of matching and non-
matching vertices is computed in an 8-dimensional space, where each dimension represents
a landmark score value for one descriptor. From this point two alternative methods are
considered:
Method 1: The obtained distributions for the two classes are used to compute a saliency
score for each vertex of the model, producing a saliency score map.
Method 2: Every single vertex in the model is used as a potential landmark in training
so that a landmark score map is available for every vertex. The sum of the elements of this
map is used to create a ubiquity score map. The higher the ubiquity score, the more the
given landmark is likely to appear all over the mesh. The lower the ubiquity score, the more
the landmark being considered is rare.
The maxima on the saliency score map and the minima on the ubiquity score map are
our detected shapes of interest in method 1 and method 2 respectively.
C.2 Datasets
Two different face datasets are used in our experiments. One is synthetic and has been
generated from the Basel Face Model [Paysan et al., 2009]. The second is made of real
human face scans from the FRGC dataset [Phillips et al., 2005], registered using the Iterative
Closest Point (ICP) [Besl and McKay, 1992] technique.
C.2.1 BFM
We generated 200 random faces from the Basel Face Model (BFM) as well as a null-
parametrised face to be used as a mean model. To reduce the computation time, the model
was cropped using a sphere of 100 mm around the nose. The inner mouth part was manually
erased and the mesh resolution was reduced so that the number of vertices is 2000. The
vertex indices on the modified model were used to reconstruct similar low resolution faces
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FRGC (real) BFM (synthetic)
(Approximate Correspondence) (Accurate Correspondence)
Figure C.2: Generic meshes derived from the FRGC (left) and BFM (right) on which results
are projected. Examples from the 200 training meshes associated with these models are
shown underneath.
from the 200 meshes in the training data. Every vertex in the model has a correspondence
in every mesh of the training set.
C.2.2 FRGC
For the FRGC, 200 random faces of different individuals were selected from the whole set.
ICP-based registration was used to place cropped versions of the meshes into correspondence.
The model mesh was generated by averaging depth values. The generated mesh is around
2000 vertices. For every model vertex, a correspondence is present in every training mesh
by looking at the closest point in the (x, y) plane projection. Compared to the BFM, the
registration is approximate for a single mesh. However it provides a good mean response,
if enough meshes are present in the training set, and allows us to see if our method can
be used without supervision, as the correspondence computation doesn’t evolve manual
manipulations of the data by an operator (no manual anchor points were used for these
FRGC registrations).
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Method 1: Saliency Score Map
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Method 2: Ubiquity Score Map
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Figure C.3: Resulting map for our two methods. For four points we show, for the first
method, a plot of the distribution of the scores associated with the matching local neigh-
bourhood (green) and the non-matching local neighbourhood (red). The values on the central
map are formed as the complement of the distribution intersection. For the second method,
we show the associated response score map. The values on the central map are the averaged
sum over all vertices of the corresponding response score map.
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1 vs. all RA,B,C : 2, 10, 45 RA,B,C : 10, 15, 45
Figure C.4: Saliency map for the two datasets with different locality definitions. Regions of
maximal saliency are represented in blue.
C.3 Results
Figure C.3 shows maps computed using our two methods. A first encouraging result is that
both techniques for both datasets find roughly the same regions of the faces as interesting.
While the first method tries to find locally salient points, the second tries to find globally
rarer and more discriminative points. It appears that, on faces, points that are locally salient
are also globally rarer. This is something that we humans find obvious in faces, but that is
not true in general.
Figure C.4 shows examples of computed saliency map using different locality definitions.
The definition of the locality can not be optimised within the system and has to be provided
in input. For the remainder of this chapter we use the middle configuration (RA = 2,RB = 10
and RC = 45). When selecting the maxima on this map, 10 shapes of interest can be defined
and compared to the 10 manual landmarks commonly used in the literature. One advantage
of the automatic detection of the shapes of interest is that the centre of areas with similar
shape can automatically be labelled. In Fig. C.5, the shapes of interest and corresponding
symmetrical points are presented for both the manual and automatic sets of landmark. When
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Manual Automatic
Figure C.5: Manual model set of 10 shapes used in the literature (top left) and the 10
best local shapes detected by our automatic method (top right). The bottom line shows
the corresponding “symmetrical” detection (manual and automatic). With the automatic
system, the correlations between the mouth and eye shape are detected.
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Figure C.6: Similarities and differences between automatic and manual landmarks. Most of
the automatic landmark are very similar (in a qualitative way) to the ones picked by human
specialists. However some of them are different. For the ones that are different, the definition
of the automatic ones leads to tighter response maps (lower ubiquity score U).
Figure C.7: Automatic model set of shape of interest discovered with the ubiquity score map
(left). Corresponding “symmetrical” detection.
comparing both sets (see Fig.C.6), it can be noted that many of the coarse regions detected
are similar in both solutions. For the ones that are different, it appears that the shapes
selected by the automatic method have a ubiquity score far lower than the human ones, and
are therefore more likely to be more easy to detect and label in a face landmarking system.
Since saliency and rarity seem to be correlated on faces, another way at looking at the
problem is to try to find local minima of the ubiquity map. Figure C.7 shows minima detected
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on the ubiquity score map of the BFM dataset and the detected centroids for the associated
landmark score response map. Because the response map for the eye and the mouth corner
are similar, our extrema detector does not detect the mouth corner as a shape of interest.
It is also not detected when looking at the symmetrical shapes, as the response is not high
enough at those points. Better extrema detection techniques might help solve this problem.
C.4 Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a way to automatically extract a model set of landmarks to be used as
shapes of interest from a registered training set. We discovered some similarities and some
differences in the landmark selection made by our automatic process and those typically made
by humans. The most important thing is the fact that the landmarks from the automatic
model, unlike the human ones, are optimised for a particular task with a given set of tools
(local shape descriptors).
While our approach eliminates manual supervision for model landmark selections, it still
makes two unsubstantiated assumptions:
• that points are the best things to detect on faces
• that one model should fit all faces
These are made to solve an otherwise too difficult problem. Future work should try to
challenge these two points. Different face shapes, ethnic groups, sexes, age groups, might
be associated with different optimal sets of landmarks. For example, some people have a
shallow cup shape at the ophrion1 while others have a perfectly monotonous (round or flat)
forehead. The number and nature of the landmarks to be found on faces can vary a lot and
trying to find a single model that fits everybody might be futile.
Other structures that can be searched for on the face include surface patches and curves
(ridgeline, isoline). While these seem more adapted to the geometry of the face (nose bridge,
superciliary arches, lips, jaw outline) it is still difficult to detect them reliably, as their lack
of locality increases the chances of spurious descriptive values.
1Points situated at the centre of the forehead just above the superciliary arches and under the frontal
eminences.
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An other limitation of this work is the circular dependencies between the set of local
shape descriptors and the set of landmarks to be used. If one is fixed the other can be found
automatically. However finding the best combination of the two is a complex optimisation
problem.
In addition to bringing automation to model design, the models generated are expected
to be better than manually defined models, as they are produced from a quantitative opti-
misation process. Validating this hypothesis will be the subject of future work.
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Appendix D
Abandoned Ideas
If at first you don’t succeed, destroy all evidence that you tried.
Steven Wright - American comedian and actor
A lot of ideas we started investigating gave poor performance or presented problems too
difficult to be treated in the allotted time for this project. By explaining the problem faced
with these discarded ideas, we hope to save time for future research students in this area.
Keypoint detection using descriptor map extrema One of the first idea we had
to find features was to use local extrema of local shape descriptor maps. Most existing
techniques were using global-extrema detectors so that the set of keypoint they obtain is
sparse. Unlike these techniques, we wanted to detect a more dense set of points and retrieve
the labels using graph matching techniques. In figure D.1 examples of keypoints detected
as extrema on the maps of classic local shape descriptors are shown. Often, keypoints are
detected near known manual-landmark positions.
As choosing one local shape descriptor over an other is sometimes a bit arbitrary, a
simple heuristic was used to define a set of keypoints from a set of local shape descriptors:
All the keypoints detected with all the descriptors are considered as a whole. Keypoints are
generated at every location where more than x of the methods agree on the presence of a
keypoint (see Figure D.2). To do so, we used a simple cutting tree clustering approach.
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k1 k2
K (Gauss) H (Mean)
Local volume Shape Index
Figure D.1: Examples of local extrema computed on two models of the same individual with
different orientation. (REucl.scalar = R
Eucl.
extrema = 10mm)
The reason we abandoned this idea is because we developed a less arbitrary system for
keypoint detection (See Chapter 4) based on score maxima instead of raw descriptor value
extrema.
The detection of feature as curves (not as points): This idea was to detect ridge-
lines (detected using the principal curvatures) and isolines (using any scalar map), before
matching hypergraphs, where nodes correspond to the detected curves and hyperedges to
the relationship between those curves.
While patterns were appearing with this representation (see Figure D.3), the discontinuity
of the curves and the change of topology of the curves made the problem of detection really
hard. We do think that curves are more meaningful than points to symbolically represent
the face. Indeed, a ’smiley’ icon (probably the most simplified representation of a face) is
constructed with lines not points. However, we didn’t succeed in detecting curves that are
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Figure D.2: Keypoints as point-cluster centroids: If a number of different methods indicate
the presence of a landmark in an area, a keypoint is created.
easily repeatable from one person to another, or even for two captures of the same person.
We discovered that the lack of locality of the curves make them very sensitive to noise
and holes. The longer the curve, the higher the probability of problem occurring. Future
research trying to deal with this problem will require heavy preprocessing to limit these
errors. Moreover, finding ways to merge and split these curves in a robust fashion will help
improve the repeatability of the feature detector.
Using a mixture of detected points and curves (see Figure D.5) can also ease the labelling
process. Multi-dimensional features can be used as hyperedges between keypoints, bringing
important information to the matching problem.
Hyperedges of undetermined degree Curve and surface detection on faces can also
lead to the use of more discriminative matching techniques using hyperedges of arbitrary
degree. Figure D.6 shows a face where both landmarks and curves (isolines in this case)
are represented. By creating sets of landmarks that are close to a given curve, we define
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a b
Figure D.3: Example of ridgelines detected on a frontal and profile scan of the same person.
While some repeatability patterns can be observed, the curves are far too sensitive to noise
and holes to be used as reliable features in our framework.
Figure D.4: Example of contour lines drawn on the k1 curvature at level C0 = 0.0.
Figure D.5: Diagram of the use of curves. The plan was to use curves as features but also
as an additional way to detect keypoints.
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Figure D.6: Example of hyperedges of undetermined degree constructed using some curve
detector on the face. Every landmark close to one curve are all connected through a hyper-
edge. Here matching can be done independently from the degree of the hyperedge (by using
the curve length or other measure associated with the set of points.
hyperedges of arbitrary degree. The degree of a hyperedge is the number of landmark close
to the curve (or the number of landmarks inside an area for a surface feature).
By using metrics that are common to all curves features (length, surface, map value
integration along a path, and so on), our hypergraph matcher is able to associate hyperedges
of different degree together. The advantage of using that kind of hyperedges is that there is no
combinatorial explosion as the number of hyperedges of high degree is small and correspond
to detected features on the query face. Once again, the main problem with this approach is
to detect reliably curves or surface features on the face.
Keypoints as contact points between rigid surfaces If you place a cast of a face, face
down on the floor, there are a very limited number of stable gravitational equilibrium. These
equilibrium involved a minimum of 3 contact points between the face and the flat surface
(usually: cheekbone, side of nose-tip and superciliary arch). The position of these points
are very stable compared to single point detections. Our idea was to detect those points
in order to detect other features. The plane surface can also be replaced by other shape,
leading to different possible contact points (e.g. a sphere inside the face). One problem
with this approach is that the mesh needs to be cleaned and preprocessed. Because of time
constraints, we didn’t investigate this idea.
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Figure D.7: Face recognition using Thin Plate Spline (TPS). Example of fitting on a frontal
(top) and profile view (bottom). The left column uses 14 landmarks while the right column
uses automatically detected keypoints (as extrema over the mean curvature map). An inter-
esting point is that, in the last image, the identity of the person can be retrieve by a human
operator only watching the TPS surface, implying that the set of points used to create the
TPS “contains” the identity information required for face recognition.
Using Thin-Plate-Spline (TPS) for face representation: Some face processing sys-
tem use radial basis functions to smooth and fill holes in input data. The idea is often
that all the vertex of the input contribute to the final model representation. An interesting
idea is that maybe keypoints might contain all the information needed for face recognition.
Therefore, it might be possible to reconstruct a clean face surface from a set of detected
keypoint. The Thin Plane Spline technique was used to test this hypothesis. The plan was
to fit a morphable two-dimensional sheet to a set of detected points. The idea behind it
was to count how many parameters (dimensions) are necessary to represent identities in a
big dataset and when the parameter take the form of a point on the surface of the face.
As our project shifted from face recognition to landmarking, this idea hasn’t been properly
investigated. It can be noted that this approach would not have been pose-invariant.
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Figure D.8: Examples of Local Symmetry Descriptor (LSD) response maps. Red vertices
shows region with high local symmetry.
Local Symmetry Descriptor (LSD): When trying to design new local descriptors, we
came up with the idea of looking at the degree of symmetry of local shapes. To do so, we
constructed, for each vertex v, a 2D polar histogram Hv (parametrised by α in angles and ρ
in radius) averaging the local neighbourhood z values in a basis including the local surface
normal. The polar histogram is composed of 2.kα slices of equal angle, each partitioned in
kρ cells. We defined the Local Symmetry Descriptor as:
LSD(v) = min
q∈{1..kα}
∑
i∈{1..kρ}
∑
j∈{1..kα}
|Hv[i, sym(j, q)]−Hv[i, j]|
where sym(j, q) is the symmetric slice to j using the qth symmetric plane of the histogram.
The min value over all the symmetric planes q of the histogram corresponds to the best
plane of symmetry where the absolute difference between the two sides in terms of z values
is minimum.
Tests performed with this descriptor doesn’t seem to give interesting information for
most of the landmarks we use. Figure D.8 shows that the obtained results are relatively
noisy. Some high symmetry vertices are detected on the sagittal plane but the descriptor
seems useless everywhere else. This kind of descriptor requires very good vertex normals
and relatively smooth meshes, which is not always the case with our datasets.
2D Contour When we first used the FRGC datasets, we had to face a number of challenges
linked to the data imperfections. One of which was the offset between the capture of the
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Texture Depth-Map
Contour Lines Superimposition
Figure D.9: Generation of depth-map contours.
Figure D.10: Example of error in the FRGC dataset where 2D and 3D data do not corre-
spond.
2D texture image and the 3D structured point cloud. Most of the time this leads to small
translations between the two data channels.
In a attempt to automatically correct these errors, we developed simple scripts to generate
and superimpose 2D contours of the 3D depth map on the 2D texture image (see Figure D.9
and D.10). An automatic method would have computed contours on both the input images
and register them. However, registration of 2D curves is a difficult task. As we decided not
to use the 2D texture for our main project, we didn’t pursue this approach.
Another idea was to detect facial features using contours from the depth map, but that
kind of method would not have been pose invariant, and the detections are usually poor in
the eye region as it can be seen in Figure D.11.
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Figure D.11: Example of depth-map contours. The eyes area often lack details.
On-manifold Face recognition Using Vectorised Hypergraphs One of the initial
ideas of the PhD was to investigate face recognition using sets of detected features on the
face surface. If a unique model is used to detect the facial features on the whole dataset
(common model), it is possible to represent any hypergraph, generated from these features,
as a vector. To deal with occlusion, a binary mask vector can be used in addition to the
scalar vector.
By learning the correlations between identities and these vectors using space reduction
techniques (e.g. Linear Discriminant Analysis), it would be possible to retrieve identities.
The advantages of this approach are that the 2D face recognition techniques can be used
(e.g. Fisherface technique) and that the system would be completely pose invariant and aware
of possible occlusions. Some might argue that the amount of information contained in the
hypergraph is too small to perform face recognition. This is not true if hyperedges of high
degree are considered. In addition to local shape descriptors for the nodes and measured
anthropological properties for the hyperedges (distances, surfaces, etc), it is possible to attach
images to hyperedges of degree 3 or above. Indeed, in our framework, an image can easily
be represented by a histogram.
In Figure D.12, depth maps are constructed from view points attached to hyperedge of
degree 3. Running a Fisherface recognition technique with that kind of input would achieve
better result than using only a single frontal-view depth-map. Furthermore, the presence of
a given node or hyperedge can be used to mask some parts of the vector when occlusions are
present. Generating 2D texture images with new view points is also possible, as the 2D-3D
correspondence can be used. As such a system will require robust facial feature detection,
we decided to focus on feature localisation instead of face recognition.
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Figure D.12: Multiview 2D depth maps. Two sets of 2D depth maps generated from 2
different individuals from the FRGC database using a set of hyperedges of degree 3 as the
basis for the camera positioning.
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